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ER*. is a book as full of matter as an egg is full of meat. Mr M. 
R. Masani's speeches have always been listened to and 

looked upon with the greatest interest by not only the ruling 
Party but by the entire Plite in the country as expressing criticism 
of the highest quality. 

This small book reproduces the speeches, edited so as to avoid 
overlapping and to make it easy for the reader to grasp the position 
that the Swatantra Party has taken and will continue to take 
with all the vigour it  can command, its goal being to give good 
government to a people who deserve better than what the present 
ruling Party has done for them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

T is possible that the reader who finds the material in this book 
an acceptable answer to our country's basic eco~lomic and social 

problems inay yet entertain a doubt about the capacity of the 
Swatantra Party to translate these principles into nationally 
accepted policies. As an independent and educated man, he 
may respond to the Suratantra Alternative but he may doubt the 
capacity of the predominantly illiterate electorate spread through- 
out the villages of India to do so. Such scepticism and the resulting 
defeatism are widespread among the Indian intelligentsia today. 
In  this Introduction, I would like to invite the reader's attention 
to certain facts which may act as a corrective to the prevalen~ 
'ynicism and defeatism among the educated classes which 
constitute a grave danger to our nascent democracy. 

The  fact that has to be faced is that there is no single party in 
the coltntry as of today which provides a functioning opposition 
such as is essential in a live and vigorous democracy. Such a 
functioning opposition has two roles to play. One is to be a 
vigilanl critic of the government of the day. That  role the 
Srvatantra Party has perfortned for the last five years and more. 
The other function is to provide an alternative government as 
and when called upon by the electorate. That function we are 
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not in a position to perform at the national level though we do 
occupy that position in at least three States, namely, Orissa, 
Rajasthan and Gujarat. Now this absence of an alternative 
government at the Centre is a weakness of our democracy and the 
emergence of a Second Party is therefore on the order of the day. 
The  auspices are encouraging. The  couniry as a whole is sick and 
tired of Congress misrule. Most people would like to see a change 
but they do not see horv to make it. 

I am convinced it can be done. Our neighbours in Ceylon 
did exactly this when in March 1965 they threw out a Congress- 
type government led by that other lady, Mrs Srimavo Bandara- 
naike, and replaced it by a liberal government led by IVIr Dudley 
Senanayake. Now, if the people of Ceylon could constitutionally 
and democraticaily displace a Marxist government by a Liberal 
one in 1955, is there any conceivable reason rvily the people oL 
India cannot repeat this performance in February 1967? Is it  to be 
contended that we are less intelligent and patriotic than the 
people of Geylon? I am convinced that the Indian people have the 
capacity and intelligence to do it. The  question is one of will. 

Jn this context, the Swatantra Party's objectives for the 
General Elections next February are twofold. The first is to end 
the monopoly of power by the Congress in New Delhi which 
has gone on for nearly twenty yezrs by denying the Congress a 
majority in the new Lok Sabha. Our second objective is to t r j  
and carry States such as Orissa, Rajasthan and Gujarat where we 
are already the O&$iai Opposition. Maybe these are ambitious 
objectives but I believe they are achievable. "It is not failure but 
low aim that is a crime." 

The  Swatantra Party, ofal l  Opposition parties, is the only one 
qualified to perform these tasks. I t  is the only party that can 
provide a clear-cut alternative, within the framework of the 
Constitution, to the philosophy and principles of the Party in 
office, both in the domestic and international fields. It is not, 
like the Socialist and Communist parties, a satellite wanting to 
push the Cong~ess government a little faster down the slippery 
slope. The  Swatantra Party, on the contrary, wants to reverse the 
engines and take the country in an entirely different direction 
from that of chaos and conlmunism to which it is now headed. 

The  Swatantra Party's second qilalification is its National 
Democratic character. It isnational in th2 seiise that its rootsare 
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in this country. Many of its leaders have emerged from thc 
struggle for Independence in which they worked in close associa- 
tion with Mahatma Candhi by whose message they have been 
deeply touclied. Many of us have been to prison in the struggle 
against British rule. 

The  Swatantra Party's third qualification is that it  is a non- 
denominational party in the sense that it holds the scales even 
between religion, community and location. In the Swatantra 
Party, members of different faiths and communities from one 
extreme of lndia to another feel equally at home. 

Finally, the Swatantra Party is the only one with the quality 
of leadership and the capability to replace the Congress Party. 

The  impression that prevails in certain quarters that ihe 
Swatantra Party is a party of the urban intelligentsia, reflecting 
primarily the interests of industry and business, is a tragic mi& 
conception based on ignorance of the facts. The fact is that the 
Swatantra Party is basically an agrarian or peasant's party. X 
perusal of the report 01 the Election Commission on the 1962 
Elections will show that the S~vatantra Party was not able to carr) 
a single purely urban constituency throughout India, whether for 
Parliament or State Assembly. Even today the Party is weak in 
the metropolitan areas, which are the headquarters of organized 
industry and of the intelligentsia. On the other hand, the 
Swatantra Party did poll about 9.5 million votes, the bulk of 
which came from people in the villages, and every single seat 
that was carried by the Swatantra Party for Parliament 01- 

Assembly was with the votes predominantly of ihe  peasants. 
I t  will be seen from this that the claim to intellectual superio- 

rity asserted by members of the educated class is not altogether 
well founded. On the contrary, what emerges is that the message 
of the Swatantra Party finds an instant and ready response in the 
minds and hearts of the peasantry but that, orvins to lack of 
support from the educated classes, the Swatantra Party has not 
been able toplace in the field an  adequate number of educated 
people to carry the Party's message to every remoie corner of the 
countryside. This lack of ability to convey the Party's message I 
sometimes describe, using an industrial mctaplior, as the absence 
of an adequate "conrreyor belt." The conveyor belt in politics 
consists of vocal men and women ready to work for the Party and 
carry its message, equipped with literature and made mobile by 
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being provided with vehicles to carry them around. This means 
men and money and it is a matter of regret that the Swatantra 
Party is still denied both. This attitude, insofar as material 
resources are concerned, reflects very poorly on the sense of 
patriotism and public concern of the business and propertied 
class as a whole. 

It is claimed that in a controlled economy businessmen who 
stick their necks out are in fear of being hurt by those in authority. 
While there may be some basis for this fear, past experience shows 
it is undoubtedly an exaggerated one. One suspects that in some 
cases at least the fear itself may be an alibi to corer up even less 
honourable motives. 

Is it true, as some people fear, that the Congress is so strong 
that it cannot be displaced? My own view would be that the 
Congress is very much a "paper tiger", that it looks more impres- 
sive than it really is. 

The  Congress Party has never received the support of a majo- 
rity of the Indian people at any General Elections since Indepen- 
dence. The  highest vote it  polled for Parlianlent was 48 per ceut 
under Jawaharlal Nehru. In the last elections, in 1962, its vote 
dropped to 44.72 per cent. In  other words, the Congress Party 
has always been a minority party since Independence, and the 
disparity between the Congress Party ancl others is not as wide as 
it looks. The 365 seats in Parliament that the Congress Party 
occupies do not reflect the country's will but represents a gross 
distortion of it. Themumber of votes polled by the Congress Party 
in 1962 was five times that polled by the Swatantra Party, and the 
gap has narrowed since to a great extent. I for one do not believe 
that the Congress Party will get more than 40 per cent of the votes 
polled in next year's elections to Parliament. I would not be 
surprised if it does not get even that. Is there any reason why such 
a party, which is only the biggest of India's minority parties, 
cannot be defeated? 

The Indian Institute of Public Opinion conducts periodic polls. 
They had one this year of metropolitan cities, namely, capitals of 
various States. The  Congress P a y ,  which had 60 per cent 01 
urban support in JanuaryIFebruary 1966, had only 41 per cent 
support by May 1966. This, according to the Institute, is the 
steepest drop ever noticed in the history of independent India. 
According to the same report, the potential support of the non- 

leftist parties, including the Swatantra Party, went up during 
the same period from 20 to 42 per cent. In other words, today the 
non-leftist parties have as much urban support as the Congress 
Party. In such a context, the Swatantra Party's objective should 
be to double its poll next year. 

The  imbalance described above results from the combination 
of an Anglo-Saxon electoral system with a Latin party system that 
we have in India today. We have taken the electoral system of 
single member constituencies with the winning candidate getting 
first past the post from Britain which has basically a two-party 
system. On the other hand, temperamentally we are not Anglo- 
Saxons but Latins and have a multiplicity of political parties but 
we do not have the system of proportional representation that 
Continental countries and almost all new States in Latin America, 
Asia and Africa have adopted. The result is the gross distortion 
that we have mentioned. 

I t  is this that makes it necessary for the Swatantra Party to enter 
into electoral understandings and adjustments with other demo- 
cratic Opposition parties, though not with the Communist parties. 
The  Swatantra Party will fight the elections under its own banner 
but, in order to avoid distortion of the popular will, it becomes 
necessary to avoid needless inter-oppositional contests at the polls 
and to resort to what may be described, adopting a French phrase: 
as a "second ballot" in advance. 

Let us consider for a moment if, despite all these efforts, the 
Congress Party, because of the electoral system, get another bogus 
majority in Parliament in 1967 polling, let us say, less than 40 
per cent of the votes and getting, shall we say, 60 per cent of the 
seats. Will the Indian people already tired of two decades of 
misrule allow such a government to rule for another five years 
even though it has been rejected by 60 per cent of the electorate'. 
In the context of rising prices, food shortages and increasing 
hardship of every kind, it is clear that such a situation will bring 
aid and comfort to the enemies of democracy and that the 
democratic system will be in danger. 

In the context of the disintegration of the Congress Party and 
the fact that it is undoubtedly on the way out, the real issue in  
Indian politics today is between the Communist Party on the 
one hand the liberal democratic policies embodied in the 
programme of the Swatantra Party on the other. The  question 
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is who is to inherit the future. Is it to be a communist dictatorship 
or the free way of life? Sensing rhe dangers that lurk ahead, 
Rajaji has said in his Independence Day appeal: "I smell the 
coming storm and rain." He has appealed to good men and true to 
come forward to stand for election and be counted. 

Rajaji has already announced that, if the Fwatantra Partj. 
comes to power, it will not confine membership of government to 
members of the Party but will invite members of other parties or 
none to come and contribute their talents to the service of the 
country. The Swatantra Party's ranks are not closed. 

This is an Open Conspiracy in  which we are engaged, demo. 
crarically and constitutionally to change the government, to 
provide a clean, eficient and progressive administration to the 
country. 1. THE 'SOCIALIST PATTERN' 

1. C A L L  F O R  A N E W  P A R T Y *  

VER the last few years, and particularly since the framing of 
the Second Five Year Plan, certain trends are being set in 

motion that give ground for concern. Among these trends are 
the killing of all incentives to harder work and increased produc- 
tion, an increase in prices and the cost of living, a drop in 
savings, a decline in agricultural and industrial production, the 
imperilling of our foreign credit and the mortgaging of our 
future. Most outstanding, however, is the growing concentration 
of power in a few hands. With the nationalizing of various 
industries, the establishment of a near monopoly in certain 
commodities in the hands of the State Trading Corporation and 
the magnitude of the controls that are exercised by the Govern- 
ment over every economic activity worthy of mention, an alarm- 
ing agglomeration of economic power has been added to the 
political power that was already vested in the hands of the 
politicians in power and the permanent civil servants. 

Acharya Vinoha Bhave, than whom there is no  shrewder 
observer of the Indian scene and who can hardly be suspected 

"Speech In Bangalore on 29 Mag 1959 

1 
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of having a soft spot for the capitalist system or being a secret 
member of the Forum of Free Enterprise, says: 

We talk of demorracy but actually power and responsibility 
has got concentrated in the hands of a very few at the apex. 
Today a handful of people, that is, not more than 5 or 6, have 
all the initiative and power in their hands. The  rest are just 
'yes' men. A small mistake of judgement on their part can 
destroy and bring misery to countless individuals. Government 
have power over the entire life of the people. There is hardly 
a sphere of life which is absolutely private and personal. This 
is a dangerous slate of affairs. 

This development is likely to be further accelerated by the 
increasing burden of taxation that has been inflicted year after 
year in an attempt to carry out the Second Five Year Plan and 
by the two thousand crores of rupees of additional taxation 
which, we are now told, will become necessary in order to 
implement the Third Five Year Plan. The  effect of this excessive 
taxation is to kill incentive for saving and enterprise, to prevent 
the development of further industries in the hands of the people 
and to leave the Government as the sole party who can produce 
the funds for industrial investment. In such a set-up, which is 
described officially as the Socialist Pattern of Society, it is not 
surprising to find the bureaucracy in India proliferating at a rate 
that makes nonsense of Parkinson's Law. 

f 
Finally, there is the Nagpur Resolution. Briefly and in a few 

paragraphs, it seeks to uproot and destroy the system of peasant 
proprietorship which has been part of the Indian tradition and 
way of life over thousands of years, at least in Southern and 
Western India. I t  seeks further to eliminate the wholesale trade 
in foodgrains and to create a State Monopoly. If this Resolution 
is ever put in practice, which God forbid, it will mean creating 
an army of officers spread throughout the villages of India whose 
job it  will be to tell the peasants what to produce and, how much 
to produce, and to obtain from the peasants f?odpr+ins . and ~ other 
produce at.'prices fixed' by the ' Government Monopoly. , such 
. ~ 

ofFiiiahi it 'h easy- tbsee;'.will h i v ~  virtudIpbwe* Gf life aild death . ~ .  , . . . . ~  . , . . . . , 
over the peasant and his family. 

Now all this, even if it materializes, would not necessarily be 

the same as communism, but people may be forgiven for thinking 
that the difference may not be worth the mention. I t  would be 
fair to sum up this attempt at a quick answer to whether or not 
there are incipient trends towards communism in official policies 
by saying that those who see them are not altogether victims of a 
fevered imagination and that a prima facie case for probing 
further into the matter undoubtedly exists. 

How then, we must ask ourselves, can Pandit Nehru and his 
colleagues, who are adherents of democracy, be suspected of being 
responsible for policies which foster the growth of communism 
in India? How does it  happen that men who believe in parlia- 
mentary democracy, respect the rule of law and are wedded to 
methods of non-violence, appear to be responsible for promoting 
the progress in India of communism, which destroys parlia- 
mentary democracy wherever it gets power, which tramples 
under foot the rule of law and which looks at non-violence with 
undisguised contempt? 

I venture to think the answer can be found in a certain basic 
confusion that appears to exist in the minds of the Prime 
Minister and of those who support his policy. There is the belief 
that the economic and social aims of communism are valid and 
worth emulaling, but that communist methods of force and 
fraud are immoral and to be eschewed. If we can get the objec- 
tives of a communist society without going through the liquida- 
tions and the purges and the horrors of the Soviet and Chinese ex- 
periences, then there is nothing wrong with it. Now, the 
assumption underlying this line of thinking appears to be that 
what is wrong with communism is not its ideals or the 
kind of society it contemplates, but the violent and unethical 
means by which such a millennium is sought to be brought into 
existence. In other words, if only the purges, the liquidations, 
the murders, the vilifications and the lies can be eliminated, 
communism would be a beautiful way of life. I t  is somewhat 
like saying that the leopard is a very lovable animal without 
h is  spots. Unfortunately, -the spotsare an essential and integral 
part of t h e  leopard a n d  if you want t h e  leopard you must put 
u p  with t& spots; Similarly; the force -and fraud -which accom- 
pany communism are a n  integral part o f  that horrible and 
unnatural economic and social system and you cannot have that 
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system unless it is accompanied by a brutal and tyrannical 
dictatorship. 

Why do I say that one cannot have a completely nationalized 
and state-owned industry on the one side and collective or joint 
cooperative farming on the other, without an abandonment of 
the peaceful and democratic methods to which, by virtue of our 
Constitution and our Gandhian tradition, we are committed? 
So long as free elections to Parliament take place every five 
years and so long as the government of the day is responsible to 
Parliament, can it not be argued that political democracy will 
remain intact and that economic collectivism need not neces- 
sarily lead to political dictatorship with all its horrors? Amone; 
my esteemed friends, there are some who in all good faith believe 
that state capitalism or socialism is consistent with political 
democracy, and I would not therefore lightly brush aside t h ~ s  
view. I t  does appear to me, however, that all one's experience 
of histoly and knowledge of human nature warn us that such 
a belief is not founded in reality but in wishful thinking which 
is dangerous. 

For one thing, there is no known example in the world's 
history where private property in land and industry bas been 
abolished, where ownership and control of the instruments of 
production, distribution and exchange have been nationalized 
and where democracy and individual liberty have yet survived. 
T h e  case of England, Sweden or New Zealand is altogether 
irrelevant because in these countries private ownership is still 
the rule in agricufiure and is still predominant in industry. The  
countries from which the lesson can be learnt are the Soviet 
Union, Communist China and the captive countries of Eastern 
Europe. 

Professor S .  Chandrasekhar, the eminent Indian demographer. 
recently visited Communist China as a state guest. He came back 
and described the cooperative farms called communes as "a new 
form of colonialism" and the poor peasants in them looked to 
him like the inmates of a zoo. 

The  most conclusive testimony is, of course, that of Milovan 
Djilas, former communist Vice-President of Yugbslavia, which 
is to be found in his book, The New Clms, for writing which he 
is now serving a cruel ten-year sentence in & Yugoslav prison. 
I will content myself by saying that it proves two conclusions: 

first, that you cannot have democracy or freedom where all 
economic ownership and power is concentrated in the hands 
of the state and, secondly, that you cannot have social justice 
or equality where you have surrendered political democracy 
even for the purpose of achieving those desirable objectives. 
As Djilas says, the only beneficiary of the kind of socialist 
pattern that has been in existence in Yugoslavia for the 
last fourteen years is the New Class of commissars, bureaucrats 
and technicians who are today exploiting the peasants 
and workers and are living on the fruits of their labour through 
their control of the state machinery. l\rhat you have got, in other 
words, is a class of state capitalists, more ruthless and exploitative 
than the private capitalists who preceded them. 

It is not difficult to imagine what would happen if the opera- 
tion of the law of the market-of supply and demand-were 
eliminated through the gradual establishment of a State mono- 
poly of industry and trade. In  the face of such a monopoly the 
worker, the investor and the consumer alike would lose his 
freedom of choice. T o  the worker, the bureaucrat will say: "I 
know what is best for you. Do the work you are told and don't 
argue about wages." T o  the investor he will say: "This is all 
you can earn on your investment and no more." T o  the consumer 
he will say: "I shall tell you what yo11 may or may not buy." 

I t  may be argued that so long as all this is done under the benign 
control of a parliament elected by the people and responsible 
to the people, there is nothing very shocking about it. That  plea, 
however, begs the question. Once the consumers' preference 
ceases to influence decisions as to what is to be produced and a1 
what prices, who is to decide the thousand and one priorities 
which must be established before planning of this total kind 
can be made effective? Is it  seriously suggested that the sovereign 
people will, through parliamentary elections every five years, 
be able to maintain effective control over the executive of the 
day? As a member of Parliament who knows what Parliament 
can and cannot do, let me confess that Parliament would be 
impotent when faced with such a situation. 

The  only thing throughout history that has restrained power 
is countervailing power. Such countervailing power in the form 
o f a n  opposition to the government of the day can only exist if 
there are in society "autonomous social forces" like peasant 
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proprietors, professions, trade unions of workers, factory owners, 
businessmen, newspapers and educationists, each of them stand- 
ing on their own legs and not dependent for their existence on 
the mercies of one particular force among them or of the state. 
Oncc these classes in  society have been liquidated, that check of 
countervailing power is removed. I t  was Karl Marx who once 
said that those who own property are free and those who do not 
are not free. How right he was1 Yet, illogically, he concluded 
that freedom would expand through the aholition of property! 

A striking illustration of the confused and wishful thinking 
that is to be found on the part of our governmental leaders and 
other adherents of State Capitalism is provided by their theses 
about "joint cooperative farms" which are nothing hut a carbon 
copy of Soviet collective farms. I have said what I had to say on 
this subject in no less than three speeches in Parliament and 
there is no time to go again into a detailed discussion of the 
problem. The Prime Minister has been going round the country 
threatening to sweep his opponents aside with a hroomstick- 
not a very dignified weapon! His anger that we in the cities have 
dared to probe into this problem and pointed out its ugly 
implications is probably based on the frustration of his hope 
that the abolition of peasant proprietorship would be achieved 
without public debate, that the masses of our peasantry and a 
great deal of public opinion in  the cities has taken its stand in 
opposition to this adventure. The  Prime Minister claims that 
the change from pasant  proprietorship to joint farming would 
be voluntary, that'the property of the peasant in his land will 
remain intact and that, in the result, food production will go 
up. One wonders on what this pathetic faith of the Prime 
Minister-that the peasants of India are dying to get rid of their 
land and to hand it  over to cooperatives-is based. Stalin had 
to kill three million hulaks or peasant farmers, the Chinese 
Communists have butchered many more in  the process. In 
Yugoslavia and Poland, the peasants have in fact fought against 
cooperatives by running out of them the moment they were 
given the chance. The  collective farmers of the Ukraine and the 
Crimea welcomed the Nazi army with flowers and open arms and 
with the sole demand that the collective farms be disbanded 
and the land returned to them, only to be rebuffed by Hitler. 

Of course there is always the danger that the word 'voluntan' 
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may be juggled with, and the more recent statenlrnls of the 
Prime Minister make one wonder whether the meaning he 
attaches to the word 'voluntary' is that which all of us here 
understand by that word. The  Prime Minister has, on different 
occasions, already said that the Government would have a right 
to discriminate between those who join the cooperative farms 
and those who refuse to do so: He has graciously said he would 
not starve the individual peasant of water, but he has justified 
other forms of discrimination, such as regarding taxes, credit 
and other facilities. I for one would consider such discrimination 
as coercion and I am supported in this view by the Communist 
Dictator of Poland, Mr Gomulka, who has abolishecl all tax 
incentives in favour of cooperatives as being unfair and discrimi- 
natory. Then again, Mr Nehru has scouted the idea that one or 
two fanners would he allowed to hold up cooperativization of 
the land in a village and when Mr Mahavir Tyagi suggested at 
Nagpur that the size of the majority should be prescribed, h4r 
Nehru's reply was that this was a mere administrative detail 
which could be decided later. It is rather like sayingthat the 
depositors in a Bank should meet and decide by a majority in 
what securities and shares the deposits should be invested and 
that the minority should be bound by that decision. I can 
imagine what a run on the Bank there would be if such a policy 
were to be attempted! Mr Nehru has also recently said that no 
farmer who joins a cooperative should be allowed to leave it for 
three years and that even then he cannot get back his land but 
would be compensated with a cash payment or other land on the 
fringe of the cooperative farm. So much for the peasant's right 
to his property which is supposed to remain intact1 

The kind of self-delusion in which the Prime Minister is 
indulging on this point can be seen from the ridiculous statement 
that the country and the Congress Party are bubbling with 
enthusiasm in favour of joint farming. Compare this with the 
bitter remarks of his own daughter, the Congress President, 
about the lack of enthusiasm and the unwillingness of Congress 
workers to go through training courses in cooperative farming 
and the pointed indifference displayed by members of the 
A.I.C.C. at the recent meeting in New Delhi. Fortunately, the 
battle for peasant proprietorship will be fought in the fields of 
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our countryside and not in Parliament and I have no doubt 
about the result. 

Before passing on from this topic, let me quote from an 
interesting article on Agricultural Coofleratives by Pasco Romac, 
President of the Main Cooperative Association of Yugoslavia, 
which only recently came to me through the kind courtesy of 
the Yugoslav Embassy in  New Delhi: 

I t  was very soon shown that the rapid setting up of these 
cooperatives was a mistake. A tendency appeared among a 
large number of producers to dispose of their livestock and 
better equipment before joining the cooperative. . . . Produc- 
tion, as a matter of fact, greatly fell and did not give any 
surplus for marketing. The  society invested large funds in 
these cooperatives, but they did not bring results. I t  was 
obvious that the members were not concerned with production 
and the majority devoted their time to the gardens that were 
left to them when joining the cooperative and neglected the 
general communal husbandry. In such a situation quite a 
large number of the members of cooperatives wished to 
withdraw from them, and the organizational measures to 
better the situation were of no avail. The  use of force would 
have been necessary to keep the cooperatives alive. This, of 
course, might have been done, but the question was whether 
the use of force on such a wide scale and the maintenance of 
such a situation'which could only lead to a further decrease 
in  production, would be of any benefit whatsoever. T h e  large 
number of producers who would have had to be coerced 
would have been of no use to the community. All in all, it 
was obvious that it  was impossible to continue in such a way. 

In 1953, the Yugoslav Government passed the Regulation 
on the Reorganization of the Peasants' Working Cooperatives. 
The  result of the passing of this regulation was that the 
majority of the cooperatives disintegrated, since the peasants 
withdrew their membership from the cooperatives. The land 
was returned to the peasants, and they began again to work 
as individual producers.. . . 

Another conclusion can be drawn from this-that there is 
no socialism in the village with low production and that there 
is no solution to be found by including households with 

backward economies in cooperatives, even qulte voluntarily 
and without the implementation of any political or adminis- 
trative measures. Our experience with peasants' working 
cooperatives has quite clearly confirmed this. These coopera- 
tives, in the form we had them, were not beneficial either to 
the producer or to the community, although it seemed to us 
that we are nearer to socialism since the country was collecti- 
vized. 

That the Prime Minister should, after such a clear lesson and 
warning, seek to make the country go through the same bitter 
experiences justifies the remark recently made by Acharya 
Kripalani that "Mr Nehru is wonderful at creating problems. 
He is better still at analysing them. But he has never solved any 
of them." 

You have a right to ask me: how can this disastrous drift towards 
state capitalism, collectivization and perhaps to communism be 
checked? How can we save our country from being dragged 
gradually and steadily nearer the precipice? I t  is true that this 
process is so slow that we might be tempted to sit back and relax, 
thinking that there is plenty of time. I am reminded of the story 
of Robert Benchley, the well-known American humorist, who 
was drinking gin at a party when a temperance leader surprised 
him. "Bob," he said, shaking his finger at him, "put that stuff 
away; it  is slow poison." "That's all right," replied Benchley, 
"I'm in no hurry." Like Robert Benchley, those of us who are 
prepared to go along with the socialist pattern and joint farming 
seem to be in no hurry. We are quite prepared to allow our body 
politic to be poisoned slowly with the virus of totalitarianism so 
long as we are not threatened with a communist dictatorship of 
Messrs Ghosh, Ranadive and Joshi tomorrow morning. One is 
tempted to ask such complacent people whether it  is much of a 
consolation to them that the policies that Ghosh, Ranadive and 
Joshi would like to carry out are in fact being more slowly and 
less perceptibly implemented by the Congress leaders. 

Though disaster may not be imminent, the need for action is 
most urgent. If these trends are allowed to proceed mnch further, 
it may he too late for us to try to reverse them. 

The times call for a much bigger and broader effort of an 
active and political nature. There is an imbalance in our Parly 
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system which cries out for rectification. The right to vote given 
to us by our Constitution is a sacred trust and there is an 
obligation on each man and woman amongst us to cast the vote 
for those in whose policies he or she may have trust. Now, there 
are hundreds of people one knows in one's own experience who 
are against the industrial and agricultural policies of the Nehru 
Government, and there must be lakhs of others whom we may 
not personally have met. How are they to be helped to exercise 
their franchise? Today they have no  such opportunity because 
all the candidates who stand for election in most constituencies 
adhere to socialism or communism of one brand or another. 
The  socialist and communist parties are not opposition parties, 
hut only satellites of the Congress. For a man who believes in 
liberal democracy, the choice between a Congress, a Praja 
Socialist, Lohia Socialist and Communist candidate is Hobson's 
choice, because all of them favour policies which he holds in 
abhorrence. I t  is only if there is a candidate in his constituency 
who stands against state capitalism that he has a chance to cast 
an effective vote. I t  is therefore the duty of those individuals and 
those sections of our society who are opposed to this drift to- 
wards state capitalism to establish a broad-based political party 
which responds to the needs of a large part of the electorate. If 
this is not done, a dangerous polarization will set in as a result 
of which, as in China, all discontent will flow into Red channels. 

In  my view, the new party that we all desire to see should be 
what may be broadly called a middle-of-the-road or centre party 
which would eschgw dogma and extremes of any kind. I t  should 
take a practical and pragmatic view of our problems and support 
solutions which are demonstrated to be in  the country's interest. 
In industry and business, it  would believe in a mixed economy 
in which both state and free enterprise have ample 
opportunities to serve the needs of the community on an equal 
and autonomous basis without one seeking to dominate the other. 
In  agriculture, it would stand for peasant proprietorship and 
family cultivation, with all help being given to the peasant to 
produce more through credit, tools, seeds, fertilizers and know- 
how made available by the community, whether through multi- 
purpose cooperative societies or otherwise. I t  will have no place 
for a Government which acts like a dog in  a barnyard which 
cannot lay eggs-itself and will not let the hens do so. Our broad 
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concept should be that of advancing as fast as possible so that 
the standard of life of the people can be raised in the life-time 
of those who at present live in our country and not, as the 
socialist prolesses, of generations yet unborn. A fuller and richer 
life for our people here and now would be our slogan and this 
richer and fuller life can be achieved by giving the fanner, the 
artisan, the factory worker, the lawyer, the doctor and the 
industrialist adequate incentives to work harder and show more 
enterprise by being allowed a higher return, whether in  the 
form of wages or salaries or profits by letting the money fructify 
in the pockets of the people. 

I must confess that until the beginning of this year I was 
pessimistic about the formation or outlook for such a party. Only 
a few intellectuals in the cities were wol~ied about the dangers 
facing the country, while our five lakhs of villages slumbered. 
But at one stroke the suicidal Nagpur Resolution of the Cong- 
ress Party has awakened and aroused the country. For the first 
time the peasantry of India has become aware that the Congress 
Party, in which it reposed faith all these years, is attempting to 
filch its lands and to herd it into collective farms. Even 
the bulk of Congressmen who have allowed their leader to ram 
joint farming down their throats have no use for it. 

Never has the time been as propitious as this for the formation 
of a strong opposition Party. The  Nagpnr Resolution is both a 
challenge and an opportunity. If properly explained, it brings 
to the landed peasants in the village, who constitute 53.7 per cent 
of our population, and to the professional and business- 
men in the city an awareness of their common interest and their 
common peril. Once the land of the peasant is taken away and 
pooled into collective farms, it will he too late for the pro- 
fessional man or businessman to retain his economic freedom. 
On the other hand, our farmers will have to realize that joint 
farming cannot be fought in isolation. There is no way of 
finding resources for carrying through the Third Five Year Plan 
and ushering in the socialist pattern than by squeezing the 
peasantry through collective farming. Once Stalin and Mao 
Tse-tung decided to force the pace of industrializarion through 
a state monopoly of economic power, they had no choice but to 
extract the maximum possible "surplus" from the peasantry 
through forcible collectivization. Nehru, despite all his libera- 
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lism, will leave us little choice if he is not stopped by the Indian 
people. As Jayaprakash Narayan so aptly put it, "When values 
are pushed into the background, production statistics take the 
front seats. The  next step towards regimentation and dictator 
ship is then a matter of course." 

Intelligent men among the peasantry and in the cities there- 
fore realize that, unless they hang together, they will hang 
separately. 7'he leaders of the peasantry and the leaders of 
business and industry must therefore come together to support 
the kind of demorratic opposition party that we all wish to see. 

2. P L A N N I N G  O R  A S T R O L O G Y ? "  

The  issue is not between planning and non-planning. The issue 
is between one kind of planning and another kind of planning; 
one kind of regulation and another kind of regulation. We must 
have regulation. But what are the limits to regulation? What is 
the nature of the regulation? 

The Prime Minister adduced two criteria-maximum produc- 
tion and prevention of concentration of power. I entirely accept 
both of them as I think those are very good general statements, 
but the conclusion that we draw from the two criteria is different 
from the conclusion to which he comes. We see the biggest 
danger of the concentration of power in the hands of the State. 
We see it  because, however big the industrialist may be, there 
is always the Government and the community on top of him to 
pull him u p  and bring him to justice or to order, but when the 
police power is combined with economic power, when the 
policeman and the judge and the factory-owner become one, 
then there is no appeal. Then you get a total concentration of 
power and, if we are against the state capitalism of the kind that 
is being sought lo be advanced in this country, we are against 
it, among other reasons, because it  would result in precisely the 
concentration of power that both the Prime Minister and we 
would wish to present. 

The  other point on which it is necessary to correct the record 
is in regard to heavy industry, light industry and agriculture. A 

that some of us do not believe in  heavy 

Sabha on 21 August 1960. 

industrialization-in rapid industrialization and in heavy indus- 
tries. That  is completely beside the point. We are for a well- 
balanced, all-round development. We believe that there should 
be heavy industry; that there should he industrialization, but it 
has to go side by side with the development of the agricultural 
base and the development of light industries to supply the needs 
of the people. This is what we say in our Statement of Policy. 

The  Swatantra Party therefore stands for a programme of 
all-round rapid industrialization with a view to develop 
narional resources and provide employment. I t  believes in a 
balanced development of capital goods industries, organized 
corlsumer goods industries and rural industries that afford 
supplementary employment in the processing of the products 
of agriculture. 

Whilst not opposed to the development of heavy and basic 
industries commensurate with the availability of resources, the 
Swatantra Party rejects the false and lop-sided priority given 
to heavy industry to the neglect of cottage, organized and 
light industries producing consumer goods. 

Let me give an example of where we draw the line. We think 
that the fourth steel plant included in the Third Plan is 
superfluous and premature. The day will undoubtedly come 
when India will need a fourth or fifth or sixth steel plant. But is 
this the time for it? There are reasons why the fourth steel plant 
should not have figured in this Plan and why this money, which 
is now going to be sunk in that plant would he better used for 
a hundred other purposes, from agriculture upwards. 

Our reason is that steel has the poorest ratio of output and 
the number of men employed to capital investment. Let us take 
a million ton steel plant; it  costs, I am told, around Rs 180 crores 
This Rs 180 crores investment by the country will turn out 
finished steel worth only Rs 45 crores a year. I t  employs only 
8,000 men. Let us compare with this what would happen if you 
employ the same capital in engineering industries. In  engineering 
industries, an investment of 180 crores of rupees would produce 
Rs 200 crores worth of products in a year as against Rs 45 crores 
from a steel plant. I t  would employ a hundred thousand men 
compared to 8,000 men in a steel plant. I give the example 
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nearest to steel, but i i  you get further away from it, as  you get 
fertilizers, insecticides and finally to agriculture, you find that 
the same amount of inrrestment would give multi-fold employ- 
ment and multi-fold returns LO the country. 

Let us now consider two basic things about this Third Plan. It 
seeks to draw two-thirds of the resources into the public sector. 
And where does the public sector invest? Three-fourths of the 
public sector investment is of a non-agricultural nature. So, you 
get this: that, on the one hand, 70 per cent, of our people are 
living and toiling on the land but three-fourths of two-thirds of 
the total investment goes to non-agricultural pursuits. I think this 
shows a lack of balance in our planning. 

Having criticized this lack of balance, let me say that there 
is an alternative. We have an alternative by comparison with 
which we believe that this Plan would prove to be pedestrian: that 
this Plan is not ambitious as the Prime Minister says we have 
criticized it for being. We think it is unambitious. I t  is wrong- 
minded and it is inappropriate to the needs of the country. We 
believe that if you try not to drag the savings of the people into the 
public sector, if you try not to divert them from the pursuit of agri- 
culture and allied industries where you get higher returns on 
your investments as I have pointed out, our national income 
will go up much faster than what the Third Plan contemplates. 
We are confident that if our plans were followed, if the resources 
of the people were left in their hands to invest where the 
returns are highe~, viz., light industries and agriculture, our 
volume of savings in the Third Plan, which are estimated at 
Rs 7,200 crores by the Plan, would be even Rs 8,000 mores or 
more. So, it 'is not that we think the Plan is too big; we think it 
is wrong-minded and it does not advance the country as fast as 
it  should. 

What is the real issue? The real issue is the nature of planning 
and the nature of society. As I understand it, the pattern of the 
Second a n d T h i r d  Plans is a command economy, a group of 
people, sitting in Delhi, calling themselves the National Plali- 
ningCommission, who:arrogate.to .themselves the~right to decid-e 
whit .shall b e  produced and whit shallnot be:.pr.oducCd. -That 
isl the Soviet o f  economy being: dii-ecterl.an& comniindetl 
from-above. 

,The question arises, why is there an attempt at reconciling 

Soviet communist econolnic planning with parliamentary demo- 
cracy? There is a basic confusion lying at the root of this. You 
cannot make a communist economy, a command economy, co. 
exist with a parliamentary democracy. Sooner or later one or the 
other will have to go. 

Coming to the Plan itself, I shall only devote myself to two 
aspects-inaccuracy of the statistics, of the estimates, 
and the inflation that is bound to result from it. The  
investment outlay is Rs 11,250 crores, and we all agree-the Plan 
agrees-that it h a s  to come from domestic savings and foreign 
aid. But how? 

According to them, an annual increase of 5 per cent in 
national income is estimated. But to some of us it  seems a gross 
over-estimate. Under the wet blanket of Statism, past experience 
shows that this 5 per cent will not be reached. What is the 
record of the last ten years? During the last nine years ended 
1957-58, the national income increased by 2.5 per cent (com- 
pound) and during the last three years that the Second Plan 
has been in existence by 1.9 per cent (compound). We are told 
that from 1.9 per cent, we suddenly jump to 5 per cent. Why? 
What is the basis of this prognosis? Is it planning or is it astro- 
logy? Our resources are being diverted to low-return projects 
in the State sector. People are prevented from investing in 
agriculture and light industries where they can get higher 
returns. If that were permitted, I can understand that the 
national income would go up. On the other hand, you prevent the 
national income from going u p  by forcing the resources into the 
wrong pattern and then you make the fantastic estimate of a 5 
per cent increase in national income. With all respect, I must 
say this is the most unlikely thing to happen. 

Now, when we plan in such a manner it  is inevitable that 
there should be inflation. The  Prime Minister has said that 
"planning is an exercise of intelligence." But judging by these 
figures, it seems difficult to credit the planners with any intelli- 
gence on this occasion. If they were intelligent, I for one would 
be forced to say that this is a fraud on the.country and.its people. 

Inflaltion is a thing:thatisoften referredto;-add the quantum 
ofinflation issomething thatis ofren~plaped~down;..Each Finance 
Minister in the past has shown that our inflation is much- less 
than that of some other countries. That  is true. But it depends 
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from what you start and also what capacity you have to bear 
the inflation. Now, may I request the Government to see that, 
when they consider inflation, they do it, not for the 5 or 10 
years, but cumulatively from the beginning of the last war, 
because the human beings who are bearing this burden are 
the same set of people? I t  is no good saying: "Forget the past 
inflation before independence; let .us start with independence." 
That  is not good enough. If the Indian people had gone 
through eight years of infiation before you took to planning, 
then yon have to take that into consideration in making your 
plan. 

Now, what is the position? Speaking in this House on May 
1957 I had said that the rupee then equalled 23.3 nP of the 
1939 rupee. Since then, there is a further drop of 11.7 per cent 
in the value of the rupee according to the Plan document itself. 
This means that today's rupee is worth 20.6 nP  in 1939 rupee 
terms. In other words, the value of the purchasing power of the 
rupee today in our pocket is one-fifth of what it bought in 1939. 
The  Prime Minister said that in a developing economy there is 
bound to be inflation, that it  is a good thing. That brave man 
is not frightened of communism; he is not frightened of inflation. 
But I may say that inflation means misery to the people, 
inflation means starvation for the people; inflation means that 
the people are being cheated of their money. An honest rupee, 
a stable currency, alone can be the bed-rock of advance; when 
that is lacking, ev&thing goes. 

We believe that if you want to advance in the future, you 
must make today's prosperity the foundation of tomorrow's 
growth. Today's adversity, today's misery, today's starvation can 
never be the foundation on which a nation can grow, develop 
and flower. You must give the present generation a fair deal. I t  
is no good asking the present generation to starve for generations 
yet unborn. Our whole system of planning is based on the 
Soviet pattern which is to deny the present generation for some 
generations yet unborn. 

So, the planners are asking the peaple of India to sacrifice now 
fcir the f u t ~ r e ; T h e ~ I n d i a n  people are n o t  going to show that 
much of patience. Theywant to see the fruits of their labours 

d their children when they are still alive. 

Therefore, we want a different kind of plan, a plan that will give 
back to the people what is the people's. 

I should commence by trying to share with this House, in the 
first two or three minutes, the feeling that prevails in my 
constituency in regard to the issue we are now discussing. I shall 
try to do so as objectively as possible, and in doing that, I 
cannot help saying that, taking the constituency by and large, 
among all classes of people, peasants, workers, Government 
employees, shopkeepers, middle class people, the feeling ib one of 
exasperation, of having reached the limit ol endurance. If I may 
summarize the verdict of the constituency, it is not that the 
Congress should go-let me be honest about it-it is, "change 
your policies and mend your ways or go." There is a locz~s 
penitentine in the mind of the electorate-it is not in my mind 
because I do not see any chance of improvement and that is why 
I am supporting this motion of no confidence. But the electorate 
still has an open mind. I t  wants to watch. It has given a warning 
and it wants to see if this warning is heeded or if it is ignored. 
It is because of this feeling in this constituency of mine, and 
also in the country generally-becduse I do not think that my 
constituency is unrepresentative-that today I identify myself 
with this vote of no confidence in the Cabinet. 

The  Government's policy, broadly, is one of socialism at home 
and non-alignment abroad. Let us examine dispassionately to 
what extent these objectives have succeeded during the last 
fifteen years. Socialism, I take it and the House will agree with 
me, means moving towards a more prosperous, a more free and 
a more equal society, an objective with which I am a hundred 
per cent in agreement. Rut to what extent has this objective 
been furthered during the last fifteen years? Is  there more 
prosperity in this country today? 

Let us consider diiIerent classes of society. Let us consider the 
landless labourer. Has anyone got the courage to say that the lot 
of the landless labourer, in  terms of real income, has improved? 
The reports of Government committees do not show anything 

Speech in the Lok Sabha on 19 August 1963, 
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of the kind. I think it would he right to say that even the small 
peasant with a small holding has not materially improved his lot. 
T h e  industrial workers have certainly been compensated by 
dearness allowance and you may say, therefore, that their real 
wages today are what they were when Independence was 
achieved. The  Labour Minister, Mr Nanda, has conceded that 
there has been no real rise in thk standard of living of the Indian 
working class. 

Then we come to the backbone of the nation, the middle class. 
I s  i t  not patent to all of us-because we all belong to that class 
-that that class today finds itself ground between the two mill- 
stones of constantly rising prices on the one side and of rising 
taxes on the other? This middle class, which is the backbone of 
the community, is being crushed today between rising prices and 
rising taxes. 

Industry and business complain that they are being cribbed, 
cabinned and confined by endless regulations and, finally, by 
the super profits tax. 

Then I ask, who has benefited? WJho is better off today than 
before Independence? There is only one class that has improved 
its lot. That  class is the class of some politicians in office, some 
officials and a few businessmen who work hand-in-glove with 
these politicians and officials. The combination of Malaviya and 
Serajuddin is the only vested interest in this country. I t  is this 
class which Djilas, the Yugoslav communist, has described as the 
N e w  Class, which talks of socialism as in Russia and Yugoslavia 
and feathers it's own nest. I t  is this New Class that is the only 
beneficiary of fifteen years of so-called socialism in our country. 

Are people more free or equal? I would venture to say not. 
People are tied up in a mass of red-tape. All classes are subject 
to bureaucratic exploitation. Businessmen have to make trips to 
Delhi in aeroplanes, while the poor peasant has to walk or go 
by bus to the taluka headquarters to get some wretched form 
filled or completed. 

Why has the socialist pattern failed to create more prosperity, 
equality or freedom? I venture to say that, while the objective 
was noble, while the objective is acceptable to all of us, the 
method was hopelessly wrong-the method of statism, of state 
capitalism, of believing that the people could do nothing, that 
Government must do everything for them, the carrying on of 

that ma-baap-sarcar mentality of the British raj which has been 
the bane of this country during the past fifteen years. We never 
gave the people the feeling of freedom, of saying "do it for 
yourself," the feeling of faith that made West Germany great 
when, under Erhard, they said: "Let the men and the money 
loose and they will make the country strong." We trust neither 
men nor money. We only trust Government. 

With what result? Take agriculture. Our productivity is 
among the lowest in the world. Official figures show that we 
raise it by 1.5 per cent every year, a very miserable ratio, because 
the Food Minister has admitted that we can triple our producti- 
vity, given the resources. Then why is it not done? No't because 
of the wickedness of one Minister or another hut, because as 
two or three Food Ministers have complained, the Planning 
Commission and its false order of priorities have neglected 
agriculture, because the money that is needed to put irrigation, 
water, seed, implements, fertilizer into the soil is going into top- 
heavy, wasteful projects where the return is very much lower. 

So, instead of producing more food, giving money and sinking 
capital into the land, we spend endless time on discussing distri- 
bution, control, zones and cordons. That  is not going to make 
food. If the object is to produce more food, the Government has 
signally failed to create a prosperous agricultural base on which 
our whole industry may he based. No planning will succeed if 
the very foundation of economic life, which is land, is neglected 
and weak, as it is in India today. 

Turn to industry. The  same picture of false priorities, a wrong 
order of priorities. The state sector, for doctrinaire reasons which 
have nothing to do with reality, is being forced up against the 
interests of the country. In the First Plan, investment in state 
enterprises was 46 per cent. In the Second Plan it was 54 per cent. 
In the Third Plan, it  is estimated to he 61 per cent and, if our 
planners have their way, which God forbid, they will raise the 
state sector to 65 per cent by the end of 1970-71 and 68 to 70 
per cent by 1975.76. Who decided how the balance of the sectors 
will go? Is it not the people of India who, by their consumer 
preference, by deciding what they want to buy and what not to 
buy, have the right to decide? Do you want to have economic 
democracy in this country, or do you want six or eight people 
sitting in Delhi, like the Gosplanners in Moscow, to dictate to 
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the people what they should produce and what they should not 
produce, what they shall buy and what they shall not buy? 

And what return do we get on the capital that is being extract- 
ed from us by taxation and pumped into state enterprises like 
steel and other industries? The Finance Minister in his Budget 
speech of February 1962-1 have not seen more recent figures- 
admitted to the House that the average return on Government 
enterprises had dropped from 0.5 per cent to 0.3 per cent, but 
lie encouraged the House by giving it  good cheer that in the 
coming year it  would rise to 0.4 per cent! If any industrialist or 
businessman tried to float shares on the market and offered those 
whose money was wanted 0.5 per cent, he would be considered 
insane. And yet our national capital is being wasted on projects, 
sunk in  projects, which do not give us any return at all. 

It is not true that some of us [lo not believe in state enterprises. 
We stand [or a mixed economy. We stand for a mixed economy 
of private and state enterprise working side by side to serve the 
needs of the community, but this must be on a basis of a free and 
equal competition, of allowing the consumer to decide whether he 
wants to buy these goods or those goods, and not state monopoly 
capitalism which is becoming increasingly the pattern of our socia- 
list economy here. 

So, instead of creating a climate for incentives, savings and 
production, exactly the reverse is being done. Our vital produc- 
tive forces have been crippled in the last fifteen years. It is a 
tribute to the yjtality of the Indian people that our agriculture 
and industry have not died by now nnder the burdens and 
restrictions imposed on them. 

Look at our taxes. They have far exceeded the point ol 
diminishing returns. \\7e have gone to the point where we tax 
more and more and get less and less, because, as you know, 50 per 
cent of Rs 10 is much less than 10 per cent of a hundred rupees. 
We are trying to get more and more out of the people with the 
result that we are getting less than we should. 

So, one comes to the conclusion that all this ralk of socialism, 
however well-intentioned it  may have been, has been a cover 
for setting up State Capitalism and bureaucracy, benefiting a 
new class and exploiting the mass of people. 

The  Prime Minister once told a group of visiting experts: 
"Our planning is good bnt it is  only implementation that is not 

so good." It sounds very good. But let us consider a brilliant 
general in a battle who makes a scheme to surprise an enemy for 
which he will have to make his artillery climb a steep cliff. Ulti- 
mately, he finds that his troops were unable to carry the guns to 
the top and so they are massacred. But he says: "My policy was 
very good, my planning was excellent, but the troops did not 
implement my policy." An objective observer would say: "The 
planning was rotten. Planning should not ask people to do what 
they cannot possibly clo or uhat  they are not made to do." 

That  is why the targets of our Plans are hardly ever fulfilled. 
Now the country has come down from planning in cloud 
cuckoo land with a big thud to firm earth and people are 
swearing at those who have been responsible for it. 

4. S W A T A N T R A  A I . T E R N A T l ' l 8 E  T O  T H I R D  P L A N *  

You will ask: "Supposing the Plan is to be scrapped, what takes 
its place?" I am prepared to make an alternative approach. The 
starting point of that approach will be something said by 
Gandhiji. Gandhiji once said: 

I will give you a talisman. Whenever you are in  doubt, or 
when the self becomes too much with you, apply the following 
test. Recall the face of the poorest and weakest man whom 
you may have seen, and ask yourself, if the step you contem- 
plate is going to be of any use to him. Will he gain anything 
by it? Will it restore him to a control over his own life and 
destiny? 

I appeal to people here, many of whom have deep regard lor 
Gandhiji's teaching, to recall these words and to test the policy 
of their Government in day-to-day action against this touchstone. 

What are the realities? After seventeen years, if this had been 
the approach of this Government, would we be where we are 
today? Would our per capita income today be Rs 330 a year, 
would the consumption of the average man in India be Rs 300 
a year, would the large majority consume less than Rs 150 a 
year? Today, the lowest 10 per cent of our population, according 

*Speech in ihe Lok Sabha on 5 Uccernbrr 1963. 
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to Government figures, consume 27.5 naye paise daily. The  
highest 10 per cent, who are supposed to be fabulously rich, 
consume Re 1 per day, and the highest 5 per cent, against whom 
the hon. Finance Minister has such venom with which he spoke 
an hour ago, consume Rs 2.37 per day. This is a measure of our 
destitution and of our poverty! And this is after seventeen years 
of administration by the followers of Mahatma Gandhi! 

I want to warn this Government and this House that if they 
believe that the people of lndia are going to starve in silence 
and be exploited in silence by this new vested interest, this new 
ruling class, till the end of the Fifth Plan, they are making a 
mistake. The people want change here and now. They are not 
going to stand this "pie in the sky when you die" business. They 
demand an immediate return for their hard work. 

Our Plans have chosen the slowest possible method of advance, 
the state capitalist method which gives the lowest dividend. An 
average return of 0.5 per cent or per cent on capital is no way 
of taking the country faster to a higher standard of living. Of 
all the paths open to us, we have taken the slowest and the 
lowest path. 

Professor Galbraith was a good friend of our Prime Minister 
and his Government. I-Ie was a planner; he was a socialist; he 
was also the author of The Afluent Society. But he got cured 
after three years here. Let me read from the last talk he gave in 
this country. He talked to Bombay University before taking a 
plane out of thiacountry. Read between the lines of what he says 
and you will find a most damning condemnation of the whole 
pattern on which we have embarked. He says: 

The  purpose of economic advance is not investment and 
economic growth. Rather it is the ends that these things are 
meant to serve, and that is improvement in well-being and 
popular enjoyment of life. This, the well-being or enjoyment 
of life by the average person, is the ultimate goal. Moreover, 
a poor country must make good on this promise with consi- 
derahle promptness. The basic comparison in human affairs is 
always the present with the recent past. 

I would say that what we need to do is to concentrate on 
producing the things that the people need immediately. What 

are those? They are food, clothing and shelter, the needs of life, 
and some education for their children. I think, it is a fair sum- 
mary of what comes first, that is, food, clothing, shelter, the bare 
necessities of life, daily comforts, and some education. 

Let us just take food and clothing to understand what this 
means. X learned professor of economics has worked out-and 
people in the Planning Commission also have confinned this- 
that a man needs Rs SO a month or Rs 360 a year for the bare 
n e r ~ L  of life, that is, nutrition Rs 21 per month, clothing Rs 3 
per month and shelter etc., everything, Rs 6 per month totalling 
RS 30 a month. This was worked out in a seminar by a spokesman 
of the Planning Commission. I accept it. I am not quarrelling 
about figures now. It is a miserable pittance. I do not think any 
hon. Member would dream of living on this for a day. 

How is this Lo be secured? Modest as it is, can we get this? I t  
means that today's per capita income of Rs 330 a year must he 
converted into the national minimurn by 1975. If even after 15 
years you want this Rs 30 a month to he available to the average 
man, today's per capita or average will have to be the bottom or 
the minimum. In order to do that, our per capita income will 
have to go up to Ks 540 a year. In order to get Rs 330 or Rs 360 
a year as the minimum, the per capita income will have to be 
Rs 540. These are things worked out by the Planning Com- 
mission itself. I t  has also been estimated that to get this per 
capita income of Rs 540 a year by 1975, we shall need a rate of 
growth, not of this miserable 2 per cent which has been put 
before us, but of 7 to 8 per cent a year, even more than the target 
which has not been fulfilled. Now, 7 to 8 per cent a year is 
achieved in many countries. Japan has touched 20 per cent; West 
Germany has touched it, and in Nationalist China which I have 
visited it  was 7.7 per cent in the last two or three years. It can 
be done. But how can it be done and by whom? That  is the 
question that really faces us. If the Plan has to be scrapped, how 
is it  to be done otherwise and by whom? 

Coming to this concentration on foodgrains and cloth, let us 
take an example. The  per capita consumption of foodgrains in 
1960-61 was 16.5 ozs. This has to be raised to 23.1 ors. by 1975-76 
to give what may be called a decent nutritional minimum. This 
involves the doubling of food production in India from 80 
million tons in 1960-61 to 160 million tons in 1975-76. About 
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cloth, today's per capita consumption is 15.8 yards. What is 
required in 1975-76 is 22.1 yards. Again it involves doubling of 
the production of cloth fro111 9 million yards today to 18 million 
yards in 1975-76. This is the first thing: to double, more or less, 
the quantity of loodgrains, cloth and building. rnaterial which 
are needed by our people for food, clothing and shelter. 

The secor~tl thing is to provide gair~ful employment to people 
so that their hands are used productively, so that there is money 
in their pockets, sorne purchasing power with which to buy 
things. This is import<lnt. 1 am not arguing humanism here. 
With these hardened Marxisls opposite, humar~ism does not 
work. But let me put it even from the point of view of the rate 
of growth. Consumplion is important. Production is certainly 
very impol-taut, but consumption is also important. A starving 
man cannot produce. 4 cerlain measure of nutrition is necessary 
before you can gel a productive human being to produce. So, 
quite apart from humanism and decency, even from the point 
of view of increasing production, you want healthy, reasonably 
healthy, able people. So, rlutrition has relation to productioll 
itself. So long as the colossal under-utilization of our man-power 
goes on, as it  does today, rye cannot expect production to go up. 
So, in some cases, consumption is even anterior or prior to pro- 
duction, although by and large production has to precedc 
consumption. 

Now, the implicatiolls of this are that, if you must maximize 
production, the '"atailable resources have LO be utilized where 
the return is hiihest. Every unit of production must give the 
highest possible return. And this can only be achieved where 
production and investment can shift in response to the needs of 
the consumers, where the common citizen can indicate his needs 
for cloth, shelter and other articles. So, we must keep pace with 
the demand. This means the sovereignty of the consumer, consu- 
mer preference, which is economic democracy going alongside 
of political democracy. 

This can only be done by ending the state capitalist, bureau- 
cratic, monopolistic system. It can only he done if the people 
can produce to meet their own needs and are given incentives 
and rewards for doing so. Nothing short of a complete reversal 
of the state capitalist pattern will be required. Otherwise, you 

stick at your 0.5 per cent rate of retnrn and take this country to 
its ruin. 

\Ve stand for the state playing an active par1 in our economic 
life. We stand for a mixed ecor~omy of free and state enter- 
prise cooperating or competing in the service of the people. 
There are legitimate spheres for both. The appropri;~te sphere 
of the state is to built1 the infra~structure, the foundation for 
.economic advance. That  is not a ininor thing. It means irrigation 
and water supply, it means power; it  means roads, transport and 
communications of every form; it also means education. Aud 
finally, there is an essential minimum reguladon lo stop anti- 
social practices. All this is the legitimate role of the state as 
understood in civilized society. But that is where the role of the 
state stops. When the state starts making penicillin, when it  starta 
making steel, it becomes an exploiting element, and it  sells peni- 
cillin and steel at a price which is many times the cost it takes 
to produce or import. 

That is why Professor Galbraith, who preaches state enterprise 
in America, realizes that in India something very different is 
required. And this is what he says in his book, which many oi 
his admirers forget. He says: 

In  poor and illgoverned societies, private goods mean comfort 
and life itself. Food, clothing and shelter, all technically sub- 
ject to private purchase and sale, have an urgency greater than 
any j~ublic service with the possible exception of the provision 
ok law and order. 

Neither I nor any of my colleagues on these Benches have 
e\,er put a proposition as extreme 21s this. We have never 
said that, with the possible exceptiotr of the police, Govern- ". 

lnent sl~ould do nothing else, and only private enterprise 
should give food, clothing and shelter to the people. That  is a 
very extreme position for a planner and a socialist to take. We 
take a very much more modest position. But when a man like 
Galbraitll is driven to saying this, with his experience of this 
country, we have got to realize what realism means. 

Therefore, we shall have to change this whole approach. 
If we want our country to have a decent subsistence, if we want 
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our people to have adeqnate food, clothing and shelter, this Five 
Year Plan must be scrapped completely. 

5. A P E I N C  T H E  C O W I W I U N I S T S *  

The question is: why is this policy of deliberately grabbing 
-because, grab is the word-of investible resources indulged in 
when the budgetary situation does not even require it? My 
answer is that this is the doctrine of Karl Marx, the outmoded 
Marxist doctrine of squeezing surplus value out of the peasants 
and workers and the common people so that the new ruling 
class can build its so-called socialist, or what I call state capitalist, 
society. I t  is a policy of asking people to tighten their belts for 
the glory of the state, a policy that was launched on this world 
by that monstrous communist dictator, Stalin, whose name is 
execrated in his own country today. That  policy lays down that 
agriculture and consumer goods must be kept down, the needs 
of the people must be denied to them, so that steel and heavy 
capital industries can be raised as the base on which the glory 
of the dictator rises. I t  is the policy of exploitation for the sake of 
a mythical future. I t  is a policy of "pie in the sky when you die," 
but never today, that the communist dictators preach. 

Tie are apeing the stupidity of the communist parties, which 
they themselves have shed. Today, in Communist China, the 
most reactionary of the communist countries, the new order of 
priorities laid do& by Chou En-lai last year is: first, agriculture, 
then, consumer goods industries, and last, steel and heavy indus- 
tries. How many years will it  take our outmoded Marxist Prime 
Minister and his Government to learn this simple fact of econo- 
mics? Would I be wrong in quoting someone who said that for 
a Government to run an industrial enterprise is like a monkey 
trying to play the violin? They simply are not made for that 
purpose. 

I will be told: you are building up a phantasy, this is a thesis 
of your own imagination. No. I am going to quote one of the 
pillars of the present Government to show that this is exactly 
what they are doing today. The  person I shall quote is my friend, 
the Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, with whom 

"Speech in the Luk Sahha on the Finance Bill, 17 April 1964. 

I was very glad that the Finance Minister yesterday expressed 
his "fundamental similarity." Mr Asoka Nlehta addressed U.P. 
legislators in March, presumably in Lucknow, and he said that 
the coming ten years would be "crucial," that would be a crucial 
period when the people would be subjected to "the grinding 
pressure of prices." He  did not deplore it. He was just telling 
them what was coming their way. In  case anyone should think 
that this was a loose remark, he moved on to Calcutta and there 
he spilled a few more beans. On March 21, addressing the West 
Bengal Business Convention, he said, and I am quoting from 
The Times of India of 22 March: 

Mr Mehta warned the people that there was no escape from 
an annual increase of Rs 100 crores in taxation. T h e  severest 
curbs on consumption would be necessary to ensure surpluses. 

And then comes this gem of out-dated Marxist determinism: 

The present generation, which was a bridge between the 
stagnant present and a bright future, would get "trampled 
upon in the process." But that could not be helped. 

Here you have it  from the horse's own mouth. Either you 
disown h1r Mehta or you stand with him in the dock guilty of 
this atrocious threat to trample on the present generation for 
some mythical future which none of us know about. 

This Budget is only an instrument of Prime Minister Nehru 
and Mr Asoka Mehta in their grand design to trample on this 
unfortunate generation. All of us here, and the millions of men 
and women outside, have been created by God so that Mr Nehru 
and Mr Mehta may trample on them. If you ask "who decided 
this? They will say "history," because determinism is part of 
Marxism. Who says so? The Great God Nehru and his Apostle 
Asoka Mehta! 

Fortunately, if I may say so, the Indian people are not pre. 
pared to be trampled upon. They are not dumb cattle to be 
driven to slaughter by my friends. The  plea about posterity is a 
fraud. Mr Mehta promises relief in ten years. Who decided ten 
years? Who knows where he will be in ten years or all of us for 
that matter? Who is he to promise relief after ten years? There 
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were bigger people before him, Lenin and Trotsky, who also pro- 
mised the Russian people. They said: ",rust endure our com- 
munism for ten years, put up with all the hardships, tighten 
pour belts, ~ i n d  then, what \\.ill lrappen-The millennium will 
arise. The  state will wither away; the land will flow with milk 
and honey." That was the dream of communism of Lenin and 
Trotsky. Today we are forty-five years away from the time 
when Lenin and Trotsky asked for a few years' sacrifice so that 
a beautiful future ~ iou ld  emerge. But the Russian people do not 
find the state withering away; they do not find even the 
dictatorship withering away. Today in Moscow people 
are without homes; today they are getting on without enough 
clothes; the bread queues in Moscow are longer than 
they have been any time since the Revolution. That is the logic 
of the false method of priorities imposed on this country. Know. 
ing the record of this Congress Government, I do not know if 
anyone would accuse them of any desire to wither away at any 
time. 

(j. w n o  A R M  T H E S E  P L A N N E R S ? "  

If the budget has been described in the press as "misconceived, 
weak and unimaginative at best," the question will be asked, has 
not this Government got the intelligence to see that this is bad 
for the country?fThe Finance Minister certainly has intelligence, 
understanding and knowledge. Then why has he brought for- 
ward this budget? What comes in  the way of his bringing forward 
the kind of budget the country needs? 

There al-e two answers. The first is contained in the first 
paragraph of the Finance Minister's orvn speech. He has said: 

I t  is now left to us, to my leader, the Prime Minister, to his 
colleagues in the Cabinet, as indeed 10 hon. Members and to 

everyone else in the country, to carry forward the legacy of 
Jawaharlal Nehru according to our lights. And I can only hope 
that the Budget I am about to present will help to fulfil this 
obligation in some small measure. 

*From a Speech in the Lok Sabha on 22 March 1965 
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Let me say quite frankly that this is a legacy left to those 
gentlemen who sit on the other side; we have no part in it, we 
do not want to have ally part in ic. That  legacy is a disastrous 
legacy. 

This legacy is what has brought the country to ihe present pass. 
'The Finance Minister has every right to lrllg. chat legacy to his 
bosom. We on this side, the Party which 1 represent, came into 
existence precisely because in 1959 we saw where this country wai 
being taken-to drift, clraos and bankruptcy. Therefore, we want 
no part of that legacy, and we are sure that the Indian people 
will discard that legacy as fast as they can. 

The  answer, therefore, is that the glrost of the past is haunt- 
ing the Finance Minister. He and his colleagues are not free 
people; they are prisoners of their past and they are umble, in 
spite of their intelligence, to free themselves irom that legacy. 

The  second cause or inhibition is the Plan, which is referred to 
by the Finance Minister. The  Fourlh Plan is "lhe nigger in  the 
woodpile." It seems that the National Planning Commission, on 
whose advice the Plan has been devised, have learnt nothing and 
forgotten nothing, like the old Bourbons. This Plan will bring 
about organized chaos in this country. 

Who are these planners? Let me say quite frankly that they 
are a group of bookish intellectuals, completely divorced from 
economic realities, none of whom has any experience in even 
producing a thousand rupees of goods and services in this country. 

Let me say, again quite frankly, that many of thenr are incap- 
able of producing anything except words. They say they are 
socialists. Let me say that they are nowhere near what has quite 
rightly been described as Twentieth Centnry Socialism in West 
Germany or Britain. 

Several of them are veteran cornmimist fellow-travellers with 
a guilty record of fellow-travelling. Among them are Professor 
Ivlahalanobis and Dr V. K. R.  V. Rao. If anyone wants proof of 
commrmist fellow-travelling, their blind admiration for the 
Chinese communist regime, I would refer them to the History of 
the Cornmz~nist Party published in 1954, which I had occasion to 
write (pp. 186, 190). There you will find a factual catalogue of 
their pro-communist activities. I regret that my good friend, Mr 
Asoka Mehta, who till the other day I regarded as a democratic 
socialist, is also going that way. He is Vice-Chairman of the Plan- 
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ning Commission and he is slipping into the same groove as the 
others. 

Last year, 1 had occasion to quote his statement in this house 
on 17 April. This was a statement he made in Calcutta and I 
quoted from newspaper report. He  was reported to have said: 

The  present generation, which was a bridge between the 
stagnant present and a bright luture, would get "trampled 
upon in the process," But that could not be helped. 

Mr Asoka Mehta had then accepted Marxist determinism to 
decide that history has given him the privilege to bring into 
existence Plans which would trample on the present generation. 

Now, this year, he has excelled himself. On 13 March, a few 
days back, he went all the way to Ludhiana, to attend a meeting 
of a notorious communist front, the Indo-Soviet Cultural Society, 
at which the Soviet Charge d'Affaires aptly presented a bust of 
Lenin to those who were present! At that time, Mr Asoka Mehta 
made a speech to the communist fellow travellers gathered in 
Ludhiana. I am quoting from the press report: 

He  stressed the need for closer co-operation in economic 
planning between India and the Soviet Union. . . India, he 
said, had now reached a stage in its economy where it  was 
essential to have collaboration in the planning process with the 
Soviet Union., 

T o  make it quite clear he was not advocating economic co- 
operation between them, that he was preaching planning co- 
operation, he goes on to say: 

I t  was not enough to continue economic co-operation between 
the two countries. I t  must be seen to what extent our plans 
were drawn with Soviet co-operation. 

I want to know whether even the gentlemen sitting opposite 
are prepared to see this country become a Soviet economic satellite. 
I t  is a most outrageous suggestion for anyone who holds office in 
this country to make. 

There is an  organization called the Comecon, an economic 

combination of communist countries. There, they have endorsed 
a chapter on the "Fundamental Principles of the International 
Socialist Division of Labour," which suggests that planning should 
be by cooperation between the communist countries. 

It may interest the House and Mr Asoka Meh~a  to know that 
there were two communist countries which refused to enter into 
planning cooperation with the Soviet Union. One was, of course, 
communist China, but the other was little Rumania. Little 
Rumania said: "We do not want planning cooperation with you. 
You will swallow us up. You make your plans, we will make ours. 
We do not want to meet you on that plane." My good friend is 
evidently now prepared to fall to levels which the Communist 
Government of Rumania is not prepared to accept in its national 
interest! 

I must admit that I have quoted from the Piitriot of 14 March. 
I concede that the Patriot is not the most veracious of  news^ 

papers in this Capital. We all know that. Dr Samuel Johnson said 
that patriotism was the last refuge of the scoundrel. I t  is the only 
newspaper which has published it. Nobody else thought this 
gem of wisdom worth relaying. 

For eight days this remark has gone uncontradicted by the 
Vice-Chairman of the Planning Commission. I shall be very glad 
if, even now, he will come forward to repudiate this remark put 
in his mouth. 

I am now drawing attention very formally to the fact that these 
words have been put in his mouth. I t  is for him to repudiate them, 
or let every man in this country realize what he has said and. its 
implications. 

These gentlemen of the Planning Commission have been res- 
ponsible for policies that have been a demonstratable failure. 
They are out of touch with realities. They do not understand the 
process of production. If we are going to function along the path 
of planning, let us at least throw this intellectual junk out of the 
Planning Commission, and put there people who know what 
they are talking about. We cannot solve today's problems with the 
remedies of the day before yesterday. 
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"The bigger the Plan, the faster the progress" is an assumption 
that seems to be fashionable in certain quarters. Is it  really true 
that a bigger Plan means faster progress, a smaller Plan less 
progress and no plan means no progress? Before essaying an 
answer to these questions, a quick glance a1 the basic fac1.s about 
our economic condition today could be helpful. 

This shows that our sterling balances of Rs 1,402 crores left 
by the British at the time of the transfer of power had by March 
this year dropped to Rs 86 crores, while by June 11, they had 
sunk further to Rs 73 crores. Our foreign indebtedness, which 
on March 1961 was of the order of Rs 561 crores, had gone up 
by March this year to Rs 2,192 crores. Our repayment liabilities 
have correspondingly been rising, it being estimated that no 
less than one sixth of our total exports during the Third Plan 
will have to be dedicated to this purpose wlrile, of our export 
earnings expected during the Fourth Plan, no less than 28 per 
cent will have to be allocated to repayment of the loans and 
interest. 

Our dependence on foreign aid, whicb in itself is a legitimate 
and good thing, has gone beyond all reasonable proportions. 
While ex te r~~a l  assistance in the First Plan was 5.5 per cent of 
the total investment, it  was 16 per cent in the Second Plan, and 
no less than 28.5 per cent of the total investment in the Third 
Plan is allocat6;l to external assistance. 

The  domestic purchasing power of the Rupee has been steadily 
shrinking. It is only 14 paise of the pre-war Rupee. The  external 
value of the rupee as quoted in the world's free markets is today 
about half of its official value and one can only get a dollar for 
about Rs 9 and a pound for Rs 25. 

iYo increase in our exports is possible because of this deprecia- 
tion in our currency and the high cost of our products. Devalua- 
tion is reported to have been advised by the 7Vorld Bank and 
the International Monetary Fund and, however much we may 
dislike the thought, it will before long become inevitable if 
current policies continue. 

* The over-all picture shows that we as a nation have been 

'Speech to the Rotary Club of Rombay on 10 August 196'1 

consunling more than rue produce and importing more than we 
export. 

India is on the brink of bankruptcy. 
The question that arises is: to what extent does our plight 

really reflect the impact of the Five Year Plans on our economic 
life and development? As is well known, each Five Year Plan 
iias been bigger than the previous one. 

The total investment in the First Plan rvas Rs 3,360 crores, in 
tile Second Rs 6,831 crores, the targeted investment in the 
Third Plan is Rs 10,400 crores and the proposed investment in 
the Fourth Plan is Rs 19,975 crores. 

TVheil me turn to the results of these Plans, we find that, while 
the First Plan exceeded its targets, the Second anil Third Plans 
have failed to fulfil their promise in all significant respects. 

In  regard to foodgrain production, on rvhich our whole 
economy is rearerl, the First Plan yielded an increase of 15.9 
 nill lion tons against the target of 11.6 million tons, or an excess 
of 4.3 million tons. The  Second Plan yielded an increase of 14.1 
millio~r tons against the target of 14.9, or a shortfall of 0.8 
million tons while the increase during the Third Plan is expected 
to be 11 million tons against a target of 19 million tons, or a 
shortfall of 8 million tons. 

The  indices oL indus~rial production do not shouv very difie- 
rent results. As against a base of 100 for 1950-51 the index of 
industrial production at the end of the First Plan had risen satis- 
factorily to 139. The  target for the Second Plan was 207 but 
the figure reached was 195. The  target for the Third Plan was 
329 or an increase of 68.7 per cent for five years. But the index 
touched 25 per cent in 1964-65 showing an increase of only 31.7 
per cent over foirr years. 

Thus, against a targeted increase of 12 per cent in the national 
income during the First Plan, the actual rise was 18.4 per cent 
giving a welcome surplus of 6.4 per cent. This pattern soon 
changed for in the Second Plan, as against a target of 25 per cent 
there was a rise only of 20 per cent in the national income, rvith 
;I shortfall ol  only five per cent. T h e  position in the Third Plan 
became much worse since, as against a targeted rise of 34.4 per 
cent, it is estimated that the actual rise will be of the order of 
23 per cent, resulting in a shortfall of no less tlian 11.4 per cent 
or one-third of the hoped-for rise in natioilal income. 
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How poor has been our rate of growth can be seen from the 
fact that, while the rise in our gross national income during 
1959-62 was 5.8 per cent per annum, according to the Monthly 
Bulletin of Statistics of the United Nations, the rise io the gross 
national income of Pakistan during the years 1959-63 was 6.8 
per cent, of the Republic of China (Taiwan) 14.7, Israel 16.6 
and Japan 16.8 per cent. 

Is it now clear from these official figures that the bigger the 
Plan, the slower tbe rate of growth of the economy and the 
bigger the slrortfall in industrial and agricultural production. 

The  rate of our progress has in fact been in inverse ratio to the 
size of our Five Year Plans. It would be an error to think that 
this correlation is accidental or that it may be incidental to 
faulty implementation of the Plans which is often advanced as 
an alibi. There is reason to fear that this correlation is inherent 
and inevitable and that a big Plan must mean slow progress 
because of the greater diversion involved of scarce resources 
from more to less productive investment. 

The  reason why resources that are drawn within these Plans 
are likely to yield lower returns than if they had been left free 
in the pockets of the people is that we have been indulging in 
Four Fallacies. The  first of these is that we as a nation may 
spend money we do not possess. This refusal to live within one's 
means, to cut one's coat according to the cloth, involves deficit 
finance in many other ways than the printing of currency notes 
which is only dhe simplest and crudest of them. This results in 
inflation, witli rising prices and all its anti-social implications. 

The  second fallacy is that not agriculture, but the manufacture 
of steel and machinery is India's basic industry, which takes 
priority over the consumer's nee&. Hence a wrong order of 
priorities. While the First Plan was sound in putting agriculture 
first, the Second and Third Plans provided for the allocation of 
investment to give disproportionate extent to steel and other 
heavy industries, while agricult~~re ancl the building of the 
infrastructure through the provision of water, transport, com- 
munications and power were shabbily neglected. The  importa- 
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tion of this Stalinist bias in our national plaiming in the mid-50's 
in totally different circumstances from those that obtained in the 
case of the Soviet Union in the early years of its existence, has 
been nothing short of a major disaster. 

Professor Mahalanobis himself has admitted that an investment 
of Rs 1 crore gives an output of Ks 57 lalihs if invested in 
agriculture, while the output on the same investment is Rs 33 
laklrs in consumer goods industries and only Rs 19 lakhs in 
heavy industries. Thus the capital-output ratio for agriculture is 
2:1, for consumer goods 3:1 ancl for heavy industries 5:l. 

Pointing out that the motivation for this pattern of planning 
has nothing to do with popular rvelfare but has a great deal to 
do with the glory of those in government in cleveloping count- 
ries, Professor Colin Clark, the eminent economist, mentions 
Primc Minister Nehru as saying in tiugust/September 1960 that 
"a number of textile mills is not industrialization. I t  is playing 
wit11 it. Industrializatio~~ is a thing that produces the machines. 
It is a thing that produccs steel." I remember that occasion since, 
as it happens, Mr Nehru was replying to my own observations a 
little earlier in the debate. Professor Clark goes on sadly to 
observe: "Before long, the world is going to be littered with 
unwanted aud obsolete steel mills, built at great sacrifices by 
poor countries suffering elnotional political leadership, with 
money uvhich coulcl have done far more good if it had been 
devoted to other industries." 

Tlre third Lallacy is that Government should produce more 
and more, the people less and less. Hence, while these Plans 
actually collect from the taxpayer in the form of taxes and 
loans, resources for the state sector, the free sector is left to fend 
for itself by raising money in the market. The allocation of 
resources shows a set pattern despite the failure of the state to 
fulfil its targets, of a larger and larger slice going to the state 
sector, leaving a dwindling balance for the free sector of the 
economy. Thus, while in the First Plan, the share of resoilrces 
allocated to the State sector was 46.4 per cent, it  rose to 54.6 per 
cent in the Second Plan and 60.6 per cent in the Third Plan. 
I t  is now proposed to raise it to 65.05 per cent in the Fourth 
Plan. 

The  fourth fallacy is that the National Planning Commission 
and the Government should have the right to dictate what shall 
or shall uot be produced and at what price it should be sold 
when produced. This has created a command economy which is 
modelled on Soviet planning and has little in common with the 
"indicative" planning of France and Britain which is advisory 
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and voluntary in its nature. I t  has also created a ~zeritable jungle 
of controls, licences and permits, which kill incentive and breed 
corruption. 

What then is the way out of ihe mess in which we find our- 
selves? The a~rslver appears inescapable that what is called 
for is the abandoning of the Four Fallacies in which we haye 
been indulging and a radical reversal of the faulty econo~nic 
policies and planning in which we have indulged tor the last 
ten years. 

This cannot be clone overnight, particularly ~vi th  a Govern- 
ment as lacking in decisiveness and a sense of direction as the 
one this country is "blessecl" with at present. What is immediately 
necessary therefore is a pause-a period of heart-searching, of 
introspection, of direction finding so that, as 1NIr S. I<. Patil said 
the other day, we may go out of the "blind alley" in which we 
find ourselves. 

As early as March 22 this year, opening a discussiorl on the 
Budget in Parliament, I had urged the need for making the 
Third Five Year Plan a Seven Year Plan and giving the country 
a badly needed two year Iroliday from planning. I had cited tlie 
example of Khrushchev who, when he took over irom Stalin, had 
said that there was no need for a new Plan until the targets of 
the existing one were achieved first and he had, therefore, made 
that Five Year Plan into a Seven Year one. As Mr Patil jocularly 
remarked, there are "planning pundits" who are apt to regard 
any criticismpl their plans or any suggestion for a pause or 
holiday as "ari act of sacrilege"! I am glad lhat in such an act of 
blasphemy, I now find mysell in good company. 

If reports are to be believed, no less a person than the Pri~ne 
Minister has made a similar suggestion, though it is likely to be 
publicly denied. 

I t  seems that even the Prime Minister's suggestion has not 
been well received and I saw a headline in a local paper of 24 
July saying: PLAKNINC COX;\IISSION'S NO TO PAX'S PLAN HOLIDAY 

MOVE. TVho are these men who, between them, lnye not produc- 
ed anything comparable to what a single businessman in front 
of me has contributed to tire country's wealth, men who do not 
have to stand for elections and face the electorate, men who do 
not have to stand u p  in Parliament and answer for their acti- 
vities, who presume to turn dorvn the Prime Minister's sugges- 
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tion? This proves the p u i n ~  that some ot us base been making 
tirat there is no room for a super-government mis-called the 
National Planning Commission in a Parliamentary Democracy 
such as ours. Such a body is part of the Comniunist system of 
goveriiniellt and the best lhir~g that can be done to it is to wind 
it up. 

There is a neighbouring country of our's, little Ceylon which 
tised to iollo~v the same kind of economic policies as rve do today. 
The result was the cutting off of U.S. aid and a rapid driIt to- 
wards bankruptcy. Last March, the people of Ceylon showed 
lint they had had enough, with the result that today there is a 
Liberal government there which has embarked on sound econo- 
mic priorities, and foreign aid has been resumed. Only the other 
clay, tile Government of Ceylon invited our finest Tax  expert, 
Air N. A. Palkhirvala, to visit Ceylon to guide them in regard 
to their fiscal policies. Is it not an irony that our fiscal experts 
itre invited by foreign governments while being neglected by 
our own? 

The result is Lo be seen in the excellent Budget proposals 
i~ltroduced in the Ceylor~ese Parliament only two days back 
\vliicl~ not only provided for a cut in income-tax, removal of 
import duties on certain goods and the reduction of import 
cluties on others, but also various nleasures to attract both 
indigenous and foreign capital and provide tlie necessary incen- 
tives. The  example of Ceylon has shown that these economic 
problems have a political solution. Are we as a nation less 
intelligent than the Ceylonese? 

Big tasks and small minds go ill together. There are too many 
people in key positions w l ~ o  lack faith in the people, daring, 
imagination and vision. There has been a niggling attitude to 
prosperity and the enjoyment of the gooil things of life that is 
succeeding in driving away scientists, educationists, engineers, 
doctors and nurses in a regular flight of talent from this country 
where they find that talent is no longer appreciated. We there- 
fore make passport regulations to stop Indian citizens from 
leaving the country. Do we want regimented robots to stay at 
home ancl serve us? Do we wish this country to be converted into 
a prison house for scientists, doctors, and engineers from which 
they may not escape? 

I t  is most unfortunate for this country that it should have at 
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its helm of affairs people as small-minded and reactionary as 
those about whom A. P. Herbert wrote that clelightful jingle, 
"Let's Stop Somebody from Doing Something": 

Let's stop somebody from doing something! 
Everybody does too muc!r. 

PCuple scem to think they've n right to rat and drink 
Talk and walk and respiratc and iinli, 
Bicyde and bathe and such. 
So lcl's havc lots of little regulatiolis, 
Let's make laws and jobs for our relations, 
There's too much hissing at  the raii~vay statiuns- 
Let's rind out ~ v l ~ a t  everyone is doing, 
And then stop everyorlc frurn doing it. 

8. n ' c o n  T H A T  F A I L E D ' *  

The  advocacy of nationa!i~ation is completely out of date; it 
is obsolete; it is not socialism ;is the second half of the twentieth 
century understands it. If I had time, I would have gone into 
more detail. Leave aside British, German and other socialists, 
who repudiate this doctrine. Let us consider what people in 
Russia are saying today. Let us read Professor Lieberman. I t  
will be still better it we read what the Yugoslav Ambassador to 
our country, Dr Uvalic, himself a very noted economist, said in 
Bombay on February 19. 1 am quoting from the newspaper of 
20 February. $r Uvalic said this: 

In the socialist economy of his country (that is Yugoslavia) a 
free market functioned both in industry and agriculture. It 
was only through the market where factors of demand and 
supply operated that the problem of what to produce more 
and what less, and whether production was efficient or not 
could be determined, and production, productivity and com- 
petitiveness could be increased. 

He  went on to say: "I do not think the existence of a free 
market and operation of competitive forces of production is 
against socialist theory." 

I commend this thinking to Mr Asoka Mehta. I would wish, 

'From a Speech m the Loh Sabha on 10 M.uch 1966 

even now, that he catches up over this gap of thirty years by 
which he is lagging behind so that he could be in the mainstream 
of progressive and liberal socialist thought throughout the world. 

IvIay I remind the Planning Comlnission and its leaders that 
"one cannot do good without first making good"? You cannot 
distrihute anything unless you first make a profit. This is one 
thing which the Planning Commission has signally failed to do. 
Thanks to them, Planning itself has become a mock worcl, a 
"God that failed.'' Which is a bad thing, because I believe in 
democratic planning, I believe in indicative, advisory planning 
of the French and British pattern. 

There is nothing new or fresh about this budget. I t  has no 
relevance to the needs of our country. I t  can neither stop infla- 
tion, nor depression, nor over-dependence on foreign aid. I t  
cannot rectify the balance of trade; it  cannot stabilize our 
currency; it cannot do any single one of these things. It just goes 
on following the old habits. 

The  people of India have a limit to their capacity for patience. 
As the poet said: 

Hope too oft deferred, 
Maketh the heart sick. 

This thought was echoed by the leader of the Indonesian Com- 
munist Party, who, according to reports, has paid with his life 
for his perversities-Aidit. Some time before the coup d'itat, 
which ended his life or which is believed to have ended his life, 
Aidit gave expression to a remark which showed great insight, 
because he was a clever and a brilliant man. He  said about his 
country in a rare moment of insight: "Politics move to the left, 
but stomachs move to the right." And because stomachs move 
to the right, that man has had his head chopped off or had been 
shot by angry people who turned against him and his fellow 
conspirators who had oppressed the lndonesian people for the 
last ten years in the name of socialism. 

T h e  wrath of the Indian people also will one day make itself 
felt. But we are democrats and we do not want the wrath of the 
Indian people to fall on their oppressors in the way that the 
Indonesian people have killed thousands and thousands of those 
who came in the way of their prosperity and happiness. We 
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deplore that. But there are alternative ways in our Constitutioil 
by which tile wratl: of the people can be expressed. That  opportu- 
nity will be coming to thern and, when that comes, that wrath 
may be expressed peacefully but it Trill he very terrible and very 
stern. 

2.  TAXES TAXES TAXES 

1. TIIE B U D G E T  A N D  T H E  P L A N Y  

w HEN the Second Plan was framed, the Planning Com~nission 
made an estimate that 1Zs 800 crores of additional taxation 

corild be levied during the period of five years of the plan. Of 
this, Ks 450 crores was lo come Irom nenr taxation-half to be 
raised by the Union Government and half by the State Govern- 
ments, tllns giving the Union Government an average of nerv 
taxation of Rs 45 crores per year. RIr C. D. Deshmulih in his 
budget levied new taxation to the extent of Rs 90 crores; Mr 
T. T. Icrishnamachari added another Rs 90 crores. Thus in two 
years, Rs 120 crores were levied as against Rs 90 crores which 
the Planning Commission themselves had felt was a safe ceiling 
to further taxation. The  Xconomic Survey attached to this budget 
110747 gives us tile figure tlrat the additional taxation at tile Centre 
and the States for the five-year period at the present level will 
agg-egate Rs 900 crores. So, as against the sale limit of Rs 800 
crores wl~iclr the Plaunins Cornnlission estimated, tl:e Explana- 
tory i\Iemorandum tells us that, even at tile present level, the 
tax-payer will be burdened with Rs 900 crores of additional 

' Specch in the Lok Sabha on 9 i\iarch 1959. 
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taxation. I t  is against this background, viz., that the targets of 
the Plan have been exceeded by Rs 100 crores, that this budget 
needs to be judged. 

We are now faced with additional taxation to the extent of 
Rs 23 crores. Of this, not less than Rs 18 crores falls on the 
shoulders of the common people. Rs 18 crores is the burden of 
additional new excise duties. When, two years ago, a series of 
new excise duties were sought to be imposed, I remember I took 
the opportunity to divide the House to sllow our strength of 
feeling, what some of us felt about this imposition of further 
burdens on the poor people and on their daily needs. I regret 
that these present proposals further aggravate the situation. 
Whe~her  it  is tea, sugar or cigarettes, the common man is sought 
to be further burdened beyond the limit which he is able to bear. 

The  excise duty on diesel oil will again fall on the poorest 
people. The  farmer who uses diesel oil for his pump and the 
common man who is a passenger on road transport and who 
sends his goods to the market by road will equally be penalized 
by this further imposition on road transport. 

The  other reason why the new excise duties need to be com- 
bated is that they will aggravate the inflation that is already 
prevalent. T h e  figures given in the budget are that wholesale 
prices rose from 105 to 114.5 during the past year and the work- 
ing class cost of living index went up from 110 to 119. 

Now the qu5stion arises: why should the Finance Minister, 
who is not unfamiliar with the implications of these proposals 
whether on business or on agriculture, who is not ignorant of 
the ways and operations of business, come before us with a budget 
that will inflict further disincentives both lo agricultural and 
industrial production, when they are so badly in need of new 
incentives? I think the Finance Minister answers the question 
himself. He  says: 

In a sense, therefore, the stage that has been reacl~ed in the 
implementation of the Plan conditions this budget. So far as 
the Plan is concerned, I think it is accepted by everyone that 
subject to such minor adjustments as may be necessary and 
were made at the time of the recent reappraisal by the National 
Development Council, we have to go forward with the Plan. 
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For me as lor my predecessors in this place, this has been the 
major factor round which the budget has to be built. 

1 entirely agree with the fact to which the Finance Minister 
draws attention, that the budget is in a way the very reflection, 
the very shadow, the very echo of the Plan. Two years ago I 
referred to the then Finance Minister as Sindbad the Sailor and 
the Plan as the Old Man of the Sea who would not get off his 
back. Sindhad has changed, but the Old Man of the Sea still 
dominates and rides on his shoulders. 

But I have to disagree with two ideas in this quotation I gave 
from the Finance Minister's speech. I t  is not necessary that the 
Finance Minister should have budgeted for no less than Rs 1,121 
crores on Plan expenditure during this year. Since the Second 
Plan is framed now for Rs 4,500 crores, of which Rs 2,450 crores 
have been spent already during the first three years, Rs 2,050 
crores remains. Why was it necessary for the Finance Minister 
to impose a burden of Rs 1,121 crores this year, leaving only 
Rs 929 crores next year? According to the Plan itself, every year 
tile burden was to accelerate in a certain progression. Why has 
this progression been disturbed? Why have we gone out of turn 
trying to get this year more than we hope to get next year? In 
olher words, there was no necessity even under the Plan for this 
particula burden to be accepted in the current year. 

The  other point where I must respectfully disagree with the 
Finance Minister is when he says that everyone in the country 
agrees that, subject to minor modifications in the National 
Development Council, the Plan must be carried out. I know that 
thousands of thinking and learned people emphatically disagree 
with it. They do not agree that the country's finances and its 
budget must be made a handmaide~l of the Plan. They believe 
that the Plan must be shaped and re-shaped in such a way as to 
conform to the requirements of sour~d finance. There is a grow- 
ing opposition to the state capitalist pattern of planning in wl~ich 
we are indulging and the collectivist pattern of agriculture, not 
only froin those who are in business and industry-even though 
they are most vocal on this subject, they are a small class-but 
also from masses of our peasantry. 
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2. T A X E S  h X D  TI-IE C O h I M O N  M A N "  

Yesterday, as I listened to the speeclies of the leaders of trvo 
so~cailecl Opposi~ion parties, I iound they were really supporting 
the Budget and the Finance Minister in the proposals that he has 
put before the House. 

k[r Dange, quite rightly, attacked the new indirect taxation, 
the excise duties, as a burden on the poor. There can be no 
question that on that he was right. He  was right in questioning 
the conception of the Finance Minister about what "the corn- 
nlon man" is and isn't. If the common man is one who is not 
to drink tea, who should go without coffee, who sl~ould never 
touch a cigarette, who should not chew a pan or have a betel nut, 
then I would say that such a man is very uncommon. The Hon. 
Finance Minister, for whom we have great personal regard, is 
indeed a very uncommon man, with his abstemiousness from the 
little pleasures of life and the little comforts of life, ~vllich we 
all like to share. But he must not try to cast the colnmon man 
in his own image. 

Mr Dange, having made his point, tried, rather helplessly, 
to distinguish the object of his criticism from what goes on in 
the Soviet fatherland or motherland, and quite rightly &lr 
Asoka R~lehta and Mr A. P. Jain pointecl out that it hardly lay 
in the mouth of any one who accepted his theories from the 
Soviet Union to3uestion a system of taxation where the largest 
amount of taxation falls as a burden on the consumer, the poor 
man, because in that country, as we know, the turnover tax, 
which is nothing more than a sales tax or excise duty, accourlts 
for 40 lo 50 per cent of the total income or revenues of the Soviet 
State. Then another 20 or 25 per cent is added from the profits 
of Stale enterprises, n~hich again is indirect taxation, because it  
adds to the price of the product wliich is sold to the consumer. 

Let mc give an example. As we know, the prices paid to the 
collective farmers for their wheat are very low. The State has 
the lnonopoly of grinding the flour. By the time the wheat be- 
comes flour and comes out of the State flour mills, the price has 

"Speech m the I.ok Sabha on 15 'March 1961, m the course of the gcneral 
discusnon on the Budqet 
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gone up many times over. This is how it is indirect taxation on 
tile birlk of the consumer. 

I would refer blr Dange to a Communist monlhly in the 
soviet Union, the Konzmtlnist of March 1061, where, in very 
sinlilar language, the Soviet editorialists flay the common Inan 
lor wanting a good time and Lor wanting comforts in life, preach- 
ing in the same ~noral  tone that our Finance Minister clues in 
India. This is l ill at the Communist magazine says: 

In recent years, Soviet citizens have sho;vn a growing aspiralion 
to ensure for themselves a comfortable standard of living. . . . 

-that is a matter of complaint in ilie socialist world, arid it says 
that they do it "even by semi-legal and clandestine means." 

This desire exte~~decl fro111 gold s~nuggliug by airplanes lo 
catching fish by the use o i  dynamite. . . . 

-both of ~vliiclr are corisiclered to he lrighly immoral praciices. 
In that respect, therefore, it is very difficult to distinguish bet- 
ween total state capitalism of the Soviet Union and our ow11 
incipient brand of it. 

Let us now consider the impact of atlc1itional levies imposed 
by the Budget for 1961-62. First oE all, these additional levies 
undoubtedly contribute a blow to the lower middle classes and 
the common people of this country. This is ill-deserved, after 
all the burdens that have been cast on them in the last decade. 
The  Hindu of h'ladras has estimaled that already a rise of about 
5 per cent in the urban cost of living has occurred as a result of 
this Budget. And we may take it that that will be tlre nature or 
lileasure of the rise as a result of this Budget. 

Secondly, apart Crom tile burden oil tile comlrioli illan, these 
excise duties will injure the process of industrialilation and 
aggravate unemployment. Already, as a result ol  the excise duty 
on power looms, I believe that anything up to 15,000 men are 
in danger of being displaced in the artificial silk and other 
textile industries. As a result of the excise duty on metal sheets 
and circles of cnpper and zinc, 5,000 people are already un- 
employed today in Jagadhri in the Punjab. In  Mirzapur also the 
small-scale industry has been mortally hit already by these excise 
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duties. The  excise duty on diesel, which is a great triumph on 
which the Railway Board lobby should be congratulated, will 
restrict transport of goods and people. Finally, the additional 
duty on newsprint is going to affect adversely the newspaper 
industry, a necessity for the minds of our people. 

And that brings me to the third mischief of this Budget. At 
a time when everyone agrees; and the leaders of Governme~lt 
themselves agree, that nothing must be done to aggravate infla- 
tion, this is almost a deliberate act setting in motion further 
inflationary tendencies. 

The Economic Reuiew itself supplies the material. During the 
Second Plan, it points out, the real income of the Indian people 
rose by 19 per cent. But the money supply rose by 35 per cent. 
If this is not deliberate inflation of currency, I do not know 
what is. 

The  Hon. Finance Minister last year said that inflation was 
not caused by the monetary policy of Government but by tlie 
rise in food prices. That  alibi that may have existed then has 
gone. The Econonzic Reuiciu points out t h a ~  since 1955, the 
food prices, if anything, have declined. And so, it cannot be 
claimed that the inflation that took place in the last year is 
clue to a rise in food prices. It is due to the monetary and financial 
policies of Government and the nature of the Plans on whiclr 
they are launching. 

In  this context, what can the Chief Ministers' Committee do 
to hold the p r i c ~  line, when the Union Governme~lt goes out of 
its way to make.a dent in the price line? What kind of realism 
is it to say that the Chief Ministers of States should meet once 
in three months to hold the price line? This is to throw dust in 
the eyes of the people. Government expenditure will go up with 
one hand as much as government's revenues go up with the other. 
What you get at an inflated rupee will not be any more than 
what you could have got without the inflation and without new 
taxation. What you get with one hancl is spent with the other. 

The  result of inflation is disincentives to investment, savings 
and production, also to exports which The Economic Reviein 
calls "the central plank of public policy." For the past five years, 
our exports are stagnant because our things cost very much Inore 
than world levels because of the high cost strncrure caused b~ 

Gove~nment policies. We shall now be even less able to compete 
ill the world markets than we have been in the last five years. 

I do not accept this point that additional taxation is necessary. 
1 claim that by cutting down civil expenditure and by not indulg- 
ing in development plans of a Utopian nature, of an unrealistic 
nature, we can prune our Budget so that the existing taxation, 
high as it is, would suffice. 

Now, I shall be asked to prove this. 1 shall try and do so. Let 
us consider non-developmental expenditure. This has been rising, - rate. The  Esti- as Acharya Kripalani pointed out, at an alarmin, 
mates Committee of the House has pointed out that a large part 
of the additional taxation levied during the Second Plan on the 
ground that it was to go to the Plan has, in fact, been diverted 
to non-Plan expenditure. Here are the figures. The  cost of the 
Administrative Se~vices has gone u p  in the last decade by Rs 37 
crores. Every year it has gone up. In 3951-52, the General Admin- 
istration cost Rs 10 crores. In 1960-61, it is Rs 9 crores; Rs 9 
crores extra. Audit cost Rs 4 crores ten years ago; today it  
costs Rs 8.5 crores. Union Police, that is Central expenditure on 
Police, was Rs 3.8 crores ten years ago: today it is Rs 19 crores. 
External Affairs was Rs 4 crores ten years ago and today it is Rs 11 
crores. In this way, Rs 37 more crores have been added to what 
may be called parasitic expenditure consisting of a large army of 
underpaid and underworked clerks. Parkinson's Law has noth- 
ing to show before the process to ~ ~ h i c h  this country is being - 
subjected. 

According to a paper that was placed before the last meeting 
nf the National Development Council prepared by the Planning .- ~ 

body, these are the estimates in the States of non-developmental 
expendilure and developmental expencliture. The clevelopmental 
expendiiure in 1961-62 is Rs 420.4 crores and in 1965.66 it is 
estimated to be Rs 471 crores-that is, an increare of Rs 51.2 
rrnreq There is an increase in all the States in the next five years - - - - . . - 
during the Third Plan period of R F  51.2 crores. That  is to say, 
Rs 51.2 crores is going to be the additional amount spent by ail 

wures of non- the States on development. Now, let us see the fi, 
developmental expenditure produced by the Planning Com- 
mission. Rs 375.9 crores is the non-developmental expenditure 
in 1961-62 compared to Rs 463.7 crores in 1965-66. There is an 
increase of Rs 87.8 crores in  non-developmental expenditure. 
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So, in the next five years, the States will spend on development 
Rs 51 crores more while on non-developmental expenditure they 
will spend Rs 8'7.8 crores more on purely civil administration 
expenditure. So it appears that the Rake's Progress in rvllicll 
we are indulging over the last ten years is to continue lor the 
next ten years. 

NOW, let us turn to developmental expenditure. Vast develol?. 
mental projects l~ave been undertaken, at expenditure that often 
goes beyond estimates, and the returns, as WIr Asoka Riehta 
pointed out in this House and as Mr Santbanam did in thc 
other House, are miserably low-0.51 per cent return. If any 
businessman produced such results, he would he driven out of 
the marliet and go insolvent. The  fourth steel plant sllould never 
have formed part of the Plan. It accounts for no less than Rs 235 
crores. The  additional tax this year is Rs 60 crores. In other 
words, if this white elepllant was not being imposed on this 
country, tlre burden of the additional taxation this year, the next 
year, the year after that and the year after that could be I-emovecl 
from the sllo~~lders of the common people of this country. I t  is 
because of such megalomania that the common people are being 
mulcted today and there is this burden of additional taxation. 

There are people who say that "this is all very negative thougll 
very effective criticism. But what is the use? Why don't yon say 
something positive?" The Hindtistan Tinzes of 7 March had 
thrown that challenge in its editorial. There appears to be some 
semantic confasion about the terms positive and negative. TVhat 
is positive and what is negative? If some wrong is being done and 
you try LO stop it, is the negative or positive? Or is the wrong itself 
negative? If yon are going dorvn the slope and I put on the brakes, 
is that negative action? If an innocent person is being attacked anti 
if you go and stop the bully, is that negative action? There is a 
mathematical rule that two negatives make a positive ancl if we 
people try to set things right in the interests of the country, then 
anyone who tries to set right the negative is doing something 
positive and constructive to this country. This recalls a story nborit 
Icing Louis XVI ~ v h o  used to keep people in the Bastille for many 
years without trial. Standing at the ~vindow of his palace one clay, 
he saw the mob attacking the Bastille and he said: "Why are they 
so destructive and ne~ative? M'hv cannot they do sometllinn 
positive?" 
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I shall try, however; briefly to list some positive things that we 
would like to do. I just list them because time does not permit 
a full exposition of these positive measures. 

First of all, we should make a drastic reduction in civil ex- 
penditure. We have already indicated where these cuts can be 
made. 

Seconclly, we would concentrate development expenditure on 
projects which are labour intensive, which provide employment 
spreacl throughout tile country-Mahatma Gandhi wanted that 
to be done-and give quick returns by way of increase in national 
income. The  priorities would be, first, agriculture, then small- 
scale industries, then large-scale consumer goods industries and 
last of all, those white elephants, the steel plants, which are the 
most unremunerative that this country can afford. 

Profitability sl~ould be the test of progress and not the amount 
we spend. I am glad that Professor Galbraith has given very clear 
expression to this point of view and since he is a bit of a demi-God 
to those who support the present policy, let me read a few of his 
remarks. He says: 

T o  give people income and then remove it  by taxation, infia- 
tion or appeals to thrift is an inefficient and self-limiting 
procedure. 

In poor and ill-governed societies, private goods mean 
comfort and life itself. Food, clothing and shelter, all 
technically subject to private purchase and sale, have an 
urgency greater than any public service with the possible ex- 
ception of the provision of law and order. T h e  burden of proof 
is on any step that diverts resources from the satisfaction of 
these simple biological requirements to the almost invariably 
spendthrift services of the State. 

This is on p. 242 of the book The Afltient Society. 
This summarizes, if any, the positive app~oach that we have. 
Then, thirdly, we would limit taxation to leasonable propor- 

tions, so that money is left to fructify in the pockets of the people 
to be devoted to investment. 

Fourthlv, we would go in for honest and efficient collection of 
taxes. FroJessor Kaldor pointed out that a huge amount of money 
escapes the tax collector's net. If that money could be collected, 
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all this additional direct and indirect taxation would not be 
necessary. Therefore, tile primary duty of the Government is to 
see that the man who evades tax is made to pay it in full and the 
innocent man who pays his tax, innocent men like the Govern- 
ment servants and salaried persons, are not unduly mulcted by 
reason of the incompetence and inefficiency of the tax collecting 
machinery. 

Fifthly, we would cut down the capital outlay on the State 
sector. This will be made up many times over by the same 
money being invested in the popular sector. 

Lastly, we would replace foreign loans taken from foreign 
governments which are a burden on the country by equity capital 
coming in a larger measure. 

We want foreign capital, but we want foreign capital to come 
at its risk and not at t l ~ e  risk or at the cost of the interest of this 
country. 

3. W E A L T H  A N D  W E L F A R E X  

The main object behind the Wealth Tax (Amendment) Bill 
is to facilitate a more effective collection of wealth tax in the 
country. Our approach to the wealth tax is well known. We have 
no objection in principle to the wealth tax or to a tax on wealth. 
But, unfortunately, this wealth tax as implemented in the last 
few years hasheen torn out of context. 

We are not' concerned with a few rich individuals here and 
there who may have wealth. They are welcome to it. So far as 
we are concerned, if Government desires to tax them, we are not 
going to shed any tears over a few very rich people. But what 
we are concerned about is the effect of this on capital formation 
in this country. 

TVealtll is a good thing. Wealth that is productively used is 
for the benefit of this country, and when wealth is taxed in this 
excessive and vindictive manner, as it  is today, then the capital 
formation that this country so badly requires is impeded and 
harmed. Therefore, the effect of the wealth tax on the economic 

'Prom a speech in the course of the discussiall on the Wealth Tax 
(Amendment) Bill, 1964, in the Lok Sabha on 1 December 1961. . . 

owth of this country and the rate of growth is adverse and 
deleterious. 

The Bill is nothing but a reflection of primitive and outmoded 
socialist ideas that have been thrown on the scrap-heap by 
ad~rancecl socialist parties like the German Social Democrats, 
even the British Labour Party and many others. 

We have an entirely different approach from that of the 
Treasury Benches. We do want welfare. We want a better life 
for the mass of people, and particularly for those who are the 
poorest. But to want welfare is one thing and to want a welfare 
State is another. Because, as Mr Jayaprakash Narayan, has quite 
rightly described it, the Welfare State, is "a creeping paralysis" 
that destroys the whole economy of the country. In other words, 
wellare and State are a contradiction. There is nothing welfare 
about a State. The  State is primarily an engine of rule, it is an 
engine of control, a police mechanism, and a police mechanism 
is essentially not meant for welfare. Welfare comes from the pro- 
duction in a society of an ample measure of goods and services 
which the people can enjoy. If you want welfare, if you want to 
wage a war on poverty and want, as we want to, then you should 
want welfare, but you should want it through a modern industrial 
society. 

In a modern industrial society-and this is increasingly true of 
even communist countries like Yugoslavia, Poland and now 
Soviet Russia, where the ideas of Professor Lieberman, of profit 
motive and some measure of competition, were being progres- 
sively accepted under the IChrushchev regime and even more 
rapidly under the Kosygin regime-we want new ideas, we want 
new techniques, we want new equipment to be harnessed to the 
good of the people of this country. We do not want to adopt, as 
the present Government is adopting, discarded techniques and 
discarded ideas from other countries. 

We want that crores of people in our villages should learn to 
share, should be given an opportunity to share, in the good things 
of life, to be able to buy consumer goods, to have some comfort. 
That not only is social justice, which we believe in, but it also 
means that a big home market is created, a big home market 
in which the products of industry can he absorbed, a hip; home 
market which would create purchasing power in the pockets of 
our people, through which they can buy the things they need to 
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enrich their lives. But all this cannot be attained with this Bill. 
This Bill is an enemy of welfare, it is an enemy of progress and 
social advance, it is an enemy of a richer life for our people. All 
that it  has got is the appeal to the envy of the poor to pull down 
the rich. That  is not the way a country advances 

4, Y E T  A N O T H E R  B A D  B U D G E T *  

It is a fallacy that if you cut down the rate of tax, your reve- 
nues drop. They do not do anything of the sort to the same 
extent. Tax cuts have a therapeutic, healing value, and. the law 
of increasing returns sets in. Just to give an example, if my 
income were to be Rs 1.5 lakhs and the tax was 40 per cent, that 
would yield more to the revenues than if my income was Rs 1 
lakh and the tax was 50 per cent. In other words, a smaller slice 
of a big cake is bigger than a bigger slice of a small cake. 

Now, this is concretely proved by the example of the tax cuts 
in America initiated by that great progressive, President Kennedy, 
and carried out by his successor, Mr Lyndon Johnson, I quote a 
paragraph from the Economic Report of the U.S. President to 
the Congress in January, 1966: 

From the close of 1963 to the tinal quarter of 1965 Federal 
revenues advanced by about $9 billion; yet during this period. 
tax reducllons of $16 billion had taken effect tl~rough the 
Revenue Act of 1964 the Excise Tax  Reductions Act of 1965. 

Tax collections for calendar year 1964 (the year the cut was 
applied but before it took full effect) amounted to $169.1 billion; 
tax collections in calendar year 1965 (with the cut fully in effect) 
amounted to $181.8 billion. 

The  Finance Minister could have, if he had shown the same 
imagination, cut the taxes and yet could have come to us and 
said: "My treasuries are equally full." But that requires imagi- 
nation of a kind which this Government has never shown. Even 
assuming tha~t tax cuts are too daring, too bold, too progressive, 
for this constipated Government, at least we could have been 
spared further additional taxation. A sum of Rs 100 crores has 

" Budget Speech in the Lah Sabha on 10 March 1966 
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been dumped on the shoulders of the tax payers. There were 
three separate ways in which this additional taxation could 
have been avoided. 

The  first, as I said, was an "across the board" average 'ut of 3 
per cent on non-Defence expenditure-I am not touching 
Defence-of Rs 3,100 crores. If only 3 per cent had been cut on 
the non-Defence expenditure, all the additional taxation could 
have been spared. Or secondly, if they had restricted advances to 
States only for Plan expenditure, again there would have been no 
need for additional taxation. Or thirdly, if they had only assi- 
duously and efficiently collected the crores and crores of arrears 
of tax that they are incompetent enough not to collect, even that 
would have been enough to cover additional taxation. But 
evidently this Government looks upon the necessity of getting 
their pound of flesh and squeezing the people as more important 
than saving the entire economy from disaster, which is now going 
to follow in the next twelve months. 

That brings me to my understanding of the consequences of 
this Budget. The  claim that this Budget is production-oriented 
is false. This is a depression-oriented Budget and, as sure as day 
follows night, the depression is going to descend further on this 
country in the next few months. I am not insensible of the small 
reliefs that have been given, the raising of the exemption limit 
for the small section of the lower middle class-rve welcome that- 
the removal of expenditure tax, the lowering of rates of gift tax 
and the modifications in the accrual of the tax on diviclends and 
on bonus shares. But, as I mentioned earlier, the total relief is 
Rs 10 crores and the effect of this is more than wiped our by 
additional taxation. As regards personal taxes, in spite of this 
relief, there is a net additional burden of Rs 22.15 crores and on 
corporate taxation there is a net additional burden of Rs 36 
crores. This will not fall on Big Businessmen. Every bit of this 
tax will be passed to the shoulders of the poor consumer because 
it is part of the law of economics. Similarly, people think that a 
5 per cent additional tax on L.I.C. will only fall on the L.I.C. 
But they are making a mistake. That  extra tax will fall on the 
slloulders of the millions of poor policy-holders of the L.I.C. That  

how the whole of this burden of taxation is going to fall on 
the shoulders of the poor. 

.Consider the effect of this on production and investment. 
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Already, during the last year, Rs 200 crores of additional taxes 
were levied by Mr T. T. Krishnamachari. I venture to say that 
this additional amount of Rs 100 crores will break the back of 
our economy and the same Government will have to come to us 
again, as they already have done in their current documents, 
saying: "All our expectations, last year went wrong." I forecast 
that the expectations of the Finance Minister are going to fail, 
because they must fail. That  is inevitable in the light of this 
Budget. 

Consider what this means. Will it help the capital market 
which the Finance Minister says he is keen to do? No. Even if, 
for a few days, because of the bonus shares relief, some little rise 
takes place on a few scrips, I venture to submit and forecast that 
the capital market is not going to revive during the next twelve 
months. If it was ever the Finance Minister's intention-I am 
prepared to believe that it was when he introduced the Budget- 
that the capital market should revive then I would plead with 
him that he has been egregiously misled by his oflicial advisers. 
Let him retrace his steps even now. The capital market is the 
heart of a modern economy. I t  is not a plutocrats' club or 
a gamblers' den. Let him think again. 

Consider the effect on foreign investment. I t  wiIl be just 
as bad. The  Secretary of the Finance Ministry said in Bombay 
a few days ago that the foreign investor was not interested in the 
level of taxation in India. I am amazed at that statement coming 
from a senior Official with that gentleman's record. I t  is complete 
nonsense. Thd foreign investors are very much interested both 
in the level of taxation and what they can get by way of profit. 
Are we to believe ilfr Boothalingam or shall we believe Sir 
Norman Kipping who came to this country representing the 
Federation of British Industries a few weeks ago? He said: "The 
climate for foreign investment in India at  present is not good." 
The  prospects for investment are "pretty bad in the short-term 
future." 

In fact, the Finance Minister, in his statement in the Lok 
Sabha on the 23rd of February, 1966, admitted as much: "There 
has been a fall in the number of foreign collaboration and 
investment cases approved by Government during July- 
September, 1965, as cornpared to the two preceding quarters." 

Another thing about the Budget is that it will be inflationary 
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and will raise prices further. The excise duty on light diesel 
oil is a most reckless adventure. At a time when the farmer 
needs an incentive to produce more food, this diesel oil which 
he uses for pumps and motors for agricultural purposes is 
sought to be taxed higher. I am very glad that the Congress 
Party in the Gujarat Legislative Assembly has rebelled and has 
demanded that this duty should he dropped. 1 hope the Congress 
Members from Gujarat who, along with me, represent that State 
in Parliament will raise their voice in supporting me in saying 
that this excise duty on diesel oil must go. 

Then, there is the duty on sugar, which is a common man's 
necessity. Even khandsari sugar and unrefined sugar have been 
taxed more. Now, on good authority, I learn that large stocks of 
sugar have accumulated in this country and that if sugar was 
decontrolled today, the industry would be compelled to unload 
the stocks and the prices can be. brought down right now. That  
would be a very beneficial step. It will be anti-inflationary, it 
will reduce the tremendous strain on the availability of credit, 
and the industry would be in a position to pay the arrears which 
it has not done. I am told there are Rs 18 crores due from the 
industry to the poor sugarcane grower who is waiting for his 
money. What has the Government done? Instead of decontrolling 
sugar and forcing the industry to bring the stocks on the market 
which will drop below the controlled price, they have added 
further to the price of sugar by an additional excisel 

The  additional excise duties on sugar, tobacco, cloth, cigarettes 
and light diesel oil impose a burden on the poorest classes of our 
people to the extent of Rs 52.86 crores. The  effect of this is bound 
to be to send up prices as it has done in the past. I t  has been 
so during the last three years. For the last three years, I have 
been predicting that excise duties will add to prices. The  Finance 
Ministers with a very straight face assure the House that this 
Budget will be anti-inflationary and then come and admit that 
the last Budget was inflationary1 This is what the Economic 
Survey says. 

"The Central Budget for 1965-66 sought to avoid deficit 
financing while offering further incentives for exports and higher 
production within the country. In  the event, many of these 
expectations have been belied during the current year which has 
been one of great strain all round." 
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Then, it says that "initial expectations" are "not likely to be 
realized" and that "these expectations were falsified." This act 
of innocent surprise, year after year, at the natural consequences 
of their own acts, is rather hard to take! Speaking on the previous 
Budget, on 2 March 1965, I had said: 

"The Finance Minister has ventured to hope in his speefh that 
now prices will fall. I wish I could agree with him-rve all would- 
but it is wishiul thinking. I venture to make a statement liere-I 
made i tduring the past trvoyears and I was proved right-that 
prices will not fall and that this budget is an inflationary 

. .  budget.. 
"This is an inflationary budget. In  the next twelve months, 

prices will rise, not through accident but because the Finance 
Minister, for demagogic purposes, has resorted t o  a budget that 
will raise prices." 

I said last year and I warn the Finance Minister that it is no 
good, during his reply, saying: "I assure the House that prices 
will not rise." Every normal man must intend the natural con- 
sequences of his act. He is an eminent iawyer and knows it. Any 
one who brings in this budget is asking for inflation in this 
country. 

Corning to deficit financing, the Budget has left uncovered a 
gap of Rs 25 crores. That  is not the only deficit financing in this 
budget. The  deficit financing in this budget is of greater pro- 
portions. It is Rs 375 crores, because the remaining Rs 350 crores 
of deficit financing represents the loans and P.L. 480 funds which 
are pumping money into our economy without a corresponding 
increase in the goods and services produced here. Therefore, the 
deficit financing in this budget is Rs 375 crores. I t  is for this 
reason that prices are going to rise. 

During the life of this Parliament, there have been four succes- 
sive bad budgets. One was brought in by Mr Plorarji Desai in 
1963, and during the last two years we had two wicked budgets 
from Mr T. T .  Krishnamachari. I regret I have to say this, but 
I regard this budget as just one more in that horrible series of 
Morarji Desai-Krishnamachari budgets. 

. . .  

...................................................... 

3. PERMIT-LICENSE RAJ 

...................................................... 

1. C O N T R O L S  M E A N S  C O R R U P T I O N '  

ONTROLS are the main bane of our econorny. I t  is said we 
should stop prices rising by putting on controls. If I may say 

so, that is flying in the face of [he 1arz.s of economics. Nothing can 
stop prices rising if the supply and demand position warrants it. A 
British economist has said that to try to stop prices by controls 
is like a lady going to a surgeon to remove her double chin, and 
the thing comes out at the back of her neck in a bump! In other 
words, you treat a symptom, you do not treat the disease. The  
disease of inflation is due to the policies pursued by the Govern- 
ment. Until these are changed, no conirols are going to succeed. 

Two days ago, I read that the L. K. Jha Committee having 
failed to stop tile rise in prices, the matter will now be referred 
to a committee at a higher level of Cabinet Ministers, as if the 
level of the committee decides whether controls would be effective 
or not! Suppose the Ministers' committee fails, where are you 
going any higher? Who is going to form the next committee to 
stop prices rising if the committee of three Cabinet Ministers 
fails where Mr Jha a n d  his colleagues have failed? 

' From a speech in the Lok Sahha. dn 1 a u g u s t  1963. . . . . . .  
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You cannot defeat the law of supply and demand. Prices, like 
water, will find their own level, and no amount of juggling will 
stop the laws of hydrodynamics or the laws of economics from 
having play. And that is why the team of the World Bank which 
visited India in February or March this year -let me remind the 
House that the World Bank is our biggest foreign benefactor 
today, generous, friendly and helpful -singled out for particular 
castigation Government's present policies, which in its opinion 
make for inefficiency and high costs, and controls which hamper 
industry at every turn. 

What is a control? A control is giving an official, even a small 
one, the power of life and death over a peasant, a shopkeeper or 
a businessman. Human nature being what it  is, is it a matter for 
surprise that our public life is now riddled with corruption? I 
am not putting on any cloak of moral superiority. We are all the 
same under the skin, whatever party we may belong to. But the 
danger is that, when you combine economic and political power 
in the same bands, you are creating opportunities for corruption 
that should not be created. I would not entrust anybody, includ- 
ing my own party, with the unlimited power that you give to the 
bureaucracy a n d  politicians to exercise controls. I would 
recognize that human nature being what it is, there must be checks 
and balances, a division of power. Why do we have a division 
of power between the judiciary, executive and the legislature? 
Similarly, we must have a division of authority, political and 
economic. T h e  day on which you give economic power to those 
with police power, you have surrendered the liberties of the 
people, and that is what state capitalism as practised by the present 
Government means. 

Controls involve bureaucracy. Let me give you a few findings 
of the studies made by the Organization and Methods Division 
of the Government itself. Official files in the Union Ministries 
increase at an annual rate of three lakhs; 21 lakhs of files are 
awaiting screening and destruction; 22 to 45 per cent of the work- 
ing space allotted to the staff on an austerity basis is occupied by 
undisposed files. In  the Central Public Works Department, 18 to 
25 months are needed for a proposal to reach the stage of exe- 
cution. And in that particular Ministry the study cites the case 
of the Land and Development Office where the allotment of a 
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piece of land involves no less than 370 steps from the beginning 
till the end. This is the controlled economy. 

1 was very glad that my friend, the Minister for Steel and 
Heavy Industries, speaking at a seminar in Delhi on August 6, 
confessed that we are now over-regulated, and he has stated that 
our framework of detailed control needs alteration, and the 
multiplicity of points at which they operate needs to he reduced. 
I am quoting him now: "It is a painful hut inexorable fact that 
today an industrial manager spends more time getting across 
or around controls than in the task of management." This is a 
very laudable discovery, however belated it may be, but the 
removal of controls is not so easy. The  Minister for Steel has 
already found that out in his very laudable desire or attempt, 
which has so far failed, to decontrol steel. That  is because every 
control breeds a new vested interest. Vested interests on the busi- 
ness and official side creep up which resist the abolition of the 
conuol, and it needs a very stout heart and great guts, like the late 
Mr Kidwai, to scrap the whole lot and go back from control to de- 
control as Mahatma Gandhi advised. 

Question: I wonder, hlr Masani, how far would you go in 
scrapping the various controls, in particular how would you 
ensure proper utilization of scarce resources, like say foreign 
exchange? 

Answer: Now, I don't think one could scrap every control 
overnight; it has to he a phased process. I t  is possible that some 
controls would he necessary for some time, but the general 
direction is very clear. Take food, for instance. There is no 
reason to have zonal barriers between one part of India and 
another. Either this is one country or it is not. There is no reason 
to have price controls on food. These price controls and the 
compulsory levy have driven food underground. T h e  other day, 
hfr Naik, our Chief Minister in ilfaharashtra, asked in Sholapur 
where the jowar had gone. He said this was the time when the 
rnandis should be bulging with jowar. What had happened? The 
answer is that tbe peasants were not selling because there was 

* Anwvers to questions at the S w a t a n t ~ a  Forum ln Calcutta an January 1965. 
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a compulsory levy. The  peasants felt, rightly or wrongly, that 
they were being cheated. Wilat then goes on? What goes on is 
that students in Sholapur, with their bicycles, go to the neighbour. 
ing villages in the morning. They collect bags of jowar, put 
them where their books should be, and they go and sell that 
jowar to middle class people or to small shopkeepers, not grain 
dealers, but to cloth merchants, panwalas and so on, who also 
make a profit. I understand that the students make up to Rs 10 
a day by this black marketing, while the grain-dealers sit nn- 
employed in their shops, put out of business. Whom is this 
helping? Not the country. So these are the kind of controls that 
have to be scrapped overnight. 

Foreign Exchange is a very controversial subject, but now that 
you have raised it, I won't evade it. This shortage of foreign 
exchange is to a large extent artificially created. Every communist 
and socialist government creates a Loreign exchange shortage by 
its policies. It believes in autarchy. Its Five Year Plans, like 
Stalin's and ours, are autarchic plans. By trying to stop imports 
and by its inflationary policies, it creates a high cost economy. 
Tlie high cost economy cannot export, so it loses its world markets 
and there is an unfavourable balance of trade. That. is the foreign 
exchange shortage. I t  tries to bolster the price of its currency 
by artificial means. It pretends that the rupee or the rouble is 
worth what i t  is not, hence this shortage. Professor Friedman 
of Chicago answered this question amusingly, in Bombay, a 
couple 01 years ago. IIe Suggested we ascertain the fair price of 
our rupee by letting it float in the world's markets freely, like 
the Lebanese currency, the Hong Kong, the Thai, the For~nosan, 
the Japanese, the German, the Swiss. Let the rate for the rupee 
and the dollar, the rupee and the pound, adjust itself. Then, 
he said, there will be no shortage of dollars, pounds, marks or 
francs: you can have all the foreign exchange you want. I asked 
a Minister of the Union Government a little later what he 
thought would be the real value of the rrrpee in terms of the 
dollar if it was allowed to float and, after some humming and 
hawing, he said maybe Rs 6.50 or Rs 7 could bny a dollar as 
bpposed to Rs 4.'75 which we imagine, or try to pretend, it is 
worth. So my answer is that the shortage of foreign exchange 
is to a 'large extent induced by Government policies. I t  could 
end, ifhonest policies, non-inflationary policies, policies of free 
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trade and division of labour were accepted in place of autarcl~y. 
Question: Do the Swatantra Party agree that if all the gold 

lloards in India could be brought out, it would solve the foreign 
exchange crisis? Have they any programme of this kind? 

Answer: I thought that was what Mr Krishnamachari was 
trying to do! He is trying to grab all the gold in the country in 

to meet his balance of payments deficits. I thinli it's a wrong 
policy. Assume for one moment that all the gold in India could 
be got together and handed over to Mr Krisl~namachari. At the 
[,resent rate, he mould dissipate it in a yezr or trvo and again 
we would go bankrupt because of our Five Year Plans, the kind 
of Fourth Plan that we are told is coming. No, Sir, that won't 
be a solution. Gold is a commodity like any other. The 
price of gold goes up because the value of the Rupee 
goes down. If only the price of gold went up, there would be 
something special about it. But that is not so. The  rise in the 
price of gold is part of a general price increase-land, buildings, 
grain, silver, diamonds, platinum, pearls-and, as Mr A. D. Shroff 
very intelligently pointed out the other day, green vegetables! 
He was replying to the charge of Mr Shastri that the increase of 
price was due to hoarding and profiteering by traders and he 
asked in that case why had the price of fresh vegetables gone up, 
which nobody could hoard? So it is the debasing of the Rupee, 
it is the debauching of the Rupee by our Government over the 
last ten years, that is the real trouble, not the hoarding of gold. 
People hoard gold because the Rupee is worthless. Let the Rupee 
be worth something and people will come and give their gold 
and get the Rupee. The  popularity of gold is in inverse propor- 
tion to the popularity of the Rupee. I t  reflects well deserved 
distrust for our currency today. 

Question: If the Swatantra Party come into power would they, 
for instance, allow a man to export gold in place of any imports 
that he may require. At the moment, he h a  to go to the Reserve 
Bank for foreign exchange whereas gold can easily take the place 
of foreign exchange. 

Answer: Yes, we would encourage it. I11 the Select Committee 
on the Gold Bill, I advocated a part of what you propose. I urged 
that those who could export gold ornaments, gold jewellery, 
sovereigns, or any kind of gold, should be allowed to do so and 
phould be allowed to use it for imports which they might need 
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but, unfortunately, this was not accepted. Mr Krishnarnacharl 
wants to he a monopolist in gold in this country because he knows 
how valuable is gold and how worthless is his Rupee. 

3. T H E  F R A U D  O F  G O L D  CONTROL* 

Many years ago, Mahatma Gandhi, talking in Wardha to 
Mr Louis Fischer, the well-known author, made a remark which 
has been published in Mr Fischer's book A Week with Gandhi. In 
that conversation, Mahatma Gandhi told Mr Fischer that, if he 
had his way, he would open the vaults of the Imperial Bank and 
the Reserve Bank of India to take out all the gold and distribute 
it among all the villages of India so that economic power, which 
was concentrated in the hands of the Government, could he 
decentralized and distributed in the hands of the people. 

This Bill is the exact negation of Mahatma Gandhi's wish 
and advice. This Bill seeks to take away all the gold in the hands 
of the people and concentrate it in the hands of the Reserve 
Bank and the State Bank of India. This is the climax to the 
hetrayal of Mahatma Gandhi by those who seek to thrive in his 
name and mislead the people in his name. 

This Bill, I repeat, seeks to create a near-monopoly of the 
possession of gold in the hands of Government. The  Finance 
Minister asked a few minutes ago what was so wrong with it, 
and why I objpted to it. I object because I am opposed to all 
monopoly, whether in the hands of private people or of Govern- 
ment. That, I thought, was the reason for the appointment of 
the Monopolies Con~mission by this Government which we 
welcomed, hut it is quite clear from this Bill that, far from being 
anti-monopoly, this is a Government of monopolists, who seek 
to monopolize the possession of gold and the political and eco- 
nomic power that it gives. 

This Bill was conceive~l in January 1963. Taking advantage 
of the Emergency and the patriotic sentimen~s of our people, 
the Finance Minister's predecessor put through the Gold Control 
Order. That  was a had day for India, I have an idea that, when 
the history of our times comes to he written-the economic 
history of our times, and of the collapse for which we are 

* Speech in the Lok Sabha an 21 December 1964. 

llow heading-it will be mentioned that January 1965, with 
the Gold Control Order and the Compulsory Deposit Scheme, 
lllarked the beginning of the end of our economy under this 
Government. 

What are the objectives of this Bill? I think on this there will 
be unanimity. There are three objectives of this Bill. One is to 
cure what is called the "lure" of gold, and to lessen the demand 
and stop hoarding. The  second is to bring down the price of 
gold in India, which is twice that in the international market. 
And the third objective is to help in stopping smuggling. I do 
not think that even the Government would deny that this is a 
fair statement of the objectives of the Bill. 

Then, what I want to know is the experience with regard to 
these three things. Has this control lessened the love of gold or 
the desire to have gold? Not at all. How much gold has been 
surrendered to the Government under this measure? Let the 
Minister answer how much of the gold in India has been given 
over in response to this measure? 

Secondly, has the price of gold come down? Most definitely 
not. In August/Septemher 1964, when the Joint Committee was 
discussing this measure, the price of gold was higher than it had 
ever been. The  Indian price of gold last August/September was 
Rs 145 per tola, while the international price was Rs 63. In 
other words, the Indian price, after 15 months of the Gold Con- 
trol Order, was more than twice the international price of gold. 

A wretched little memorandum was sought to be circulated a 
few days ago, trying to make out some kind of case for this Bill. 
I t  was a pitiable effort, with all the resources of the Government 
behind it. It tried in a vague manner to suggest that the price 
of gold had come down somewhat since August/September. I 
challenge and question that statement. These gentlemen are 
trying to fool Parliament into believing this. As soon as the Bill 
is passed, it will be mentioned that the price has gone up again. 
The price has not gone down since August/September, and the 
demand for gold is as active as ever. 

Finally, has smuggling stopped, has smuggling diminished? On 
the contrary it has increased. I t  is true that the risks of smuggling 
have increased, but so have the profits of smuggling. The  profit 
margin has widened, and we know that when the profit margin 
widensi there are bold and daring spirits, lawless spirits, in every 
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part of the world, who take advantage of that profit margin, and 
that  is what they have been doing. So, neither has the price of 
gold gone down, nor bas smuggling diminisl~ed. 

If this is the poor experience of 18 months of gold control, 
then the country and the House will ask why Government are 
persisting wit11 this measure. I t  is a very legitimate question. 
We might well ask why. 1 must say very plainly that, as far as I 
can divine, there are two motives behind this Bill. 

The  first is the motive of grabbing the gold that exists in this 
country. T h e  Government knows that the only valuable tl~illgs 

WI-ains, build- 
left in this country are things like gold, land, food, 
ings, and so on. They know the worthlessness of their own money, 
and they know the worth of gold. They are trying to tell the 
people of India that it is useless, that it is a lure. The  best way 
of setting an example is to say: "We do not care for your gold, 
you nlay keep it." What is the example this Government is setting 
to the people? When the Finance Ministry of the Government 
of India go and try to lay their hands on gold, they not only 
convince the people of this country of the worthlessness of our 
rupee currency but convince them that it is wise to have gold. 

Why does Government want gold? Because they want to meet 
their foreign obligations on which they are about to default. 
Having brought this country to the brink of banliruptcy, this 
Gov~rnment now tries to grab some gold so that they can pay -. . 

foreigners fol what we owe them. 
That  is th6 first motive - the desire to grab gold and establish 

a monopoly I t  is the "acquisit~ve instinct" wh~ch  the Finance 
M~nister seeks to mock. If there are any acquisitive people today, 
they are on the Government benches and Treasury benches in 
this country. They are the real acquisitive people who are trying 
to grab everything in the hands of the people. 

T h e  second motive is to fool the people. I say that the Bill is 
meant to fool the people into believing that something is being 
done. Like Hitler, they want scapegoats for the faillire of their 
own economic policies, and they have Iasteued on the poor  old- 
smiths of this country just as I-Iitler fastened on the Jews. They 
are trying to cover up their failure to stop smuggling, the ineffi- 
riencv of their Customs Department, by asking us to pass the 
Bill. 

What is the basic issue in regard to the price of gold and 

the hoarding of gold? Why is the price of gold high? TVhy 
is there the demand for gold? Why is the Indian plice 
twice that of the international market? I t  is not an unhealthy 
craving on the part of the fair sex, nor is it  the clerire 
to hoard gold for its own sake. The  cause is that our cur- 
rency has been debauched by this Government. This Govern- 
ment, for the last ten years, as a result of its Second and Third 
Plans, had debased our currency until i t  is today what it is: the 
rupee is worth exactly 17nP of the pre-war rupee of 1939-40. In  
every city of India, I am told, people are buying the pound sterl- 
ing for Rs 24 when the official price of the pound is Rs 13.35. 
It is very interesting that in September 1963, when the 
gold control order of the present Minister was brought in, the 
pound was worth Rs 18.7 and this control was supposed to bring 
down the price of the pound and raise the price of the rupee. 
But the price of the pound in our black markets has gone up 
from Rs 18 or Rs 19 to Rs 24 today. That  is the abject failure 
of this gold control. 

I t  is not only the price of gold that has gone up. Don't we know 
that other prices also have gone up? Gold has very little to do 
with it. I-Ias not the price of land gone up? Has not the price of 
foodgrains or of cloth gone u p  and, as son~ehody pointed out the 
other day, has not the price of green vegetables gone up, due no 
doubt to the wicked hoarders, the vegetable inerchants who keep 
green vegetables for one or turo years! 

Prices have gone up because the Rupee has gone down, because 
those in possession of the Government oP this country have de- 
faulted 011 their primary obligation of giving ns a clean and 
honest rupee, a rupee whose value is the same today or tomorrow 
or ten years from now. In  other words, the problem of gold i~ 
the problem of inflation. There is no gold problem in India; 
there is the rupee problem in India; there is the cnrrency problem 
in India; there is the monetary problem in India. 

Tirhat has gold control clone? I t  has pilshed up prices of 
other articles higher. When control is put on gold and you cannot 
hold it legally, the more timid spirits turn to other things because 
they will not hoard the rupee, worthless as it  is. The  price of 
cliamonds has gone u p  by fifty per cent since gold control has 
come; the price of silver has gone up; the price of land, of houses, 
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of foodgrairrs has also shot up. If today foodgrains are hoa~ded 
by the people, one cause is the gold control order. 

Gold control has destroyed rural credit. I t  has hurt our 
peasants who, with their little holdings of gold, were able to get 
credit lor seeds. for fertilizers. 

Lastly, it has driven dealings underground. The same people 
who were dealing in gold openly, now do it  underground. I 
mentioned earlier Mr Ponkshe's remark that the gold trade is 
not carried on by gold dealers and goldsmiths but is being carried 
on bv cloth merchants, bidiwalas, panwalas, restaurant keepers 
and "biscuitwalas." Go to Chandni'Chowk here, or Bhuleshwar 
in Bombay and see the gold trade going on openly and shame- 
lessly. I tell the Finance Minister that nothing that he does can 
stop this trade in gold or the hoarding of gold. 

Lenin, the greatest communist, ollce boasted before the Revo- 
lution that he mocked at gold. "When we are victorious on a 
worldwide scale,," bragged Lenin in 1921, soon after coming to 
power, "we will make public toilets out of gold on the streets 
of the world's largest cities." Lenin has gone, but gold remains, 
and today Soviet Russia is not building toilets out of gold. I t  has 
come on the ~vorld market to oE-load gold and to huy grain. In 
the last year, they have delivered 200 million dollars' worth of 
solid gold and by the end of this year it is estimated another 350 
million dollars' worth of gold will he unloaded on the market 
by Lenin's syccessors. 

Lenins may come and go; pinchbeck Napoleo~~s may come and 
go. I predict, that long after all ol us have passed away, gold will 
remain as it was, because gold is pure ancl the Government's 
policies are impure and filthy. 

Finally, gold control has created a neiv bureaucracy, nerv forn~s 
of corruption and new expenditure, and it has lost to the public 
exchequer revenue, lakhs of rupees in the way of sales tax and 
income-tax which would have come to us from the earnings of 
honest goldsmiths and gold dealers of this country. 

I t  is no wonder then that my revered chief, Rajaji, said a few 
days ago that "Congessmen are my children, but they have gone 
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therelore, fight this BiII inch by incil, tooth alld nail. I wo,lld 
like to declare bere, for the benefit of the poor g~ldsmitlu and 
dealers of India, who are being crucifiecl on a cross of gold by 
ihose opposite, tllat Llle rnon~ellt we can do 

we shall seek repeal of this shameful law which the Government have broug~lt 

mad." 
There is no other description for this Bill: it is a Bill of suicidaI 

maniacs; it is a Bill of people who are out to destroy them- - - 
selves; they want to commit suicide for the country. We shall, 



4. MARX Vei.sus THE PEASAN'T 

1. T H E  W R O N G  P h T l l *  

HAT is true cooperation and what is false cooperation? True 
cooperation can take many forms. I t  can take the form of 

cooperative credit; it can take the form of multi-purpose coope- 
ratives which help the peasant uvho owns his orvn land to get good 
seed, borrow o r  loan a tractor, if necessary, to have fertilizers, to 
get credit for all these services. And he can also use the cooperative 
for selling his goods in the market, that is, marketing cooperatives. 
They can be separate or together. But the essence of genuine co- 
operation is that the peasant m m t  ow12 and cziltivate his own land. 
Coofxration can only be between free inen, not betrueen serfs. 
Cooperation can he between men rvho say, "This land is mine, I 
shall cultivate it  with the members of my family, but for the sake 
of greater production and mutual assistal~ce, I shall come together 
with others of my kind." That, is genuine cooperation, and I 
clo not think any one in this Honse can object lo it or can dissent 
from it. We are all for it. 

But there is another kind of cooperation, so-called, which is no 
cooperation at all, and that is collective farming of the Soviet- 

* speech in the Lok Sabha on 16 Febiuary 195'J. 

Chinese moilel. That  collective farming, as Marshal Tito recently 
said about China, has nothing to do Marxism or socialism. 
That system has been devised so that the greatest amount of 
surplus value or surplus grain can be squeezed out of the 
peasantry for the greater glory of the dictatorship, its military 
machine and for the forced process of industrialization which is 
being erected on the backs of the groaning peasantry of Russia 
and China. 

Now, it is in the light of this distinction that 1 would judge the 
policies which today go under the name of joint "cooperative" 
{arming. In  my view and the view of cooperators, the dividing line 
is this: if you allow a peasant to keep his land and his boundaries, 
if he farms it  with his own hands and those of his family and 
hired labour, then he is member of a genuine cooperative; but if 
yon uproot these boundaries, if you pool the land, if you create 
a big farm and call it a cooperative, it does not change anything, 
it is still collective farming minus the name. Now, in the light of 
this distinction, let us look at the Nagpur resolution. I shall quote 
the relative para, because I do not want to be accused of misquot- 
ing or misunderstanding what was decided at the meeting. 1 am 
quoting from Yojana, the official organ of the Planning Commis- 
sion: 

The  future agrarian pattern (says the resolution) should be 
that of cooperative joint farming in which the land shall be 
pooled for joint cultivation, the farmers continuing to retain 
their property rights and getting a share from the common 
produce in proportion to their land. Further, those who actually 
work on the land, whether they own the land or not will get a 
share in proportion to the work put in  by them on joint farms. 
As a first step (says the resolution) prior to the institution of 
joint falming, service cooperatives should be organized 
throughout the country. This stage should be completed within 
a period of three years; even within this period, however, where- 
ver possible and when generally agreed to by the farmers, joint 
cultivation may be started. 

An enthusiastic Member said "exactly" when I read that 
sentence about retaining property rights. But what will these 
property rights mean? When the boundaries of that farm have 
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been uprooted, when tractors and machines are running over 
tliat land rvhich once was six or eight or ten or twenty farms, what 
will the right of property mean? I t  will mean a piece of paper, a 
scrap of paper given to the peasant to console him saying "You 
once owned so many acres; your property i s  still intact." This is 
the dodge that was tried and practised in China and in other 
commnnist countries. But, after a while, the question is raised: 
"%Thy should this Inan who is not working hard or not doing as 
much as the other fellow draw a larger share because he once 
owned some land?" In  other words, you start by saying that the 
people in the farm will be remunerated partly in proportion to 
the land contributed. That  is fair enough. But this can never last, 
because the functionless owner is no owner. His property actually 
has been taken away from him ~uithout telling him so, and he is 
being fobbed off with a scrap of paper which a future govern- 
ment will have no hesitation on "equitable grounds" in teal-ing 
up, because his utility to society ends on the day on ~vhich the 
farm ceases to be his. Tl~erefore, let us be quite clear. 

Let those who are party to this decision consider whether they 
really have understood the implications of what has been enacted 
in  their name. Actually, I have no hesitation in saying that this 
resolution passed at Nagpur, whether those who passed it  are 
aware or not, is a resolution for collective farming of the Soviet- 
Chinese pattern and not for genuine cooperative farming. There- 
fore, I and my Group oppose this insidious attempt to bring in 
collective farnling by the back.door. 

What are tlie arguments for this measure? I am aware of three 
reasons. I shall mention them. The first is that production will 
increase. I am amazed that, in the face of all the facts from every 
country in the world there should still be members of this Govern- 
ment who repeat this claim parrot-like. Co1lecti.i.e farming, 
wherever tried cooperative farming, wherever tried-of that 
pattern-has failed to increase production. On the contrary, pro- 
duction has invariably gone down, whether it has been tried in a 
communist country or elsewhere. 

First of all, the assumption is that a bigger farm produces 
more. I t  is not true. Statistics of rice and wheat produced through- 
out the world show that countries which have small farms produce 
more per acre than countries with big farms. 

Let me come to a study made by the Indian Agricultural 

Research lnstitute of sugarcane production. I will read it: 
ploughing by bnllocks yielded 410 maunds of sugarcane; plough- 
ing with tractor farming u p  to 6 inches 361.5 maunds: with tractor 
farming up to 10 inches 356 maunds. In  otber words, the bullocks 
gave the best return, a little dose of tractor farming gave less, and 
full tractor farming gave the least. 

Now, countries which have tried collective or cooperative 
farming have always failed. The  USSR, it  is notorious, lags behind 
the rest of the world in production per acre and per man. 
I'ugoslavia, which tried collective farmingfrom 1918,gave it up in  
1957. T h e  Yugoslav Parliament passed a law on 27 April 19j7 
abandoning collective farming. I t  said that it had shown negative 
results-loss of interest by the peasants and decrease in production. 
Communist Poland, which also in its Stalinist phase tried collecti- 
vization, had to give it  up. In  Poland 80 per cent of the collective 
farms and cooperatives have been liquidated in  the last two or 
three years. Motor tractor stations have been broken up and the 
tractors have actually been sold to individual peasants. The  tax 
advantage given to cooperatives has been taken away by the 
Gomulka Government on the ground that there should be fair 
competition between cooperatives and individual peasants. 

By going in for this red-herring of joint cooperative farming on 
doctrinaire grounds, the Government and the Congress Party are 
diverting interest and attention from the real need which is to 
give the peasant more water, better seed, better know-how and 

Cooperative or collective farming reduces employment. By 
pooling land, by bringing in  methods of rationalization or 
mechanization, you reduce the needfor labour. T h e  one thing 
that cooperative farming can be expected to do-whatever else it  
does not-is to increase unemployment in the countryside. Coope- 
rative farming is the last remedy to try when you want to put more 

There is only one rvay to create more employment in  the 
countryside, and that is the method that Mahatma Gandhi always 
urged, the establishment of rural industries, the taking 01 industry 
to the countryside with electric power or rvithout. My own 
emphasis, like Mahatma Gandhi's, would be on decentralized 
industry, small people working on electric tools through power 
taken to the countryside. I believe that this is the pattern of the 
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Euiure and that Mahatma Gandhi was ahead of all of ns by many 
generations. 

Finally, it  has been said that cooperative farming i s  a higher 
form of society, it  is part of the socialist pattern. Let me say-and 
I would like anyone here to contradict me-that coilectivization 
is no part of democratic socialism in any part of free world. Let 
me quote what Mr Aneurin Bevan said, warning this country 
against following the Chinese path of so-called co-operatives. On 
his last visit to Delhi, Mr Aneurin Bevan, Left-wing leader of the 
British Labour Party, said: 

India cannot afford to make the mistake that Russia has 
committed, because she does not possess empty spaces which 
could he called upon to make up for the failures and mistakes 
in agriculture as in Russia. India has to bring about an econo- 
mic revolution in  harmony rvitb the needs of the countryside. 
The  application of the principles of collectivization, mecha- 
nization and centralized coiitrol has proved a failure in the 
field of agriculture in the So~riet Union. T h e  whole countryside 
in  Russia seethed with discontent. The number of cattle in 
Russia today is less than before the revolution. The  Russian 
experience was being repeated in China and the Communist 
States of Eastern and Central Europe. 

H e  ended up  by warning us against copying these methods 
though some of us seem to have neglected to listen to him. 

So long as yoit leave the farm in the possession 01 the family, 
so long as you do not disturb the man-land nexus, which is part 
of our tradition and our civilization, I am for every measure of 
coordination and cooperation. But, i f  you uproot the boundaries 
and take the land away from the peasants, I shall fight you 
because you are moving towards totalitarian collective farming. 

Now, the question is raised: Can voluntary methods bring 
about this result? I can only quote a man whose knowledge on 
this subject is unsurpassed in  this country, Mr Charan Singh, wbo 
has made a life-long study of this. This is what he says: 

Human nature being what it is, even brothers of the same 
mother usually separate from one another after the head of the 
family, the father, has been removed by death or other cause. 

i n  the circumstances, it is Utopian to expect ihat an average 
householder will, all of a sudden, identify his interest with the 
interests of these hundreds of persons in the village or 
neighbourhood who were total strangers to his life before. 

We know that murders are committed between cousins and 
between brothers for land. T o  say that because you pass a reso- 
lution or you pass a Iaw, you are going to change a human being 
overnight and make people who love their lands with passion to 
1,001 their lands in a voluntary manner is thoroughly Utopian. 

There is only one way in wliich this kind of joint farming can 
be brought about and that is by coercion and violence. 

Take another example. We know about the gramdan villages. 
In Koraput, Acharya Vinoha Bhave and Mr Jayaprakash Narayan 
tried to ask the local people to cultivate them as a village and not 
to ask for distribution of the land. Mr Jayaprakash confessed to 
me that his experiment had ended in failure because the peasant 
does not want to farm village land jointly; he wants something 
of his own. He wants to farm his own land. That  is part of human 
nature. We all want something of our own. We are not prepared 
to share everything with everyone in an equal measure. You may 
call it  selfish. The  human being is largely selfish, though not 
entirely so. Are you going to legislate for human beings or are 
you going to legislate for angels who do not exist? 

Now, the Government of India announced last April that there 
should be 3,000 cooperative farms by the end of the Second Plan 
and of them 600 should be brought into existence by the end of 
the financial year 1958-59. What does this mean? What kind of 
voluntary cooperation is this? Can the Government of India 
sitting in Delhi decide in advance with foreknowledge and fore- 
sight how many farms the peasants are going to want on a 
voluntary hasis during a certain period? Is it not a farce to talk 
of voluntary cooperation and targets? 

1 would quote from Gomulka. Gomulka pointed out very 
rightly that targets and voluntary cooperation cannot go together. 
Gomulka is known to many of my friends here. This is what he 
said; these are his words in October 1956: 

Quantitative development of producers' cooperation cannot be 
planned because, on the basis of voluntary entry to cooperatives, 
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this would mean the planning of the growth of human 
consciousness, and that cannot be planned. 

This is what he said when he rescinded the collectivizaiion law 
and handed back the farms to the peasants. 

What kind of administration have we with which to guarantee 
this gigantic experiment, after three years, of destroying peasant 
proprietorship, in taking people arvay from their lands, millions 
and millions of them and pooling them in joint farms? 

>\That kind of autonomy >rill these cooperative societies enjoy? 
Are we really serious when we talk of cooperatives, or are we 
only intending that we will impose a super zamindari from Delhi 
on the poor peasants and call it cooperation in order to pacify 
ihern? 

Let me summarize the recommendations of the Cooperative 
Law Committee rvhich reported only a few days back. I t  was a 
committee of Registrars of Cooperative Societies and other gentle- 
men who will have to administer this cooperative farming after 
three years. Let us see what their ideas of cooperation are. I am 
giving only five or six of their recommendations: 

1. The  Registrar should have the right to have the accounts of 
any society audited "under his own direction and control" and 
then to give directives to the society to put its house in order. 

2. T h e  Registrar has the right to settle disputes of any kind, to 
appoint anothermfficer to settle the disputes or to appoint an 
arbitrator. And no appeal shall lie to a court of law in regard to 
any of these disputes. 

3. The Registrar will have the power to supersede any society; 
and he may run any society so superseded for two years and, at his 
own discretion, extend the period to four years. 

What kind of cooperative society is i t  which has to be run by 
a nominated official over the heads of the society for four years? 
Why not admit defeat and dissolve the society? 

4. The  Registrar may make an order directing the winding up 
of any society. 

5. The  State Government may become a member of any co- 
operative society and when it becomes a member of a cooperative 
society, "each person nominated by the State Government on the 
committee shall have one vote." 
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It is surprising to have this kind of report from those who 
are going to administer the agricultural cooperatives in this 
country. The  Indian Cooperative Union, a leading body of CO- 

operative enthusiasts in this country, have said that the effect of 
silcll a report, if accepted, woulcl be to reduce the cooperatives to 
little colonies of backlvard, ignorant and helpless people to be 
"administered" "acljudged" and "dissolved" by one single autho- 
rity, the "Registrar of Cooperative Societies". 

It seems to me that there are two alternatives with which we 
are faced. One is that an attempt will seriously he made to imple- 
ment this programme of destroying peasant proprietorship after 
three years and to try to bring in collective farming. I do hope 
that such an attempt will not be made. But, if it  is made, it  can. 
only be by threats, by coercion; and I do not hesitate to say that if 
a serious attempt is made, it  will unPortunately lead to civil war 
aud bloodshed and the death of thousands of people in this 
country. I think anyone who thinks he can persuade the peasants 
of India to give up their lands and become landless serfs again for 
a super-zamindari in Delhi or the Sta1.e capital is living in a fool's 
parsclise. They will never accept such change. I hope, therefore, 
no attempt will be made to carry this out. 

The  Prime Minister, talking at Baoli on 10 February, is 
rcported to have said: 

Those who tell you that cooperative farming amounts to some 
sort of confiscation of land are trying to cheat you. . . . 

I wish he had not used this uncharitable remark about people 
as diverse as Mr 6 .  Rajagopalachaxi, Mr Jayaprakash Narayan, 
Mr I<. At .  Munshi and many others who have said that. For 
instance, Mr Jayaprakash Narayan has said in Banaras only four 
days ago that cooperative farming in today's context means 
creating "puppets in the hands of officials," thus depriving the 
peasants,of their volition and land. I t  is not good to say of these 
patriotic sons of the soil that they are cheating the people. 

1 would no: for a moment say that those who are trying to 
tell the people that the land u~ould not be taken away from them, 
as the Prime Minister and others do, are cheating the people. I 
do not resort to such language and I do not think the Prime 
Minister should either. But I do say this: that whatever the motives 
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may be, wllatever they may be thinking they will he doing, the 
people who are really misleading the country are those who say 
that this Nagpur pattern of joint cooperative farming will not 
take the land away from the peasants. I say it  will. I t  is those who 
are denying this who are misleading the people and not those who 
are bringing this matter to the light of the people and performing 
a patriotic duty that they must perform. 

I will only say in conclusion that the ruling party has set its 
feet on the wrong road, wrong from the point of view of public 
morality, wrong from the point of view of a free society and also, 
if I may say so, wrong from yet another point of view i.e. because 
for the sake of a minority, a majority is sought to be penalized. 
Let me give the figures of the landed and the landless people in 
this country. The  National Sample Survey of 1954-55 came to the 
conclusion that there were 66 million households owning land 
with 5 members per household, while there were 15 million house- 
holds not owning land at all-about 20 per cent of those with 
laud. Indian Agriculture in  Brief, published by the Ministry of 
Agriculture in 1957, gives these figures. Those who are self- 
employed in agriculture are 53.7 per cent of the population. Those 
who are landless labourers are only 12.6 per cent. In case the Hon. 
Members are under the impression that a small minority is sought 
to he attacked by the collectivization of land in  favour of a big 
majority, let them think again. The  big majority of people living 
in the villages do own some land. You may say it  is a small plot but 
they love that Ian& small as it may be, as they love their baby, 
even i E  it is a little infant. They do not think that their land is 
worthless-because it  is small. Help them to cultivate it  better. 

The  real duty to the peasant today lies in giving water to the 
cultivator. We have not got enough irrigation facilities. Give 
them better fertilizers; give them seed and teach them how to 
cultivate their lands better than they have been used to do through 
the ages. This is the way in which Japan and other countries have 
shot forward in  the production of wheat and rice. Instead of 
doing that, we are drawing the red herring of collective farming 
across the track and diverting attention from our gigantic tasks. 
Even if it  is never carried out, it will divert attention from 
constructive pursuits and will take class war into the villages 
setting the landless against the landed, small-landed against the 
big-landed, and so on. 

It is to cvarn the Government against taking such a step, it is 
to warn against taking steps which may involve this country in 
such a horrible thing, that I am raising this question. I want that 
we should carry our peasantry with us. Gandhiji used to say: "VVe 
of the cities will do everything [or the peasant except get off his 
back." This formula of joint cooperative farming is invented by 
urban, doctrinaire people who have very little to do with them 
and is another attempt in a roundabout way to keep on the backs 
of our peasantry. 

2. ' I V H E N  C O O P E R A T I V E S  A R E  C O L I . E C T I V E S "  

In no sector of our life is the gulf between governmental policies 
and public opinion wider than in the field of our agricultural life. 
Agriculture is the basis of our financial life and our budget. The  
policies that the Government are now thinking of carrying out 
will hit the financial stability of this country more than anything 
else one knows. 

We kno~v that the Nagpur Resolution has three prongs to 
which the Hon. leader of the Communist Party has referred: 
ceilings, State trading and cooperatives. Time does not permit of 
a detailed discussion of all three, hut I would like to say something 
on the subject of cooperative farming on which this E-Iouse had 
the opportunity of listening to a long speech by the Prime 
Minister, a speech, if I may say so, which was a masterpiece of 
evasion. 

There are three real issues about joint cooperative farming: 
one is whether it  is productive, whether it will raise food 
production. I gave a mass of statistics from every part of the 
cvorld I could get to show that, wherever collective or cooperative 
farming has been tried, it  has been a failure in so far as 
foodgrains and agricultural yield were concerned. The  Prime 
Minister, referring to that, said: "I can give Mr Masani instances 
where it has heen known to be a success. But leave that out." 
IIaiing made this profound remark, he went on to say soniething 
else. Why leave it out? This is exactly .ivhat the country wants to 
know; rvill it help our production? 

Evideiitly the Prime Minister did not have any facts or figures 

" Exlracr from Budget Specch in the Lok Sabha on 9 March 1959. 
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with which to contradict those which I had supplied. Two days 
ago, somebody told him that there was collective or cooperative 
farming in Canada, and so in a public speech, he said: "After 
all, Canada practises collective fanning. Are they communist?" 1 
took the trouble in the forty-eight hours that remained to find 
out what kincl of collective or cooperative farming goes on in 
Canada. As it happens, that kind 'of cooperative farming-there 
is no collective farming, but it is the same thing-goes on in 
Saskatchewan, only one State of the Canadian Federation. As it  
happened, in  1957 a Royal Commission on Agriculture and Rural 
Life reported on this subject in the State of Saskatchewan, and 
having read the report what I find is this. The  Prime i'viinister's 
words were "was practised on a fair scale in Canada," from 
~vhich I gathered that about three-fourths of the farms must 
he cooperative or collective farms. The  facts are that even in this 
one State where cooperation is practised, there are only 27 
cooperative farms out of 103,000 farms in that one State which 
has gone in for any kind of cooperative farming1 That shows the 
kind of information with cvhich solid statistics and facts are sought 
to be met. 

The  second issue is: is joint cooperative farming any different 
lrom collective farming? The Prime Minister says the trvo are 
completely different; He is against collective farming, he is for 
joint cooperative farming; the identification arises out of a con- 
fusion in my mind. The  Prime Minister toolc one hour to deny 
my statement. He did not spend one minute to say: well, all right, 
this is collective farming in Soviet Russia; this will be my joint 
cooperative farming. 

In  order to clarify the issue, let me share with the House a feu, 
facts about Soviet Collective farming, so that the Prime Minister 
ancl those who agree cvitll him may point out where their scheme 
will disagree with it. 

In  the Soviet Union there are tcvo kinds of farms. The  Sovkhor, 
which is a State farm, and the Kolkhoz, which is a collective farm. 
The Sovkhoz is very abnormal, it is an experimental or demons- 
tration farming like the cooperative fanning in o w  Primc 
Minister's Canada, but the ILolkhoz is a normal collective iarm. 
I t  is the ILolkhoz which prevails over the larger portion or the 
hulk of the Soviet Union. The  Kolkhoz by Soviet law is an artel. 
Artel is the word for a cooperative. In other words, Soviet 

collective farms hold the land in perpetuity from the State. 
The farm cannot be taken away from the collective farmers. 
It is their joint property leased to them in perpetuity by the 
community. The  members clo not have to pay the State any- 
thing for tliis farm because they have pooled their land in 
this farm. Half the capital of the farm that is thus contri- 
buted by the contribution of land and animals is indivisible till 
the collective farm is dissolved. The  other half can be taken away 
by a man; his ocvn share can be taken away when he wants to leave 
the collective farm. The farmer thus has the right to opt out of 
the Soviet collective farm. He may recover his share in cash or he 
may ask for another farm somewhere else. His own farm i s  
naturally not given to him because boundaries have been removed 
and it cannot be found any more. Therefore, some farms, probably 
in Siberia, will be given to him as compensation. This is the 
essence of joint cooperative farming of the Soviet Union which 
the Prime Minister says he does not like, and which I agree with 
him he should not like. 

Another feature of the Kolkhoz is that there is complete self- 
government. The  code or charter of 1935 which prescribed the 
way in which the cooperative or collective farm will be run lays 
down that there will be no interference from the Government, 
that the cooperative farms will elect their own president, manager 
and executive committce which will run the farm. We know from 
practice, of course, that a coach and four have been run through 
this charter of rights from the time it was promulgated, and that 
the Soviet collective farms enjoy no self-government. I t  is admitted 
in the Soviet papers that there is complete control and domination 
from day to day by the Soviet dictatorship. I say so far as the 
statute on collective farming in the Soviet Union is concerned, 
the Nagpur resolution is a carbon copy of Soviet collective farming. 
But there are two differences. 

There are two differences: One, which is in {avour of 
Soviet collective fal l ing,  and that is that when the peasants 
reiused to cooperale, when food production went clo~vn, 
when Russia had famine which I hope our country will not share 
as a result of this kind of misguided policy, even Stalin retreated 
and he allowed the collective farmers to own family kitchen plots, 
family kitchen plots that range from half an acre to as much as 
23 acres per collective farmer. On that private kitchen plot the 
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Soviet collecti\~e farmer today grows vegetables and fruits. He 
owns his own livestock and he takes his dairy and vegetables and 
fruits to the markets in the big cities where he sells it to the richer 
people, the new capitalist class in the Soviet Union, in  the black 
market which is there called "the free market." These are facts. 
This is one difference between our farming and Soviet farming 
which is in favour of Soviet collective farming, because it has give11 
a concession against joint farming to the peasant. 

The  other difference is that we have a democracy and they do 
not possess one. That  will he the answer of those who argue: why 
should you think tliat we will do the same? I am sure the Prime 
Minister certainly means that be will not distort this internal 
autononiy and other provisions of the Soviet collective system as 
those in Russia have done, but there, iC I may say so, he is being 
tlrorouglily unrealistic. 1 suggest that when you herd millions of 
peasants into big cooperative farms, the same conditions will recur 
here just as happened in Russia. You will have chaos, you will have 
,? catastrophic drop in food production, and you cannot let the 
country starve. Therefore, you will have to impose on these joint 
cooperative farms, may be not the same brutal regimented 
measures, but you will have to destroy their autonomy; you will 
Irave to reduce them to collective farms as in Russia; you will have 
to reduce the collective farmer or the cooperative farmer to a 
landless labourer, deprived forever o l  his farm. 

In the light of this we can understand Mr Dange's suggested 
tactics were triedpby Rakosi in Hungary. They are called "Salami 
Tactics." He said: why are you fighting so many people at the 
same time? First, you should carry out ceilings, thereby putting 
the small landowner against the big landowner. Having got the 
big landowner out, you should then have turned the landless 
people against the small landed peasant. Why are you trying to 
fight too many people? 'They will join bands, and your ceilings 
would not go through. We understand in  the light of the nature 
of this essential identity of Soviet collective farming and the 
Nagpur pattern why there is this welcome, with his very ~nzlch 
superior strategy from hIr S. A. Dange. 

There are people who say: "T'hy are you worried? Nothing is 
going to happen. The  Nagpur resolution, you are quite right, can- 
not he carried out without bloodshed, and, therefore, it  ~vill 
remain on paper. You do not have to take it so seriously." 
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I do think that is a wise attitude. There are three aery precise 
reasons why one should deprecate even the talk of joint cooperative 
farming at a time when the country wants more food production. 
There are three disadvantages which will happen through mere 
talk and not through implementation. The first is that the primary 
obliga~ion of Government to supply water and irrigation, and to 
supply fertilizers, to give better advice and tools, and to give credit 
is sought to be overlooked; attention is diverted from these primary 
tasks of Government to help the cultivators by this talk about 
joint cooperalive farming three years from now. It is a 
disincentive to Government to do the right tliing. 

The second disadvantage is that by creating insecurity in the 
minds of thousands of small and middle peasants, you are 
going to give a disincentive to increased food production. >lay 
I know whether, since in three years his farm is going to be 
taken away from him, he can now be expected to cultivate it with 
that zest in his heart which he would do if he thought that his 
enthusiastic work on his land will come back to him in fruits five 
or ten years from now? 

The third harm that is done by this kind of talk is that it gives 
aid and comfort and prepares the ground for communist pro- 
paganda to take advantage of later on. In this way it acts as a 
kind of Sappers and Miners of the Communist Party of India. 

It is therefore, that people like hlr Rajagopalachari and others 
have warned that you are destroying the agricultural stability 
of this country, w11ich is based over a thousand years on peasant 
proprietorship. 

I happened to be in Belgaum in the State of Mysore only a 
few days back, and I aslied the peasants there how far back in 
their history the system of Ryotwari, the ownership of the 
land by the actual tiller, went. They said that they could not 
remember; some people said five hundred years, and others said 
a thousand years. In the end, it was established that never in 
their memory had there been a time when there was anything 
like a Zamindari or the absence of peasant proprietorship. 

Therefore, the difference is this. In Eihar and in Uttar 
Pradesh, from which the advocates of cooperative farming have 
been coming-though there are also stout champions against 
it-the kisan, the peasant proprietor is a new phenomenon. 
He has been there only for three or four or five or ten 
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years. But, in the South, by and large, and in the West of India, 
in my State of Bombay and in the South as a whole, peasant 
proprietorship is part of our way of life. I t  is part of our civiliza- 
tion. And to try to uproot it in three years or even in five years 
is playing with fire. I do beseech the Government not to pursue 
this dangerous path. 

I am glad there is a very good discussion going on in this 
country on the subject. I am only sorry that the Prime Minister 
seeks to import an element of passion into this debate. He said 
that there was no passion like the passion of a vested interest. 
I cannot help feeling that the passion with which the Prime 
Minister spoke in this House a few days back and elsewhere shows 
that there is nothing like the passion of a doctrinaire who is 
thwarted in his dogma. An attempt is made to create a climate 
of intimidation, to say: "How dare you get up and speak against 
us?" I can assure the Prime Minister that he may have succeeded 
in thrusting these measures down the throats of his own partymen 
at h'agpor, but that he will not be able to do it in this House, 
and that the people of India will stop these measures from going 
through. 

The  first question is as to the kind of public response there has 
been to the N a ~ p u r  Resolution in so far as joint farming is 
concerned. Let us make it clear that we are not discussing any 
ambiguous term like "co-operative fanning" which covers many 
things. T h e  point on which I am speaking is joint farming in- 
volving the pooling of land. In regard to any other form of co- 
operation, I think we are all at one, that we believe in the pooling 
of resources of peasants owning their own farms. The  controversy 
is in regard to the proposition that the peasants' farms should 
be obliterated and merged in large units collectively cultivated. 

The  Prime Minister in opening this discussion last week said 
that, apart from a few incorrigible persons who could not see 
the light when it existed, the whole country was behind joint 
farming. I do not know what observation to make on this state- 
ment. I t  takes one's breath away because it is so contrary to, and 

*Speech in the L.ok Sabha on 14 April 1959. 
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at variance with, the facts as are known to everyone of us in our 
own hearts and as they are stated in discussions in the Press and 
elsewhere. I wonder how many Members of this House could 
really put their hands on their hearts and say that, except for 
a few incorrigible persons, their constituents i n t h e  rural areas 
believe in pooling their land. However, since the statement is 
made, may I suggest that we cast our eyes around and see what 
the evidence is on this subject? 

First of all, T h e  T i m e s  of Ind ia  N e w s  Semice carried out a 
poll in the rural areas in Madras. It reported in T h e  T i m e s  of 
India of April 1 that 200 rural families were interviewed in 
Madras State by T h e  T i m e s  of India News  Seruire and the answers 
given were-of course in regard to joint farming-104 out of the 
200 were definitely opposed to their lands being pooled; 36 had 
no particular objection; 40 were in favour and 20 refused to 
comment. I t  would appear from this that the "incorrigible" few 
are the majority and those who follow the Prime Minister are 
in a hopeless minority. 

Mr B. G. Verghese of T h e  T i m e s  of Indin is one oE the finest 
and most able and honest interpreters of public opinion in our 
country. He is a sound commentator. He went round the whole 
country recently, from one end to the other, and from time to 
time he reported on his experience. Let us see what he found 
the public opinion to be in the countryside on this point. Mr 
Verghese writes: 

I have not detected any enthusiasm for joint co-operative 
farming in any part of the country. On the contrary, every- 
where I went, I was told of experiments in joint cultivation 
that had failed and sometimes ended in litigation. The  U.P. 
Terai has many such examples. Other examples are to be 
found in the gramdan villages of Koraput where the climate 
for co-operative farming is far more favourable than elsewhere. 

Any attempt to rush the country into joint cultivation, how- 
soever voluntarily, may only arouse fear and antagonism 
towards the whole co-operative movement. 

I myself have attended two peasant conferences among the 
many that are taking place in the countrv where the peasants' 
apprehensions about this proposition are being vociferously ex- 
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pressed. One was at Belgaum and the other was at Sonepat. Anci 
all I can say is that, with my own eyes and ears, I was able to see 
and hear the fierce resistance that exists in the hearts of our 
peasantry against any proposition whatsoever to take their farms 
away from them, to obliterate the boundaries and to merge their 
farms in bigger cooperative farms, however well their right to 
property may be protected by being given a paper to show that 
this was the title-deed of what they once owned. I would like 
to suggest that the Prime Minister, who believes in scientific 
methods and claims that joint farming is scientific, may be a 
litlle more scientific on this point. Why not adopt the ~vell-known 
international practice of having a poll on this subject? Why not 
invite Mr Gallup to come to this country and take a cross sample 
of our peasantry or invite the Indian Institute of Public Opinion 
to carry out a survey in several States? So long as there is an 
independent and competent agency to test the opinion of our 
peasantry, let us ask our landed peasantry bow many of them 
are prepared voluntarily to pool their farms and merge them 
in larger cooperative farms? I think that if this was done, our 
Prime Minister would have a very rude awakening indeed. 

We have also another aspect. An indication of the climate in 
which this so-called voluntary change will be carried out is also 
available in the two months that have passed. The  Prime 
Minister in opening the discussion had said that so long as the 
Constitution is here, a democratic Constitution, these fears and 
apprehensions a* unfounded. I am sorry; he said it on 28 March. 
On 19 February, while replying to my original speech on this 
subject, the Prime Minister gave the House an assurance that 
no legislation would be introduced in so far as joint farming 
was concerned. That  sentence appears twice in his speech and I 
may say many Hon. Members, including myself, were a little 
reassured. But the following day I went to Bombay and I found 
from The Times of India of 21 February two days later, that my 
own Chief Minister, Mr Chavan, made a statement to the execn- 
tive committee of the Bombay Pradesh C o n ~ e s s  Committee that 
the State Government would bring forward legislation on co. 
operative farming during the monsoon session of the State Legis- 
lature. These contradictory statements make one wonder what 
to believe. 

4 
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A climate of intimidation has been introduced on the subject. 
The Prime Minister himself has said at Alwar: 

A firm decision had been taken to introduce service co-opera- 
tives and co-operative farming and it had to be implemented 

4 m a firm way. 
3 

This kind of language is very far from saying that if the peasants 
themselves want to pool their lands, we will give them facilities 
to do so. "A firm decision firmly carried out," if I may say so, 
is not quite the language of voluntary cooperation. The  Prime 
Minister went on and was good enough to say that those nho 
came in the way would be swept aside with a broomstick. I agree 
that the broomstick is not a very dangerous weapon and some 
of us are quite prepared to face it. But a broomstick is as violent 
as a sword, even if it does not do quite so much damage; it is 
certainly less dignified to wield than a sword or some other more 
manly weapons. This kind of language is not the language of 
voluntarism and non-violence. hTo wonder, quite justifiably, lCIr 
Rajagopalachari, our elder statesman, has said only two days ago 
in Madras addressing one of these Agriculturists Conventions 
that the "threatsn-I am using his language-that come from the 
Prime Minister to make the politicians and the people to submit 
to his plans, with remarks like "if you do not agree with us, you 
get out of the party," smack of "Hitlerism." He went on to say 
that if the politicians whose main profession was courage and 
boldness were affected by such threatening language, what- would 
be the fate of agriculturists who depended so much on the 
Government? I think it is a very legitimate question that the 
elder statesman has asked. 

The  Prime Minister in his speech has said that he will not 
brook the opposition of a small minority in a village blocking 
the way of the majority who want to cooperativize the village. 
But if that is not coercion, I do not know what is; a minority 
dispossessed by the will of a majority. I t  is like saying to the 
depositors of a bank whose deposits are to be pooled that if a 
majority in the bank want to invest the funds in a particular 
way, the funds of the minority also must be invested in that 
particular way! That  is very queer logic, and no bank would 
survive if the depositors are to be  coerced in that manner. 
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The third thing I want to discuss is the Prime Minister's state- 
ment thai ihe lesson from all over ihe world is that cooperative 
farming is more productive than peasant farming. Here again 
one can only wonder on what facts the Prime Minister comes to 
this amazing conclusion. The  Prime Minister in a speech earlier 
had mentioned Canada as a shining example of what is achieved 
in the way of cooperative farming. In an earlier speech, I had 
taken the liberty of pointing out that in the State of Saskatche- 
wan which: is the only State where cooperative farming exists, 
the number - o f  cooperative farms is 27 out of 103,000 farms. 
Neither the Prime Minister nor any of his advisers bas contra- 
dicted that statement. But I am now in a position to read some 
conclusions 11-~m the report of the Royal Commission on Rgri- 
culture and Rural Life in the S~ate  of Saskatchewan in Canada. 
I shall just read three sentences because time does not permit 
of any more. The  Report points out that the advantages of co- 
operative farming "cannot make for lack of capital, poor drain- 
age, ineffective management of internal dissension." 

Internal problems may stem from the individualistic values 
of the co-operative members tl~emselves. Where a co-operative 
farm group has failed to meet ihe internal problems arising, 
out of interpersonal friction and divergent personal objectives 
among members, the effectiveness of gi-oup management has 
usually been seriously impaired. 

il . . 

I t  goes on to say: 

I t  does not follow that co-operatlve organization applied to 
a series of uneconomic units will transIorm them into profit- 
able i a ~ m  enterprises. . . . The level of capital investment per 
member is a vital factor in determining member income. 

At another point the Report says: 

It is clear that a number ol  co-operative farms in the past have 
experienced considerable difficulty-and in some cases hare 
dissolved-because they were economically unsound. However, 
an efficient combination of land, labour and capital will not 
in Itself guarantee success and happiness to the members. 

Recognition and understanding of the social aspects of co- 
operative farming, including the complexity of group manage- 
ment, are also essential before any co-operative farm can be 
considered established on a permanent basis. 

Taking the world as a whole, the Food and Agriculture Orga- 
nization of the United Nations has recently put out a very 
valuable survey called Co-operatives and Lanrl Use, published 
under its official auspices. I t  is written by someone, and the survey 
is made with a very sympathetic approach, trying to point out 
wbat little may have bee11 achieved. I shall read a few sentences 
to show that the world picture is not very diiierent from the 
Canadian picture. In the very first page of the introduction it 
says: 

It is a story covering a mixture of failure and success and of 
protracted and costly experimental cllanges. Thus the ex- 
perience already gained should be very carefully pondered 
before any country adopts an agricultural policy calling for, 
and depending upon, quick or spectacular results Irom a 
switch-over to co-operative farms on a collective or individual 
basis. 

Now, on the general problem as to whether cooperative iarm- 
ing is more productive than peasant farming, the answer is very 
decis~ve - I shall quote only two sentences: 

There is much evidence that the rural standard of living in 
countries extensively collectivized is below that of countries 
in similar latitudes where farming is individual. 

At another point it says: 

Durins the last half centuly, the rise ill yields clue to scientific 
and technological advance has been general, and has been 
more rapid in many countries in which individual farming is 
practised than in those which have gone in for massive 
collectivization. 

For lack of time I shall leave it at that, but I do recorn. 
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mend to any Hon. Member of this House who has an open mind 
and who is prepared to think again to read this report and to 
consider whether this facile generalization that the history of the 
world tells us that cooperalive farming is more productive is at 
all warranted by the very mixed and very cautious result that 
will flow fi-om a reading of this book. 

I can only refer, from our' own country, to a report, 
which evidently has not been made available to us. I do not 
know much about it. The Statesman of 21 March referred to an 
unpublished report of Project Evaluation Officers of the Plan- 
ning Commission which, for some reason, has not been made 
available to the Members of this House or to the public. It 
claims that after studying "23 most successful societies in India" 
in 1955 they found that "members of most of the societies formed 
by pooling land holdings do not work in the field themselves 
but employ paid labour." In other words, they were joint-stock 
owners like shareholders but they were not actual tillers wlio 
have pooled their land. "Some of the societies formed by Govern- 
ment lands have not been successful but they continue to exist, 
because members have no right in tile land allotted to their 
society." These are among the conclusions of this report of Project 
Evaluation Officers of the Planning Commission. 

Finally, the Prime Minister said in his speech on the 28 March 
that "if you listen to Shri Ivlasani, then you must be reconciled 
to poverty." I question very keenly that statement. This would 
suggest that unless land was cooperativized or collectivized, there 
was no hope of solution for our rural problems. May I say that 
this sudden awareness is rather disconcerting? For ten years after 
Independence our Food and Agriculture Ministry and our Com- 
munity Development Ministry were all convinced that good 
progress could be made under the system of family farming. 
Suddenly, since Nagpur, a kind of hysteria has developed that 
unless we cooperativize our land no solu~ion is possible. This 
is a counsel of defeatism, and the facts do not bear it  out. 

I had the pleasure of listening to a most reasonable speech, 
by contrast, one where I agreed with every word, from the Prime 
Minister at the National Productivity Council two days back, 
where I was present as a member of the Governing Body. Mr 
Xehru himself told us how lie had been to Allahabad to his own 
constituency and how he came back very thrilled. Why? Because 
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he found that in his own constituency several ordinary farmers, 
small farmers with small holdings, as he put it, and not big 
holdings, were being given prizes for producing yields which 
were three to four times what they were only two years ago. He 
said, and we all were very glad to hear, that some enterprising 
farmers with small holdings were able to multiply their produc- 
tion three to four times. 

If a few people in his own constituency are able to do it, why 
does the Prime Minister discount the possibilities of peasant pro- 
prietorship and family cultivation, given the water, given the 
seed, and given the know-how that a peasant is entitled to ask 
from our Government and tlie community? Why is he giving up 
the fight so easily and saying that nothing can be done? His own 
evidence shows that small farmers witb three or four acres of 
land are able to multiply the crop three to four times. Surely, 
even if a fraction of our farmers were able to multiply three 
to four times their production, India's food problem will be 
solved. 

Government of India studies have been made outside 
Allahabad, in Muzaffarpur and Meerut. They show that, given 
certain facilities and incentives, the ordinary small farmers with 
family holdings are quite capable of doubling and trebling their 
yields. Similarly, if you go by what a very well-known Congress 
leader, Mr Charan Singh, has said, he points out that, after the 
abolition of zamindari in the United Provinces, production went 
up; The  reason he points out is that the farmer felt.that the 
land had become his and his children's in perpetuity and it 
lightened and cheered his labours and expanded his horizon. The  
result was that production went up. Mr Charan Singh rightly 
warns us that "if zamindari abolition is psychologically right, 
then cooperative farming is psycl~ologically wrong," because it 
will talie away that very incentive that was given to the peasant 
through owning his own farm. 

4. H A N D S  O F F  T H E  P E A S A N T "  

The hope that was expressed by enlightened organs of public 
opinion like The Hindu is now being snuffed out in turn 

*Speech on the 17th Amendment in  the Lok Sabha on 1 June 1964. 
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by the kind of persistence in error that we see today. It 
seems that the damaged prestige of those party managers who 
failed on the last occasion. must be restored at the cost of the 
country of about Rs 5 lakhs. This measure the 17thAmendment 
was, therefore, produced before us again on the 27th of last 
month. 

This is an ill-omened measure. This inauspicious attempt 
came up against a bigger tragedy on the second occasion on the 
very day it was introdnced. Here again, Providence seemed to 
have intervened to say: "Halt! Don't take this step down the 
slippery slope to communism and chaos in this country." But, 
like the Bourbons of old, some people learn nothing and 
forget nothing, and this lias happened. Another opportunity to 
take note of the wide-spread resistance of the peasants of our 
country has been again rejected. 

This is a measure to deprive the peasant of bis land and not 
to give it to him. I t  may be suggested that this law to some extent 
is necessary to legalize the illegal and unlawful laws struck down 
by the supreme judiciary in our country, because ceilings have 
been brought into existence. That is not so. These laws were not 
struck doivn because tiley legalized ceilings. They were struck 
down because of the unconscionable attempt to expropriate those 
whose land was taken away. 

There are other countries which have brought about legisla- 
tion to restrict the size of farms eyen smaller than ours, but they 
haye had the decency to pay full compensation and no court of 
law has ever thought of interfering. Let me take the example of 
Japan where the ceiling is about 2 acres of land, very much more 
drastic than ours. Of course, their land is superior to ours. Though 
the Japanese Government after the last war took away the sur- 
plus land in order to redistribute it, it paid full compensation to 
those whose land was taken away, unlike those laws wllich the 
Supreme Court considered illegal and immoral. 

Similarly, the Republic of China has a ceiling of 7 acres per 
head, again perhaps more drastic than ours or about tile same. 
For a family of 5, it has a ceiling of 35 crores of good land. Again, 
their land is superior to ours. But every farmer whose land was 
taken away was paid full compensation. The  result was that 
they established rice mills, processing industries, canning indus- 
tries in the villages, the way Mahatma Gandhi wanted it for 
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small industries. The res@t was that nobody was hurt and today 
Taiwan has the highest crop of rice per acre in any part of the 
world, and Japan comes second. 

Therefore, it is not t h e  ceilings that have necessitated this 
legislation; l t i s  the desire to strike at the fundamental right to 
private property in land that is the motive of this legispation. 
Let not the Law Minister try to kid himself or the House by 
coming up with ihese lame excuses. 

The-schedule to the Bill includes measures which have noth- 
ing to do with land reforms. I shall give two examples. The  fist 
is the Gujarat Surviving Alienations Abolition Act of 1963. This 
Gujarat Act refers not to land of rights in land, but to cash 
allorvances r\~bich. certain very poor persons in my constitueilcy 
are receiving, because their land was talcen away from them 
earlier. What is now sought to be taken away is the partial com- 
pensation for the land aireatly taken away. Is it right that tliis 
Gujarat Sumiving Aiiena~jons Act silould :orm part of this Eill? 

I would clraxv auention to ;inother measure. The  Law 
Minis~er might look a1 the Mysore Village Offices Aboli~ion Act 
of 1961. That Act does not give any right in land at all. It creates 
a right in village offices-village accountants and workers Lor the 
village. Why should the right to hold village offices be expro- 
priated under this amendment? What has it to do with land 
reform? I am pointing out that this is a very lame excuse and it 
has nothing to do ~.vith land reforms. There are nleasures here 

. . 
which have norelevance to land reform at all. . . 

Then w e  come to the second feature of this measure-the 
definition of 'estate'. The  Bill has a very peculiar clause-clause 2 
(ii) on page 2 of the Bill. This clause reads as 

(a) the expression "estate" shall in relation to any local area, 
have the same meaning as that expression or its local equival- 
ent has in the existing law relating to land tenures in force in 
that area and shall also include- 
(i) any jagir, imam or muafi or other similar grant and in the 
States of Madras and ICerala, any Janmam right; 
(ii) any land held under ryotwari settlement; 
(iii) any land held or let for purposes of agriculture or for 
purposes ancillary thereto, including waste land, forest land, 
land for pasture or sites of buildings and other structures 
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occupied by cultivators of land, agricultural labourers and 
village artisans." 

From this it would be perfectly clear that the classes that are 
attacked are not the big feudal landlords, who no longer exist 
in our country, but cultivators of land, agricultural labourers 
and village artisans. These are the objects of the malice of this 
Act. 

Why is the definition of 'estate' being perverted in this manner? 
No dictionary of the English language will agree that half an 
acre or two acres of land held by a cultivator is an estate. I do 
not think any dictionary of the English language, or even the 
American language for the matter of that, could possibly define 
it that way. Estate is a big Iarm, big property. Hundreds of acres 
of land is what an estate means. T o  say that the farmer with half 
an acre or one or two acres of land can be divested of it because 
lie is a zamindar or an estate-owner is to distort both morality and 
language. If this clause was carried through, it would leave the 
small farmer at the mercy of every official, every State Govern- 
ment, every future government of this country. Further the 
clause 2, sub-clause (1) of the present Bill deserves to be noted. 
I t  says: 

"Provided further that where any law makes any provision 
for the acquisition by the State oE any estate and where any 
land comprised therein is held by a person under his personal 
cultivation, it shall not be lawful for the State to acquire any 
portion of such land as is within the ceiling limit applicable 
to him under any law for the time being in force. . . ." 

A careful perusal of this clause clearly shows that an attempt is 
heing made to deceive the small peasant in this country. It 
implies that a small peasant is in an advantageous position vis-a-vis 
a big landlord as his land would not be expropriated and that he 
would get full market value. This is entirely misleading and false. 
Suppose to-morrow in any part of India a State Government takes 
it into its head to lower the limit to ten acres: then all land over 
ten acres can be expropriated. Suppose after two more years they 
bring it still down to one acre or half an acre, what is the value 
of this so-called safeguard? I t  is purely illusory. I t  is meant to throw 
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dust in the eyes of the small farmer. It is meant to carry the class 
war to the villages, in the same way as Stalin carried the class war 
to thexillages, when, with the help of the small peasants he tried to 
liquidate the Kulaks, and then the small peasants followed within 
a year or two. Therefore, this safeguard is completely illusory; it 
is worthless. 

Now, why is this being done? Why is this engine of oppression 
being created? Would it be wrong to suspect that it  is the failure 
of the Nagpur Resolution for Joint Cooperat~ve Farming on a 
voluntary basis that has impelled certain people to press for this 
amendment of the Constitution? Would we be wrong to think 
that they are now fashioning this engine of coercion so that what 
was not achieved voluntarily in the last three or four years can 
now be achieved under the threat of what this amendment 
portends? 

I t  may be stated here that the Nagpur Resolution said that 
all the land in India would be cooperativized voluntarily in 
three years. This was too hig a promise as peasants could not be 
persuaded to part wiih their land because he loves his land. 
There is no instance in history where the peasant has handed 
over his land to Communist or Socialist cooperative or collec- 
tive farms. Therefore, if the Government failed to cooperativize 
the land voluntarily, what is the guarantee that it  would not dis- 
possess the peasant of his precious land? This is a measure which 
only a Communist State would enact and no decent democrat 
would ever touch. 

Why should any one want to collectivize land in India 
today? DO we not know the miserahle failure of cooperative and 
collective farming in the countries that have tried it? Is not the 
Soviet Union today in the world market begging for grain? They 
are buying with solid gold ten million tons of grain and flour 
to feed their starving people. T h e  Communist regime in China 
is in the market to buy grain from Australia and Canada 
because it has created famine in its country by taking the land 
away from the peasant. Why should any government in its senses 
want to take away the land from the peasant proprietor, the most 
productive kind of cultivator of the land, and give it over to 
State farms where the yield drops? 

Therefore, what this country needs is not expropriation. What 
this country needs is not collective or cooperative farming. What 
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this country needs is the supply of good seed, water and festi- 
lizer to the peasant so that he can produce more from his land. 
What we want is sympathy a ~ l d  security for the $:ruler, not a 
Damocle's Sword hanging over his head. I can think of nothing 
more unpatriotic and unserviceable for this country than this 
wretched Amendment. 

Why do we say that this amendment is an unwortliy one that 
should be rejected, quite apart from the merits of it? I will give 
five reasons why this amendment is unworthy of our acceptance. 
The first is this. Does this Lok Sabha feel that it is competent to 
pass this amendment? Does it really feel that it has any warrant 
to take away the land of our peasants? Has it  got the mandate. 
for this? 

The first of these immoral ceiling laws which expropriated 
the peasant was passed and challenged in the Supreme Court 
before the 1962 election. At that time the Congress Party did not 
say that it would bring a law by which the farm of the smallest 
farmer would be taken away from him without compensation at 
market rates. But no sooner they receive the support of the 
electorate they brought this amendment-within two months of 
the General Elections, which was not contemplated in the mani- 
festo. If I may say so, it was a dodge and a trick unworthy of a 
democratic government. So, they have got no mandate today to 
proceed with this law. 

Then, look at the provisions of the Constitution. The  law says 
that a change in $he Constitution is to be passed by the majority 
of the total membership of the House and by a majority of no 
less than two-third of the hlemhers present and voting. What is 
the intention of this provision in our Constitdtion? Is it for a 
snap majority to carry something? Is it for a bare majority to 
oppress a minority? Would you think that a 55 per cent majority 
can oppress a 45 per cent minority by amending the Consti- 
tution? The intention is very clear. The  intention is that there 
should be a consensus. There should be something like two- 
thirds of the electorate backing a measure before it  could be 
passed into law. Is  there such a majority? The 70 per cent of the 
Members of the House who occupy the Government benches do 
not represent even a bare maiority of our electorate. The  whole 
lot of them represent only 44.72 per cent of the electorate that 
went to the polls in 1962. Are they making a conscionable or un- 

conscionable use of this fake, bogus majority-of the accident of 
imperfect electoral system? 

Was this the intention of the Coilstitution that a party that 
plied less than 45 per cent of the votes should use its inflated 
majority here to pretend that they are two~thirds of the electo- 
rate? While this House can tecllnically pass this amendment 
because the Congress wields a majority, it would only be at the 
cost of the spirit of our Constitution. We do not concede that this 
House has a moral right to pass this legislation. 

R ly  third reason is that this amendment shows disrespect for 
the Judiciary. This amendment is an attempt to undo the justice 
that the courts of law have given. When the highest tribunal 
in our land has declared that it is immoral and unconstitutional, 
now we are trying to change the rules of the game. We have lost 
the game; so we go and cheat. Tire change the rules so that what 
was unlawful and unconstitutional now becomes constitutional. 
This has, unfortunately, been the practice of this Government. I 
was hoping that the successor government will be a little more con- 
scionable on this point. But this Government has certainly shown 
consistent disrespect for the courts. That  is the tradition that 
they have been following. 

My fourth and strongest ground for saying that this is a 
measure the Parliament should not accept is that it  represents a 
cold blooded breach of faith with this Parliament and the 
country. In 1951, when the First Amendment to the Constitution 
was being introduced and debated, Dr Ambedkar, one of the 
framers of the Constitution, answered the debate. He said on 
I June 1951: 

I would like to say this, that there is no intention on the 
part of Government that the provisions contained in article 
31A are to be employed for the purpose of dispossessing 
qlotwari tenants. . . . If my friend, Ch. Ranbir Singh, would 
refer to the proviso attached to article 31A which requires that 
every such Bill shall be reserved for the consideration of the 
President, I think he will see that there is a certain amount of 
safeguard in it. 

What is that safeguard? 
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I believe that whenever any such measure comes before the is the backbone of a free society. There is nothing to preserve 
President for consideration. if you have landless labourers on a cooperative or a collective 

farm. The peasant loves his land. He has not been found to give 
said Dr Ambedkar: it up without a fight. If this House in its collective wisdom 

the undertaking given in this House would be binding upon 
the President in giving his sanction so far as any such measure 
is concerned. Therefore, I submit there is no ground for any 
fear of any such thing happening and, I believe that there is 
also no justification for any kind of propaganda that may he 
carried on by interested parties that this Bill proposes to give 
power to Government to expropriate everybody including 
the ryotwari tenants. 

That  sad day that Dr Ambedkar thought would not come 
has arrived He could not imagine that a pledge given in all 
solemnity in this House invoking the President's intervention 
was to be so cynically set aside by his successor. 

T h e  Party to which I belong was founded in 1959 for the speci- 
fic purpose of protecting the peasant and his land. I t  was the 
Nagpur Resolution, with its evil intent of collective farming 
on Communist lines in this country, which created and gave 
birth to my Party. For the last four years we have encouraged 
the peasant to resist joint cooperative farming and we have 
succeeded. I t  has been a dismal failure. The  peasant has just 
refused to tou* it. I believe the peasant will continue to refuse 
to touch it, contrary to the Communist thesis. The  Communists 
regards the peasant as a class enemy. They regard the peasant 
as an obstruction to the totalitarian dictatorship that they wish 
to establish. And they are right. They consider him a class enemy 
There is a book written by David Mitrany named "Marx versus 
the Peasant." Marx was right. You cannot have a party dictator- 
ship, a totalitarian dictatorship. if the peasant survives. So long 
as a man can say: "This land is mine," society is free. There is 
the possibility of opposition; there is the possibility of difference 
of opinion. The  day the peasant class is uprooted and herded 
into cooperative farms, this Constitution may remain but 
there will he no life in it. We shall be heading straight for a com- 
munist, totalitarian dictatorship. 

Contrary to Marx's thesis, we hold that the small landed farmer 

clecides to pass this Bill and the President cannot save the country 
by refusing to give his assent to it, then only the peasant will be 
able to save himself and the country. I think he will do so. I do 
not think the peasant is going to he coerced into giving his assent 
to this amendment of the Constitution by parting with his land. 

Therefore, I can only caution this Government: keep your 
hands off the peasants: do not try to implement this Amendment 
of the Constitution. If you do, I can only say that we of this 
Party will stand by the peasant in resis~ing ihis iinmoral law. 

There are two basic facts that we have to lace. One is that while 
population goes up by 2.4 or 2.5 per cent per year, our production 
has been going up over the last several years by only an average of 
1 per cent per annum. Even thai I per cent has disappeared in the 
last four years. The  figures that were given earlier sholzr that from 
1960-61 till today the figure of foodgrains production is stagnant. 
It oscillates, but it does not increase. We are now at 79.35 million 
tons while the the Plan target for 1965-66 was 100 million ions. 
I t  is obvious that target cannot and will not be achieved if present 
policies are carried on. The  fact is that since 1957, much as i t  
may annoy my Communist friends, Indian agriculture has only 
fed 88 per cent of the non-agricultural population, while 12 per 
cent of our urban and non-peasant people have been fed by the 
American people out of their surplus stocks. 

The  other fact is that there has been an abnormal rise in 
prices. This is not something about which the Government has 
a right to say that they are surprised by it. From this floor my 
Hon. friend, Acharya Kripalani, I and many others had warned 
that since the Second Plan was brought into existence a deli- 
berately inflationary policy was followed by those in office then. 
The result is that during the last four years there has been a 15 

" Speech in tlie Lok Sahha on 1 September 1'164. 
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per cent rise in the general level of wholesale prices. The  rupee 
today is worth exactly 17 paise of the old rupee. 

The  food crisis today is a reflection of our monetary and 
economic crisis. What is wrong basically is our rupee. I t  is no 
longer an honest rupee. Those in office for the last ten years have 
debauched and degraded the rupee until it is worth 17 paise 
today. This is a basic fact that we have got to face. 

Keynes, the man who is sometimes misquoted by half-literate 
people to say that he stands for inflation, was a man who saw this 
truth very clearly. He said: 

Debauching the currency saps the foundations of society more 
subtly, swiftly and permanently than any other conspiracy. 

Let us not label the honest peasants and the honest merchants 
of this country as hoarders and profiteers. The  fault lies else- 
where. If an axis has to be talked of, what about the politician- 
bureaucrat axis? Can anything more sterile and unproductive 
be thought of than the politician in office and the bureaucrat? 
T h e  peasant and the trader at least perform some social and 
economic functions. What economic functions can the bureau- 
crat and the politicians perform? What do they produce for the 
country? So, let us not cast stones at others. Let us, as Gandhiji 
used to say, turn the searchlight inwards. I t  is our class, the poli- 
tical class, that has brought the country to this fix and not the 
peasant and the common people of the country. If the rupee has 
depreciated, let us not blame the profiteers. If food is short, let 
us not blame the hoarders. These are symptoms of the disease; 
they are the effects, they are not the causes. It is the shortage that 
produces hoarding. It is the fouling of the currency that pro- 
duces profiteering and black money. Let 11s not fight the 
symptoms; let us look at the disease. 

Work with the farmer and the trader. Do not work against 
them. You need their cooperation. You simply have not got 
the apparatus of honest and efficient people which will entitle 
you to do away with the peasant or the trader. You need them 
and their work. Appeal to their patriotism. Give them a fair 
deal which you have not done so far and they will rally. 

We had that fiasco in Delhi, a cheap political stunt. As the 
previous speaker pointed out, it started with tall claims of lakhs 

of tons of grain being confiscated and ended up with a whine 
saying that nothing was wrong, that there were only two or 
three technical offences in the whole of Delhi and that no one 
was to be prosecuted. The  proverbial mountain did not even 
bring forth a mouse which it is entitled to. 

But this kind of persecution, which was tried in Delhi and 
which failed, is still being pursued because there is an attempt by 
the guilty people-I do not mind saying that the present Home 
Minister is one of those guilty men, because as Vice-Chairman of 
the Planning Commission he has done his bit to bring the country 
to this pass-to divert attention to other people. He has a very 
unfortunate record to show in regard to the Second and Third 
Plans. These people want to divert attention from their own 
misdeeds and their accomplices outside. 

They say that State trading is the answer. I have already said 
that .that is not the answer. Corruption will increase. Every con- 
trol breeds corruption. A State trading monopoly will increase 
that. You cannot have State trading without monopoly procure- 
ment. You cannot eliminate the trader without enslaving the 
peasant because a compulsory levy, whether in Soviet Russia or 
Poland or in India, is slavery for the farmer. If the police come 
and say: "Hand over your stock and you will take this money", 
there is nothing to do about it except to keep your miserable 
ration. This is what Gomulka fought against in Poland and 
forced levies were abolished. Are we going to import into this 
country complete State trading, a most horrible thing that the 
Stalinist dictatorship did in Russia? Compulsory procurement 
is slavery for the peasant. You may dislike the trader, but in 
trying to hit the trader, you will also hit the peasant. You can- 
not hit one without the other because you cannot have a com- 
plete State trading monopoly without compulsory procurement 
which denies the farmer a fair price for his grain. I am very 
glad that this Government has rejected that solution in spite 
of the alleged "unanimity" about which the Communist spokes- 
man spoke. There is no such unanimity. Anyone who knows 
anything about the economics of the situation knows that a 
State trading monopoly in foodgrains is the surest path to chaos 
and famine in this country. Otherwise, China and Russia today 
would not be begging for food in the world market. 

1 am very glad that a State trading monopoly has been re- 
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jected. But a half-way honse is being tried out. There is a 
threat of a State Corporation in Ioodgrains coming into being. 
When the first announcement was made, I was not at all upset 
because it said that the new Corporation would run on com- 
mercial lines and would compete with the trade-that was fine- 
because I believe in a mixedeconomy and I believe that the 
State has every right to enter into every field in fair competi- 
tion with others so long as there is no monopoly. I was not 
at all sorry that the Government was entering into the field 
as one more bnnia. But it was not many days before that the 
Food Minister announced that this one bania would have the 
~nonopoly of transport on the railways and nobody else. That  
is no mixed economy; that is no competition and that is no 
commercial operation. It is tragedy that as soon as this Govern- 
ment tries to do something, it caunot help but being a mono- 
polist, maybe it is in the nature of State capitalism to be a 
monopolist. But if my friends there do not want State capital- 
ism of the Stalinist kind, then let them forbear, let them try 
to play fair and let them not take the privilege of having a 
monopoly of transport on the railways. The monlent you say: 
"Nobody else will move the foodgrains except me", you are 
a monopolist. All your talk abont a Monopolies Commission 
becomes a sham. 

Then, we are told that in the very first year, you must have 
50 per cent of the trade. Who decided that? If competition is 
to prevail, whh decided that 50 per ceni? EIow can you have 
a target like that? W11y must you be "clo~ninant"? If you want 
to be a corrective to the trade, be a corrective to the trade. 
I am with you. Eut when you want to dominate, then you be- 
come an exploiter, not a corrective. 

The  Prime Minister has suggested ihat all prices should be 
fixed because he is aware that you canilot only fix food prices 
while letting the other prices rise. His motive is perfectly 
honourable and good. But 1 iuonld like to plead with him that 
you cannot fix all prices. First of all, you would not try to do 
that because you will only fix the prices of six or seven or eight 
necessities of life. 

You cannot defeat the law of supply and demand. Prices are 
like water and they find their own level. 

What then has to be done? I would like very briefly to 
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suggesl cerlain long-term and certain short-term measures which 
alone can alleviate the present situation. Among the long-term 
measures, the very biggest is to correct the order of priorities 
embodied in the Second and Third Five Year Plans. T h e  First 
Five Year Plan was all right. We supported it. But since the 
Second Plan this is not a position. I recall tlrat the Planframe, 
the ~Iocument on which the Second Plan was based, was pre- 
pared by a Communist fellow traveller named Prof. Mahalanobis 
with the cooperation of a gi.oup of Soviet and Polish Commu- 
nist sitting for a year in the Indian Statistical Institute in Cal- 
cutta. These are facts. That  is where we started going wrong. 
We got wrong advice and we went off the rails. Since then, our 
entire pattern of priorities has been unbalanced. 

I am not against heavy industries as such. I stand for all-sided 
balanced development. There is room for heavy industries also. 
We need them, but we do not need them as much as we want 
food, clothing and shelter for our people. We do not need them 
as much as we need roads to move the food and other things 
for our people. So, what we want is a balanced development. 
We should not pitch oue againsi the other. As my respected- 
leader points out in Swurajya this morning, we have every right 
to balance what has been unbalanced. The order of priorities 
in the Plan has been unbalanced. I t  needs to be balanced. If 
you starve agriculture in this manner, it will starve you. If you 
feed agriculture, it will give you a bumper crop. Therefore, 
this concentration on wasteful heavy engineering projects has 
to stop. I will give you only one example. Take the Heavy Engi- 
neering Ltd. in Ranchi. Rs 120 crores have been spent on that 
particular plant. Mihat is the output? I t  is a miserable ou~put .  
The output, I understand, is Rs 1.20 crores per gear, that is, 1 
per cent output on the national capital invested. 

Colnmullist China, which made the same mistake that we 
have made in a more acceutuated and exaggerated form, climbed 
down last year. Mr Chon En-lai went to the Communist Congress 
about a year ago and said: 'The Great Leap forward has failed; 
we are now changing our order of priorities'. I shall quote him. 
He said: 'From now on, we shall have agriculture, small con- 
sumer goods industries and heavy industry, in that order'. 

Surely, what is good for the bigoted Stalinists of Peking can- 
not be reactionary for our good democratic friends opposite. 
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And I plead with them that, having made mistakes in the past, 
there is no reason to persist in them; there is no reason for my 
good friend Mr Dasappa to try and go on committing himself 
and his Government more and more to the false path which 
rwe have followed in the past. 

The second thing is to stop tinkering with the security of 
tenure of the peasant. I was very glad, therefore, when I read 
what Mr Sllriman Narayan had stated. Despite the fact that 
the Constitution (Seventeenth Amendment) Bill has been put on 
the statute-book with all its defects, I hope it will never be 
brought into operation so long as free government and demo- 
cracy exist in this country, and I do hope that it will remain 
a dead letter. I rvas very glad that Mr Shriman Narayan, a 
member of the Planning Commission, said on 28 August that he 
was thinking and the Planning Commission was thinking of a 
Len years' moratorium on further land reforms after the present 
reforms had been put into operation during the next two years. 
Let us have some finality about the security of tenure of the 
peasant. This has been done in Japan and Formosa, and they 
are yielding bumper crops. They had their ceilings also, but 
they gave fair compensation, and they stopped there. And those 
same farmers with seven acres as a ceiling are producing the 
highest crops in the world, first in Formosa and second in Japan. 
So, stop ti~lkering with the land aucl lhr: security o l  tenure of 
the peasant. 

The  third thing is to cut our coat according to out  cloth. 
Stop deficit finince and inflation. The  story here is very clear. 
If I have sounded harsh about the past, let me give the facts. 
During the years of the First Plan, money supply went up by 
12 per cent, and the national income went up by 18 per cent. 
That  was all right. Our production and supplies went up, and 
money supply also went up but not so much. That was all right. 
In  the Second Plan, as I have already said, the tide turned be- 
cause of Prof. Mahalanobis and his friends; money supply went 
up by 29 per cent, while national income went up only by 20 
per cent. So, we are already starting here on the path to bank- 
ruptcy. And the Third Plan has completed that proceas. The  
money supply went up by 31 per cent and the national income 
went up not even by 10 per cent; but only eight to nine per 
cent was the increase in national income during the Third Plan. 

This is the path to bankruptcy and insolvency. There is no 
other way to describe it. 

Lastly, among long-term remedies, let us reduce taxation. The 
excise duties are a direct inflationary influence. Similarly over- 
taxation at the direct level also brings about unaccounted 
money, an evil which can only be reduced by reducing taxes 
themselves to a reasonable level. 

I shall now come to short-term solutions before I sit down. 
The first is in regard to zonal barriers. I think that on this point 
there is certainly unanimity or virtual unanimity that the zonal 
barriers should go, and the country should be treated as one. 
The Gujarat Pradesh Congress Committee, the Maharashtra 
I'radesh Congress Com~nittee and my Hon. friend Mr S. K. Patil 
have all gone on record publicly to say that these are vicious 
things and they must go. I was very disappointed that during 
the last few days-I am sorry the Food Minister is not here at the 
moment-the Food Minister had given two assurances that the 
zonal system would not go at least for the present. I deplore 
this. He  gave that assurance in the Punjab. I can understand 
the political implications of that. I t  was unfortunate. Are we 
one nation or are we not one nation? Are we to share weal and 
woe or are we not to share them? 

It is the bane of the weak policy of the Centre and the leader- 
ship of the Party that controls the Centre and the State Govern- 
ments. We talk about national integration, and we set up com- 
mittees on paper. What is the use if we are dividing this country 
into bits and pieces ourselves? The people of Europe, who are 
sovereign States with their own flags and everything else, are 
creating a common market. And we here are breaking down 
the common market which even the British left to us. That  is 
the tragedy. 

On the first day of the Chief Ministers' Conference, a very 
good announcement was made by the Food Minister that the 
zonal barriers hetween Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and 
Gujarat were to go. There was rejoicing, and may I mention 
that on that very evening, when the news came to Bombay, the 
food prices crashed in the Bombay market? Panicky conditions 
went, and optimism came to the fore, and people were prepared 
to unload. 

But the moment that happened, what do we filld? The next 
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morning we found that the Central leadership had backtracked: We want the reverse of it. We want to be fair to our peasants. 
it was weak; it  was bullied by the Chief Minister, presumably \Ve are a peasant country, and if the Prime Minister recognizes 
of Madhya Pradesh, a very old friend of mine. The  next morn- that, we shall be one with him. Therefore, let us be fair to 
ing, they climbed down and said: "Sorry, we made a mistake; our peasants first. They are the real proletariat of India. A free 
we go back to the bad old ways." I t  was a miserable capitulation. lnarket and decontrol, which the late Rafi Ahmed Kidwai 

So, I say that the removal of zonal barriers is a 'must' and brought about and which Mahatma Gandhi advocated, is what I 
we cannot wait for it. If you say, let us wait for the next harvest, am advocating. After decontrol, for people in the cities, the 
all right; let us keep the zones for two months, if we want, but poor people, certainly let us spend some money so that we can 
certainly, by October, these zones must go, and India must be- feed them at fair prices until, with the free market, agricultural 
come one nation and one country that shares food, if nothing production goes up, the incentive works and the peasants give 
else, along with the other things that we share. you everything you want without subsidies. 

The  next thing is to subsidize the urban poor, because when Lastly, I am very glad that at last the export of foodpiains 
I talk of decontrol, those who live in the cities and those who and edible foods has been stopped. Some of us had to fight for 
speak for labour have a right to ask: "Decontrol is very good. this for about a month. Some of my colleagues had to be beaten 
You want to do justice for the peasant. We are with you. But with lathis and sent to jail ior a iew hours in Bombay to make 
if justice is done to the peasant and the prices go up, who is this issue clear. So long as there is an absolute shortage of food 
going to feed the poor people in the cities, the working classes in India, it is wicked to allow a single grain of rice or a single 
and the lower middle classes?" I a111 not ignorant of that aspect. tin of groundnut oil to leave these shores. Humanity does not 
I would say: subsidize through fair price and ration shops a permit it. We cannot go on receiving free food from abroad and 
certain quantum of grain for those who cannot buy in the open go on exporting food to other markets for a little foreign ex- 
market. Have ration shops and give to every worker and to change. I t  is not worthy of the dignity of this country. I am 
every lower middle class man enough to meet the needs of the very gIacl that, though belatedly, the export of foodgrains and 
family at a concessional price, and let us pay for it. I shall cer- other edible foods has been stopped. 1 hope that the embargo 
tainly support a foodgrains subsidy in the cities, because that will be maintained until the shortage disappears. 
is the right way to help the city poor. After all, the city poor 
are only 10 per cent, if you like, of the total population. Do 
not penalize 90 per cent for the sake of 10 per cent, and do not 6. L A C K  O F  G U T S *  
destroy your economy just because you want to do justice 
to the urban proletariat and the middle class. Certainly, Let us consider the food policy of this Government, such 
we want to be fair to everyone. But I would much rather spend s it is. Professor Sukhatme, an Indian econotnist on the staff of 
money on subsidizing the sale of cheap food in the cities than he FAO, estimates that our needs for the next five years are 100 
do an injustice to the peasants. I would much rather restore million tons of additional food to keep pace with our growing 

the incentive to produce food than make this false attempt at ulation and our needs, because the demand for food is growing 
social justice for the industrial worker. I have every sympathy he rate of four per cent per annum compound. This means 

with the trade union. I have every sympathy with those who at we have to expand our food production not just a little but 

speak on behalf of labour, but I think that they are on the mendously. Food production can be only expanded if the 

wrong path if they try to incite Government to a resort to State puts of capital into land are increased and these are very 

trading and monopoly control. That  was the path of Stalin, for ple: water, seeds ancl fertilizers, to ove~simplify a little. Now, 

he crushed the peasants for the benefit of the new classes in the has taken us till now fifteen years after planning started to 

cities. From a speech in the Lok Sabha on 26 August 1965. 
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discover that Mexican wheat suits us best, and so now we are 
getting seeds of Mexican wheat. In the last few months we have at 
last discovered that Formosan rice suits us best and we are now 
cultivating seeds of Formosan rice. This is the nature of our 
planning! I t  takes fifteen years to locate the appropriate seed for 
wheat and rice-our staple commodities. When rainfall fails, we 
blame Providence. I t  is not Providence that is to blame. After 
seventeen years of Independence, only 20 to 22 per cent of our 
acreage is irrigated. I s  that the fault of Providence? Is  it Provi- 
dence's fault that the first three Plans have been so neglectful o i  
irrigation and agriculture? Similarly, with regard to nitrogen 
and fertilizers. We have today available 600,000 tons of nitrogen 
content fertilizers. But our needs are three to four times as large. 

We are told now that, in the Fourth Plan, priority is being given 
to agriculture. I would like it if that were so, but I find no evidence 
to support that proposition except vague statements by Ministers. 

On the contrary, if you turn to the Memorandum on the Fourth 
Plan laid on the Table of the House last session, you will find 
that there is not the slightest sign of any shift in our priorities. 
We are still obsessed with heavy industry and we seem prepared 
lo go ahead. Let me give the figures for agriculture. The  
proportion of the percentage of outlay on agriculture, in terms of 
the total outlay of the Third Plan and the Fourth Plan, sllows that 
the allotment to agriculture goes up from 13.3 per cent to the 
magnificent proportion of 15.4 per cent! But the funny thing is, 
having done that, and given something a miserable pittance with 
one hand, they take it away with the other! Because the proportion 
or the percentage for irrigation goes down from 7.9 per cent in the 
Third Plan to 6.4 per cent in the Fourth Plan. No doubt it shows 
how little we care for drought. Therefore, the total, as given on 
the 11th page of the document, shows that for agriculture and 
irrigation combined, the percentage goes up from 21.2 per cent 
to 21.8 per cent. Verily, the mountain has brought forth a mouse! 
An attempt is being made to throw dust in the eyes of the people 
when they say that the Fourth Plan gives priority to agriculture; 
there is nothing of the kind. The  Fourth Plan is as neglectful of 
agriculture as the Second and Third. Like the Bourbons, these 
people have learnt nothing and forgotten nothing. Therefore, they 
are throwing dust in the eyes of the people. Agriculture will 

continue to be neglected if the Fourth Plan in its present pro- 
portions is enacted. 

Along with production, equitable and effective distribution is 
also very important. There must be a fair price to the peasant, 
and a fair price to the poor man, the consumer in the city. 

For the first time, the peasant gets social justice, to use a word 
that has been so popular but which is never practised. I rejoice 
that the rural population of India is getting a fair deal for the 
first time, that they are able to feed their children and not starve 
them for the sake of my children and yours. It is a good thing that 
is happening; let the peasant eat a little more. nut  this Govern- 
ment, which tries to keep prices down for the peasant, cannot keep 
down the prices of other things, because of its own inflationary 
policies. 

Let us consider what they are doing about prices. Have they 
got a price policy? I say-no. The  Minimum prices that are being 
offered to the peasants are not unfair: I concede that. But on the 
question of maximum prices, the Agricultural Prices Commission 
appointed by the Government have themselves come to the 
unaninlous conclusion in their report, which I hope Hon. Mern- 
hers have seen, that there should be no maximum price for private 
purchase in any commodity. This is a sound conclusion to which 
the Commission has come unanimously. But what is the Govern- 
ment doing? Did they have the courage to accept that decision? 
No. They have funked it. What they have done is that they 
have neither accepted this nor rejected it; they have passed the 
buck. They have passed the buck to the State Governments. They 
have decided that each State Government may decide whether 
there should be maximum prices or not. 

Again, zonal barriers are a most pernicious thing. Politically 
they are bad and anti-national. They have divided this country, 
which was one common market, into a set of principalities where 
every district magistrate can hold you up to ransom, if not the 
State Government. Economically, it is had because it is allowing 
the States which have a slight surplus to be selfish at the cost of 
others. 

We talk of profiteering and hoarding. I say that the Congress 
Governments at the Centre and the States are the biggest 
hoarder and biggest profiteer in India today. I will give one or 
two examples. Madhya Pradesh sells coarse grains to the State 
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of Maharashtra. They make a margin of profit of 30 to 40 per 
cent on the coarse grain they buy from the cultivator and sell 
lo us. Should we not call it  profiteering? 

Similarly, are the Government not behaving like hoarders? 
My Hon. friend says he has collected three million tons. M7hen 
prices were rising during the last few weeks and months, when 
people were so desperate as to face bullets, how much have 
they released every month and every week during the last ferv 
weeks and months? I say, you are hoarding the grain that you 
have collected. You are sitting on it, because you are playing 
safe. I wish this Government would remember their old colleague 
and my old friend, Mr Rafi Ahmed Kidwai. In  very similav 
circumstances, that man had the courage to decontrol, to remove 
the barriers and restrictions. He had Mahatma Gandhi's precept 
behind him, and he won. That  kind of guts this Government 
is incapable of showing. 

...................................................... 

5 .  THE WORKER'S RIGIHTS 

...................................................... 

L A B O U R ' S  F R I E N D - C O N G R E $ S  O R  S T V A T A N T R A ? "  

ears to me that the tragedy which we are discussing is, like 
all real tragedies, not a clash between right and wrong, but I' app 

between right and right. There are two kinds of right principle or 
logic which have come into collision on an occasion like this. On 
the one side, the Fundamental Rights in our Constitution give 
every citizen the right of freedom of association and the right to 
deny his labour. These are very sacred rights and any attempt to 
deny them must be very carefr~lly considered and very carefully 
limited. 

Similarly, the Directive Principles of our Constitution lay 
down certain economic policies like giving everyone a living. 
wage; and certainly, as Mr Asoka Mehta argued, the erosion 
of the real wage of low-paid employees is something that we 
should do everything possible to avert. These are the principles 
-the right of freedom of association and the right to strike, 
which distinguish a free man from a bonded slave, and also the 
right to certain minimum standards. 

On the other hand, there is another equally valid principle, 

From a speech in the Lok Sabha on 8 August 1960. 
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and that principle is that of the normal functioning of a com- 
munity. The  British phrase has it: "The King's Government 
must be carried on," and in our own country, the President's 
Government must proceed, and anything that disrupts the 
normal, ordered life of the community or of society has to be 
eschewed. From this the corollary follows that our civil services 
and States employees-I am taiking of the civil services proper, 
the Secretariat establishment, and not of industrial workers- 
must be immune from political influence or political affiliation. 
From that also follows a corollary that their associations and 
unions, when recognized, should be confined to those who be- 
long to these vocations. 

So far as the employees are concerned, their case i s  that their 
real income had been eroded by a constant process of a rise 
in prices. Mr Asoka Rlehta has made out that case clearly and 
I will not cover that ground. It cannot be denied that they 
had a valid claim to compensation to maintain their real in- 
comes, not to ask for more money but at least to be safeguarded 
that what they got in 1947 would be the real wages they would 
continue to get. What is the root cause of this difficulty? 

The rise in prices followed from governmental policy. It 
followed from the pattern of planning to which this country 
has been led during the past decade. This pattern of planning 
has built in it, has inherent in it, inflation. This has been pointed 
out from the v$ry beginning of the Second Plan by a number 
of people like Professor Shenoy who dissented from his 
colleagues in the Panel of Economists to point out that if this 
Plan was sought to be put through there would be a rise in 
prices and inflation. This warning was repeated on the floor 
of this I-louse by many of us from 1957 onwards. By deficit 
financing, by excessive taxation, by the imposition of excise 
duties on the necessities of life, by obsession with capital incen- 
tive projects like steel plants to the neglect of the wants of the 
community, this Government has almost deliberately set in 
motion a process of inflation. 

The  employees who are low paid come before the Govern- 
ment and ask for compensation. Is it fair, the employees say, 
to ask others to be generous rather than those who like Govern- 
ment themselves are rich and powerful? There is no denial 

that the employees' basic demand of 100 per cent compensation 
is justified in principle. 

Similarly, who has created this enormous class of under-paid 
civil servarlts? It is alleged that three clerks today do the work 
one clerk could do perfectly satisfactorily in our Secretariat. On 
whom does the burden lie of creating this huge army of under- 
paid and under-worked people? If one clerk had been there he 
could have been paid much more. You have today three nnder- 
paid and under-worked clerks. T h e  entire responsibility for this 
enormous loss in civil expenditure, which one Finance Minister 
after another has been unable to control, this expansion of 
bureaucracy which far exceeds anything that Professor Parkin- 
son ever dreamt about, it  again is the responsibility of the 
Government of the day. So, this is the economic root cause oC 
the strike and this responsibility must lie squarely on the 
shoulders of the Government. 

Then, we come to the immediate crisis. Faced with this de- 
mand, Government appointed a Pay commission. The  Pay 
Commission made its report and, as the Home Minister has 
pointed out, with some modifications, those recommendations 
were accepted. But, the Pay Commission, if I may point out, 
is not a judicial tribunal. The Pay Commission was an advisory 
body. Its terms of reference asked it to take into account not 
only the justice of the employees' claims but all the political 
and economic factors that go into the making of government 
policy. And, like men of affairs, like practical men, although 
they saw the justice of what the employees were entitled to, 
they also saw the ~ract ical  difficulties in the wav of those demands 
being met. And so they tried to reconcile the conflicting points 
of view. 

The point I am making is that reference to the Pay Com- 
mission which the Home Minister rightly called "a high-power 
body" was not a reference to a judicial tribunal whose award 
would be binding. There is a very big difference between these 
two things. 

I am making this point because I was very happy to hear from 
the Home Minister this morning that, at long last, Govern- 
ment have agreed that in their disputes with their employees, 
where necessary, they will bow to the rule of law. 

In  thxs very House, three years ago, on behalf of the Indepen- 
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dent Parliamentary Group, to which I then belonged, I moved 
an amendment, a simple amendment, saying that before a strike 
is declared unlawful, Government should agree to refer it to 
arbitratiorl or adjudication. T o  my regret the Hon. Minister of 
State, who is sitting opposite, refused to accept that amendment 
on the plea that Government could not accept arbitration. 
Everything must be left to their discretion, to their wisdom as 
to what they would do in the encl. This is what led to the strike. 
If, in that Bill, a clause for arbitration had been put in, I make 
bold to say that there would not have been the strike in the 
last few weeks. However, let us be glad that, as Mr Asoka 
Mehta put it, faced wit11 a major catastrophe, the consciousness 
of the rightness of what Gandhiji used to call the rule of law, 
has been at long last accepted by Government in their dispute 
with their employees. I t  is a great advance for Government and 
the employees and for our country as a whole. 

We were told by the Home Minister this morning that Govern- 
ment propose to ban strikes of government employees. Or, did 
he say civil services? I t  is very important - the word he used and 
the category of servants. I ~vould like to make a respectful sug- 
gestion that before we put in this word in the Bill that is to 
come before us, we should examine it carefully on merits. It is 
an important thing to distingnish between different classes of 
government mrployees. One rule or one yardstick will not serve 
for different categories of government employees. I am sure the 
Labour Minister is aware of the international legislation on this 
subject. There are civil servants proper who work in the 
Secretariat; they are one category. There are workers in essential 
enterprises, who are another. And, then, there are .the normal, 
common industrial employees of Government and particularly 
of a Government that barges unnecessarily into producing 
things. These employees, the third category, are no different 
from any other private employees and no attempt should be 
made to distinguish between the ordinary industrial employees 
of government and those who work in other factories. But in 
the case of the first two, civil servants and the essential services, 
I think the Government would be entitled to come before us 
with a set of proposals distinguishing them from normal em- 
ployees and limiting their right but also defining the procedures 
by which alternative remedies could be given to them. 

I do noi wani the banning of strikes. I .cvoulcl come to it  
later. In  regard to the recognition of associations or unions of 
tile first two categories of people, Government would have every 
right to say that membership ancl leadership should be limited 
to the actual employees ancl that outsiders, whaterrel- t11;ir politi- 
cal affiliation-even 1\Ir Kashinath Paniley-should not be 

to lead them. That  follows from what I said earlier, 
that civil servants must he immune from political affiliation or 

I believe it is legitimate in a clemocracy to ban strikes in a 
very limited sphere like the essential services. 

In this connection, may I say that I hope the Prime Minister 
rvas misquoted this morning when it was reported-I hope 
wrongly or inaccurately reported-that be told a Congress Party 
l~~eeting that lie for one had never criticizecl the Soviet clictator- 
shil~ for banning a11 strikes by all workers? Once we ban strikes 
by all the workers we become a totalitarian dictatorship ancl 
cease to be a free society. I do believe the Government have 
no such intention. Therefore, let us limit the truncating of the 
right to strike to essential services and civil servants proper. In 
regard to these, I would preLer Mr Jayaprakash Narayan's 
approach-trying to get an agreed formula for arbitration, if 
you like cornpt~lsory arbitration as in Australia, because we know 
cornpulsory arbitration automatically prevents a strike. Thel-e 
coulcl no longer be ; I  strike once cornpulsory arbitration or 
voluntary arbitration is agreed to. I would suggest to all con- 
cerned, including those ~ v h o  lead the Government employees, to 
agree to the principle that all disputes between t l~em ancl the 
Government should be justiciable and should go to a tribunal 
of some kind chosen with the consent of both parties. Once it 
is done, it is obvious that the right to strike has been fores~vorn 
and abjured and, therefore, a legal ban may or may not be 
necessary. If it is, let it be a formality but let it follow rather 
than precede the other remedies. I advanced the proposition 
three years ago and I am glad it  is being accepted. You cannot 
cleny a man the right to deny his labour unless you give him the 
right to a juclicial recourse. Once this has been accepted, you 
can illegalize strikes in these limited spheres of activity. 
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6. FOREIGN AID 

.-...--.-.---...-.------.-......-...................-. 

F O R E I G N  CAPITAL, YES! 
G O V E R N M E N T A L  LOANS, NO!* 

Marshall Aid countries receive aid in such massive proportions." 
As has been said, is a shame, it is scandalous, that we should 
be that dependent on the crutches of foreign aid. 

Let me make it  clear that we on these benches are not against 
international cooperation and the acceptance of foreign capital. 
~~r from it. We are very much for it. But we are against ex- 
cessive dependence on Government-to-Government loans. We 
look upon Government-to-Governmer~t loans as a drug, if not a 
poison, a drug that has to be taken in very small quantities and 
for very specific purposes, while we look upon equity capital as 
vitamins, as nutrition, as something that can be taken in as large 
proportions as possible with benefit to the body politic. We think 
that the Government-to-Government loans are only valid and 
legitimate if given for infra-structure, for limited purposes like 
education, irrigation, power, transportation, communications, 
but nothing else. 

There are three reasons why Government-to-Government loans, 
which our Government is oursuine todav in Washineton and u " 
New York, are bad for this country. I t  is a fallacy first of all to 
suggest, as was done the other day in a press communique arising 
out of the Prime Minister's discussions with industrialists, that 

T HE thing I am concerned with is the extent to which this loans are cheaper than equity capital. Nothing of the kind. The  

Budget seeks to dump on the shoulders of the foreigner the mere fact that loans are available at a lower rate of interest does 
greater part of the burden of the development of this country. not make them cheaper. In  deciding what is cheap or expensive, 
In  gross terms, India is asking for 75 per cent more economic aid 

' is the rate of return you get on that capital which is more 
for the Fouch Five Year Plan than it did for the Third Plan. portant. The  fact is that the Government cannot use these loans 
The share of the United States and the World Bank in the totality or capital remuneratively, and in fact this Government has not 
of economic aid is to go up, if the Government's wishes are res- done so over the last several years. We know of the colossal mis- 
ponded to, from two-thirds to three-fourths of the total. direction of resources, specially in  the State sector, which has been 

Professor Shenoy, one of our most able economists, has cal- aking place during the Second and the Third Plan. 

cnlated that, if the aid received is valued, as it  should he, in terms The second reason is that the Government-to-Government 

of the real conversion value of the rupee, which is today 9 rupees oans come at  our risk. However badly our Government invests 

to the dollar, then the support that this Budget demands from his money, India has to repay the capital and interest. This is 

foreign aid is around two-thirds of the capital outlay for the year ot so when private capital comes in. When a private investor 

and about one-third of the total budgetary disbursements. omes to invest his money, he comes at his own risk. If he makes 

Professor Shenoy goes on to make a remark, which is startling, rofit, he can take his profit back. If he makes a loss, he  leaves 

that "except for a year or so in the case of one or two countries, e money in this country and goes hack empty-handed. The  

at  no time of the post-war reconstruction phase did any of the overnment and this country have not to pay for his failure. 
A third consideration is the political strings that Government- 

* From a speech in t h e  Lok Sabha on 3 May 1966. 0-Government loans have; they are full of implications of a 
114. 
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political nature. This is not just hindsight on our part. In the in ller reply to her critics in her Servants of People Society 
Election Manifesto of my Party, published in 1962, we l ~ a d  said on April 30, there are many encouraging things. Encourag- 
this on the subject: illg in particular is her reference to the successIu1 recovery of 

Gerinany and Japan wit11 the help of U.S. aid. We have always 
The Congress Party's pattern of planning is hased on exiensi~e these t~vo countries sliould have been our example, not the 
foreign aid that hangs on the slender thread of international Tvretched Soviet Union. Tlrey are a moclel for this country. 
peace which may snap any day. The  Swatantra Party is totally Then she went on to say that "this is a changing world where 
opposed to the policy of huge foreign debts being incurred llerr keep cropping up and these have to be solved in 
without any plan or prospect of adequate exports to enable a new way." She also stated that "policies are not a stone edict 
India to discharge these obligations. The  Party will endeav- rvllicll cannot be changed. Policies are there to serve the people. 
our its best to halt this grievous programme avithout damage If they do not do good to the people, we shall change them." And 
to the national reputation. The  Party ~vill  support and en- fillally she stated tile "Government rules and regulations cannot 
courage the flow of foreign capital into private enterprises in the ills of tile country. It is the people wlio can do it." An 
India which rvould contribute to rapid industrial progress. excelleilt seniiment. This sentiment might well have been picked 

from the Rlanilesto of my Party! 
As I said, ours is not mere hindsight. We were proplletic in a I riallt to assure the Hon. Prime Minister that if she pursues 

sense. Last year, in August-September, what we foretold, i.e., that illis fresh line of thought, the younger people through- 
this foreign aid would dry up as soon as war took place, actually out the country will rally behind her and the whole country will 
happened. Today, our Planning Minister is there in 1Vashingto:l 
pleading that the suspended aid shonlcl be revived. We think tely, the one party from which she has not got any 
that this is altogether undesirable from the point of view of the supliort is her own Party and her own Government. I t  is perhaps 
country. natural that the trro iormer Ministers who were removed from 

Therefore we come to this conclusion tliat, unless this Govern- office for improper behaviour or unfitness to hold office by their 
ment's policies, which we have been figl~ting- 101 six years, are oa$rn PI-ime Alinister, -ct,ho was a personal Iriend of both of them, 
radically changed, the effect of any more international assistance hould lead the attack on the Prime Minister with the ridiculous 
in Governmental loans will be to bolster the rotten planning Government is out to sell the country. This is not 
and the had economic policies of this Government and, as Rajaji expectecl from two Communist fellow-travellers of their ilk. 
has rightly pointed out, to give this mis-Government, for that ising is that so many good members of the Congress 
is what it is, another lease of life by propping it with political come forward to say a word in contradiction. 
support and thus interfering in our internal affairs. For instance, Mr ICrishna Menon spoke with a jibe and a jeer 

Now people will ask: is there not a change for the better? about that great and friendly country, Brazil, three times as big 
Is there not a more pragmatic approach to these questions? Is y. While he was making that cheap jibe here, the 
not the Government, under pressure from the lCTorld assador in India announced at the same time that 
Bank, changing its policies? I t  is true that recent statements of s in a position to give us a free gift of 500 tons of 
the Prime Minister have shown a fresh and pragmatic approach. e to help our country out of the mess to which this Govern- 
In  her "person to person" broadcast, for instance, she said that nt has brought us! Though it is a small gift, they are in posi- 
socialism should not be "a book of worcls nor a bundle of high- n to give and we have to accept it. Tliat is the main point. I t  
sounding promises." I congratulate the Hon. Prime Riinister on hardly a country at which a finger can be pointed. 
this unintended bnt very accurate description of the policies. of No doubt, Mr Malaviya and Mr Menon would want us to 
the Governments of the two Prime Ministers who preceded her! llow the example of Nkrumah and Sukarno, two gentlemen 
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very much of the same kidney, who in their own countries have 
been throw11 out of power or are in the process of being thrown 
out of power. Any day, Brazil is a better example than the Ghana 
and Indonesia of Nkrumah and Sukarno, which they would want 
this country to emulate. 

But what is amazing is that, apart from the Prime Minister, 
there has been no fighting response from any member of this 
Government or any member of that party. On the contrary, there 
are apologetic noises, and the Government is entirely on the 
defensive. Recently, Cabinet Ministers have one after another 
made apologetic statements. 

T h e  fact is that a drastic change in overall policy is necessary 
if India is to survive, and this needs to he frankly admitted. Let 
me quote a sentence from Mr Mulgaonkar's article in  the 
Hindustan Times of April 27 to show that we are not the only 
people who notice this cowardly, apologetic attitude on the part 
of this Government in the face of the challenge from the crypto- 
communists and communists. He wrote: 

The  challenge of the Malavijas is easy to meet on the facts. 
And that is exactly how it is not being met. The  Government, 
far too often, gives the impression of being on the defensive, 
of denying that a change is sought, of laboriously searching 
for loopholes in the wording of past policy declarations to 
justify what it knows to be compelling reasons to alter course 
if total bankruptcy is to be avoided. 

I must regretfully say that I see no indication that Mr 
Mulgaonkar's good advice is going to be taken. 

Let us assume that even if foreign loans are undesirable 
in  a big way, we are in such a plight today that this Government 
had to send my friend Mr Asoka Mehta on what may be called 
a firebrigade operation. Let us assume that that may he justifiable 
as a short-term expedient. But what is the way they are going 
about? Our needs are urgent. T h e  essential supplies for industries 
are running out. If they are not available in the next few months, 
the wheels of our enterprises will grind to a stop. But the Govern- 
ment is so handling this matter that the outlook is that there will 
be no decision by the Consortium till October, and after the 
Consortium makes its recommendation, the U.S. Congress will 
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be asked to consider what appropriations to make. For the six 
months' delay which will thus take place, we shall have nobody to 
thank but our own Government. 

I feel that the Prime Minister's mission to Washington was 
badly misconceived. I would like to compliment her on the grace 
and the charm with which she behaved, the dignity which she 
showed, and the hearts that she won. That  was a very good thing, 
and we were all very happy. But between establishing an intel- 
lectual rapport and getting the assistance that this country needs 
there is a great difference. Fair words, it  has been said, butter no 
parsnips. She, unfortunately, announced before she went there 
that she did not want to talk business or to ask for aid, and 
President Lyndon Johnson took her at her word, quite rightly 
and naturally, from his point of view, although it  does not snit 
us. He  took her at her word and said: "Fine, in that case, please 
send someone to talk to the World Bank," or, in American 
parlance, he passed the buck, and he was perfectly entitled to, 
because we gave him the opportunity. 

I think the Prime Minister should have gone properly eqnip- 
~ e d  with the necessary people, accompanied by my friend, the 
Finance Minister, to talk business with the American Govern- 
ment and come back with some concrete proposition. When Mr 
I\Iacmillan or i'vlr Wilson or General DeGaulle cross the Atlantic, 
they do not go just to establish a rapport. When Dr Erhard goes 
to discuss hard concrete business, he comes back and reports to 
his people on what he has brought back. I think that, i f  the Prime 
Minister had done that, she could certainly have got very good 
dividends. 

And now what happens is that this Government can find no 
more suitable person to send to negotiate this very delicate busi- 
ness than the author of that egregious Saugar speech, with its 
many follies and its howlers. Was that the best person for this 
Government to send in order to inspire confidence in the econo- 
mic realism of this country? 

And what does he do? On April 21, in  the Indian Express he is 
quoted as saying: 

I have not travelled 10,000 miles in order to discuss the ex- 
change value of my currency. What we do with our rupee is 
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a matter for the Govern~nent of India to clecicle. TVe sl~all not 
discuss it with anybody. 

What i~rlperti~lencel You ask people to take a rupee and say: 
"This is 20 cents; give us 20 cents rvorth of goods," and they say 
to you: "But this is not 20 cents; your paper rupee is wort11 only 
10 cents. Therefore, let us clisc~~ss what is to be done about tile 
fact that you have by your inflationary policies brougllt your 
rupee to llalf its value." You can answer them; you can say: "We 
do not believe in devaluation," nor do we. But you cannot say 
that you will not discuss it. 

The  value of the rupee, like the value of the rouble or the 
pound, is a matter of international concern. IVhen you clo inter- 
national business and try to sell your rupee and get goocls in 
return or other currency in return, then it is everyone's business, 
particularly that of the Worlcl U&;unk, to say that your rupee is 
not worth what you pretend. And to send a person who makes 
this kind of egregious remark, ri~liirh must have made a paiil- 
lul impression anywhere outside this country, except anlongst 
tliese limited ranks, is something that is a matter for rvorry. In 
otlier words, this Government is follorving a policy which has 
been well described by a journal as "a combination of subser- 
vience and bluff." This is not the kind of policy that is going to 
win the regard or the friendship or the help of the uvorlcl. I t  
makes such a painful impression in India that one call only 
wonder whatslcincl of impression this Goveininlent is making 
abroad. 

This Uurdget llas throivn the greater part of the burden of the 
development ol this country on foreign shoulders. Instead of going 
out for foreign capital, which rvoulcl be procluctive, they want to 
go in for more and more Government-to-Governlne~~t loans, thus 
mortgaging iurther tile econolnic future of this country. And 
they are going about it in a most inept way. 

I frankly clo not see any hope for this country unless another 
Government, which is more pragmatic, w11ich is more open- 
minded and which is less doctrinaire, can take its place ancl lace 
the world on lnore equal terms. 

" 

7. THE DEVALUED RUPEE 

1. T H I S  T H I N G  C A L L E U  J N F I . A T J O I C *  

URIKG a recent debate in Parliament on pla~ming, the Prime 
Minister opined that there was no h a m  in a little inflation 

rvbicll might actually be a good thing. This recalls the story told 
during \\'orld T\:ar I1 of one whose job it  rvas in TVashirrgton to 
Iiolcl tile wage~price line being visited by a Iriend who propoundec\ 
the theory that perhaps, alter all, there was no harm in a little in- 
flation. T o  this the harassed officer's reply was: "TYell, may be 
you are right; but you know a little inflation is like a little 
pregnancy-it keeps growing." 

Before we can decide which of these views is correct, let us find 
out what exactly inflation is. Briefly, it may be defined as a state 
of affairs where too much money is chasing too ferv goods and 
services. 

Money is a link between yesterday, today ancl tomorrow. In  
an expanding economy such as ours, production and employ- 
ment keep increasing. T o  cope with this, the supply of money 
should also expand in the same ratio as output. If this parity is 
maintained, prices remain stable; and price stability is essential 

* F r o ,  INFA Article, I5 December 1960. 
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to economic stability. Where, however, the expansion of money ' . ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ h i ~ ~  a saps the foundations of society more 
outpaces production, we have a state of inflation. subtly, swiftly and permanently than ally other conspirac~." 

Now, what causes inflation? This phenomenon may emanate t~~~ can the current innation in  India he remedied? There are 
from one or more of three causes: (i) Budget deficits of govern. M,bo believe that inflation can be checked and prices stabi- 
merit met by the printing of currency notes or the issue of lized by governmental controls. This is a fallacy. Any attempt 
Treasury Bills, which is politely described as "deficit financeu; (ii) oi this nature is like fighting the symptoms and not dealing with 
Creation Of credit by commercial banks; and (iii) Surpluses in the the cause of the disease. In  a democracy, such controls can never 
international balance of payments. be effective. people in want cannot be induced or coerced not 

w h a t  is the magnitude of the current inflation in India? ~h~~~ to spend the money put into their pockets. T o  the extent price 
was no inflation during most of the First Plan period but controls are effective, the flow of money to the controlled Sector 
tionary pressures appeared in  the last year of the plan. ~h~ of the market would lessen but its flow into other sectors would 
situation appears to have changed abruptly in 1955.56 and this be correspondingly larger even as, when the flow of flood water 
unfortunate situation has continued since. T h e  fact of money is checked in one direction, it  flows with greater force in another. 
supply outpacing production is reflected in the fact that during ~i~~ lower prices of the controlled would be balanced the 

the past five and a half years, there has been inflation to the higher prices of the uncontrolled commodities. T h e  average of 
extent of 33 per cent in India, while during the past six months two, namely, tbe general index of prices, would still reflect 
there has been a rise in prices of approximately 14.2 per cent, the state of inflation. Those who therefore talk glibly of "hold- 
which is double the annual average of the past five years. ~f one ing the price linev are faced with a dilemma: they will have to 
goes further hack to 1939 at the beginning of world war 11, one choose between ineffective controls and the establishment of a 
finds that today's rupee is worth only 20.6 naye paise in terms of totalitarian dictatorship involving the destruction of the Con- 
purchasing power of the pre-War rupee. stitution of the Republic and our free institutions. 

It may be asked: Does it  matter much if there is inflation) I am w h a t  then is the remedy? Since the cause of our current in- 

afraid it does. Inflation retards the pace of economic develop. flation is the attempt in the Second Five Year Plan to invest 

merit in two ways. First, inflation stimulates consumption and, resources simply did not exist and to invest them Pre- 

therefore, reduces the overall availability of savings, secondly, dominantly in heavy industries which do not give a quick return, 

it  diverts a pa$ of the reduced savings into such things as the the first act of rectification is for the Third Five Year Plan to be 

hoarding of gold and investment in urban landed property. ~h~ radically changed so that it  cuts the national coat according to 
our cloth and gives priority to agriculture and consumer goods availability of savings for investment is thus reduced, 
industries which give quicker and better returns than the Pro- 

Inflation hasalso other evil effects. ~t causes a disequilibrium 
posed fourth steel plant. It  will also be necessary to cut down un- 

in the balance of payments, thus increasing the pressure towards productive non-developmental expenditure. 
increased imports and reduced exports. 1t puts a premium on &aham Hutton puts it  in  his recent book Inpation and 
inefhdenc~ and SOWS the seeds of unemployment. ~t mulcts large society, a country placed as ours has only two alternatives: "There 
numbers of lower middle classes and working people with are two roads: one leading to the overthrow of democracy 
fixed incomes by reducing the value of the rupee in their pockets, and personal freedoms altogether; the other leading back to 
I t  transfers income from the poorer to the richer classes. ~t is thus sound money and a reasonable balance between State and private 
anti-social and anti-socialist. No advance to social justice is pas. economic action upon which personal freedom depend." The  
sible unless it  is based on an honest ruDee. latter is the ~ a t h  the Swatantra Party advocates. 

Inflation is theft. Acharya Kripalani described it  in Parlia 
ment as "pick-pocketing." The  great economist Keynes wrote: 
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During the last ionr years, there Bas been a 15 per cent rise in 
the general level of mlrolesale prices. Tile rupee today is worth 
exactly 17 paise of the old pre-War rupee. h laboured apologia 
recently published by Government and circulated to hIcnibers 
of Parliament says: That  may be true; but that is not our Lanlt 
because much of this inflation and depreciation of the rupee took 
place earlier during the last War and after. It is like a doctor 
saying: "True, I killed the patient, but mine was only the last 
close; others had poisoned him earlier." If it was known tliat tlie 
rupee already was wort11 20.6 nP. three years ago, what business 
did anyone have then to iurther clebaocl~ the rupee by bringing 
it down to 17 UP. in tcrrrls of the old rupee? 

So, while it is partly a problem of failure of production, of 
being unable to keep up with our population rise, there is a 
bigger problem, that is, the food crisis today is a reflection of 
our monetary and economic crisis. What is wrong basically is 
our rupee. I t  is no longer an honest rupee. Those in office for tlle 
last ten years have debauched and degraded the rupee. 

In  this situation, when tlle guilt is very clear-it lies on tlle 
Government of this country for the past eight years, since the 
Second Five Year Plan started-there is a natural desire to look 
for scapegoats. The  Food Minister let himself go by saying we 
must "break the?producer-trader axis"; in other words, it is not 
the Governnlent which created inflation all these years, it is not 
the Second and the Third Five Year Plans which were coclieyed, 
but tile peasants and traders of India who are the real culprits! 

I t  is said that the peasant eats too much these days, more than 
he ate before. I hope he does. It is time that the poor peasant 
ate more. For a hundred years we have been sitting on his back, 
as Gandhiji used to say. The rulers of this country since Inde- 
pendence have done exactly that. Surely, the peasant and his 
children have every priority over us in the cities when it comes 
to eating, because the peasant works on the land ancl grows the 
food with his toil. 

peasant sell his grain when he does not get a 
oblem of the peasant today is that the parity 

niooker (A~mual)  . 1965. 

ol prices is all wrong. Industrial prices are allowecl to go up, but 
the price that the peasant can get is controllecl to the extent lhat 
there is monopoly procurement by the Government. This is a 
crying injustice. If there is any real proletariat in India, it  is the 
peasants ancl not the industrial rvockers. The  income of the 
industrial workers is nlany times the income of tllc men in the 
x-illagcs. T\%en the peasant goes to the market, he finds that the 
price ol liis cloth llas gone up. Everything that 11e needs Ire 
cannot get at economic prices and then lle is told to be patriotic 
ancl to sell 11;s p i n  cheap because the people in the cities uvill 
st;lrve. TVhat kind ol social jnstice is this? 

Let us then not label the honest peasants and traders as pro- 
fiteers. The lanlt lies else~vhere. If an axis lias to be talkecl of, r\~lrat 
about the Politician-Bureaucrat Axis? Can anything more sterile 
and nnproductire be thought of than tile politician in office and 
the bureaucrat? The  peasant and the trader at least perlorm 
some social and econornic iunctions. What economic functions 
do the bureaucrat and the politician perform? What do they pro- 
duce for the country? 

Let us, as Gandhiji used lo my, turn the searchligl~t inwards. 
It is tlie ruling political class that has brought the country to this 
fix ancl not tile peasants and the common people of the counlry. 
If the rupee lras clepreciated, let us not blame the profiteers. If 
food is short, let us not blame the lloarclers. These are symplolns 
of the disease; they are the effects, they are not the causes. I t  is 
the sllortage that procluces ~rofiteering and hoarding. I t  is the 
fouling of the currency that produces profiteering and black 
money. Let us not fight the symptoms; let us look for the disease. 

The  Prime Minister has suggested that all prices should be 
fixed because he is aware that you cannot only fix foocl prices 
while letting other prices rise. His motive is good. But I \vould 
like to plead with him that he cannot fix all prices. 

You cannot defeat the law of supply and demand. Prices are 
like lvater and they find their own level. If you stop the price of 
snc commoclity, the prices of all other commodities will rise pro- 
portionately. If you fix the prices of six com~~~odities, then the 
prices of co~n~nodities other than the six will go up lxoportion- 
ately. If you fix the prices of 50 out of 100 commodities, then the 
prices of the remaining 50 commodities will go up proportion- 
ately. You cannot fix the price of everything under the sun 
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without destroying the entire economic apparatus of supply and 
demand and denying the consumer a little chance to say what he 
wants. 

Graham Hutton, the British economist, puts it  very well. He 
says the lady goes to the plastic surgeon to remove her double 
chin. He performs the operation and the double chin goes, but 
the darned thing comes out at the back of the neck in a bulge! 
I would ask my friend the Prime Minister to think a little and 
find out if this is not so. I want to warn him. If he tries to control 
in good faith the prices of the commodities of daily use, the 
danger is that it  will distort the whole pattern of production 
which will send up the prices of other con~modities. You cannot 
go on pursuing this to the bitter end because you will come to a 
rerluctio ad abs7irdtim. 

Similar considerations apply to gold. The  desire for gold or 
the "lure" of gold is partly due to its aesthetic qualities and 
traditional prestige, but primarily as a secure form of the invest- 
ment of savings. 

The  continuous erosion in the value of the rupee in terms of 
purchasing power has increased the value of all other articles 
and commodities and raised prices all around. Because of the 
prestige of gold and its high value in terms of bulk, this parti- 
cular metal bas been favoured over other objects of value as a 
form of retaining savings. For the peasant in the villages, where 
there is hardly any alternative due to the absence of banking 
facilities, gold provides the most important security for credit. 
T h e  refusal to allow imports to meet indigenous demand has 
created a black market and this, in turn, has provided a tremend- 
ous incentive to smuggling. 

There is agreement on the proposition that it would be all to 
the good if people would invest their savings in industry and 
business by buying shares instead. But for that to happen, in- 
centives are needed, such as a sense of security to the entrepre- 
neur and a good rate of return on the investment. Today, such 
security is conspicuously absent in India because of the threat 
of nationalization, the network of controls and the vindictive- 
ness often underlying Government's policy towards people's 
enterprise. The  return on capital is inadequate because of ex- 
cessive and savage taxation. Unless these basic policies change, 
no power on earth can stop people from wanting to bold gold 
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and others from smuggling it  to meet the demand. The  only 
way to make people lose the glamour of gold is to offer an Honest 
Rupee whose value tomorrow and ten years hence will be the 
same as it is today. 

What then has to be done? Certain long-term and short-term 
measures which can alleviate the present situation can be 
suggested. Among the long-term measures, the very biggest is to 
correct the order of priorities embodied in the Second and Third 
Five Year Plans. The  First Five Year Plan was all right. But since 
the Second Plan, this is not the position. I recall that the Plan 
Frame, the document on which the Second Plan was based, was 
pepared by a Communist fellow traveller named Professor P. C. 
Mahalanobis, still a member of the Planning Commission, with 
the cooperation of a group of Sollet and Polish Communists 
sitting for a year in the Indian Statistical Institute at Calcutta. 
That is where we started going wrong. We got wrong advice and 
we went off the rails. Since then, our entire pattern of priorities 
has been unbalanced. 

I am not against heavy industries as such. I stand for all-sided 
balanced development. We need heavy industries, but we do not 
need them as much as we want food, clothing and shelter for 
our people. We do not need them as much as we need roads to 
move the food and other things for our people. So, what we want 
is balanced development. The  order of priorities in the Plan 
has been unbalanced. I t  needs to be balanced. If you starve 
agriculture in this manner, it will starve you. If you feed agri- 
culture, it  will give you a bumper clop. Therefore, this undue 
priority, this concentration on wasteful, heavy eng~neering pro- 
jects has to stop. I am for a balanced development where heavy 
industry, light industry and agriculture all have their proper 
place. 

Let us consider the example of Communist China. Commu- 
nist China, which made the same mistake that we have made in 
a more accentuated and exaggerated form, climbed down last 
year. Mr Chou En-lai went to the Chinese Communist Congress 
about a year ago and said: T h e  Great Leap Forward has failed; 
we are now changing our order of priorities. I shall quote him. 
He said: "From now on, we shall have agriculture, small con- 
sumer goods industries and heavy industry, in that order." 

Another thing we need to do is to cut our coat according 
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to the cloth, to stop deficit finauce and inflation. During tile ~l~~ excise duties are a direct inflationary influence. Similarly 
years of the First Plan, ll~olley supply went up by 12 per cent, olrertaxation at the direct level also brings about unaccounted 
ancl the national income went up by 18 per cent. That ~vas all money, an evil which can only be reduced by reducing taxes 
right. Our production and supplies weut up, and money supply LO a reasonable level. 
also went up but not so mucll. In  the Second Plan, the ticle l-here is so much to put right. When shall we start putting 
turned because of  Mr Mahalanobis and his friends; rnoney our shoulders to the wheel? 
supply went up  by 29 per cent, while national income went 
up by only 20 per cent. So, we are already starting on the path 
to bankruptcy. The Tlrird J'lnn bas cornplcted that process. The  3. U E V A L U A T I O N  F O R E C A S T "  

money supply went up by 31 per cent and the national income 
went np not even by 10 per cent. This is the path to insolvency. 1s this budget inflationary or not? There has been a rise in 

If we go on living on resources which we do not possess and prices as reflected in the wholesale  rice index, over the last 

if we go on fabricating nloney avhich is worthless and putting two years, of 23 per cent and that increase is proceeding. The  

it into llle hands of the people, we have a crisis of confidence Finance Minister has ventured to hope in his speech that now 

in the money. I\r11y do people want to hoard grain or gold and prices >"ill fall. I wish I could agree with him-we all would- 

something else? It is because they do not trust tlre rupee any but it is wishful tllinking. I venture to ~nake  a statement here 

more. Government have debal~clred our currency, ancl we are -I made it during khe past two years and I was proved rigllt- 

facing the consequences today. Irr the Third Plan target, it was that prices will not fall and that this budget is an inflationary 

laid clown that a safe margin of deficit finance for the T11il.d budget. 

Plan was Rs 550 crores. I n:arnecI at that time that it was too There are five concrete reasons why it is inflationary. First, 

much. I would have been very content today if we had st~uck the quantum of public spending remains unaffected. The  

to that! Eut wIlat is the position? In the last three years, we Finance Minister claims that he has made a cut of Rs 6.4 crores. 

have already had deficit finance of  over Ks GO0 crorcs. The safe Even that is not true. By the very clever device of raising customs 

limit has been passed. duties 10 or 15 days before the introduction of the budget, the 

Is there any improvement now? No. We are going worse and Finance Minister raised what he calls "the existing level of 

worse into thedisease. We have become addicted. During the taxation" and he then pretends to make a ctkt of Rs 6.4 crores for 

past year, that' is, during the period from 23 August 1963, to the edification of the taxpayer. 

21 Augnst 1961, the snpply of money in the country went up The increase in civil expenditure during the last year is 
by 12 per cent. The  output of goods and services lras gone up Rs 85 crores and the Finance Minister has rrdrnitlecl in his 
by 4.3 per cent. Therefore, we have gone in for deficit finance speech that, if we take into account PL 480 transfers, tllat 
or excess money to tile extent of 7.7 per cent even during the is, created money, civil expenditure goes up even higher. 

last twelve months. NOW, why has civil expenditure been allowed to rise? What has 
And even today, it has not stopped; but it has got worse happened to the Finance Minister's promise, made in this 

even in the last few n~ontl~s.  During the six weeks encling 10 House, that he was going to bring about a cut of Rs 70 crores 

July 1964, the report of the Reserve Bank says, Treasury Bills in all non-development expenditure? Against that promise we 

rose by Rs 149 crores, and most of this is deficit finance uil- have a further deterioration in the expenditure on non-develop- 

covered by goods and services. This figure of Rs 149 crores in ment l>urposes. 

six weeks is the highest so lar of inflation and deficit financing Then, again, (here is an increase in Plan expenditr~re of Rs 241 
that we have had since our Independence. crores over last year and, at this stage, may I say that, when 

Finally, among long-term remedies, let us reduce taxation. From a Budget Speech in Pal-liament on 22 March 1965. 
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the Finance Minister in his speech lumps together the returns Fomthly, the budget is inflationary because the Finance 
from Railways, Posts and Telegraphs and State enterprises, he is IvIinister himself admits it. He says: "Part of long term borrowing 
being unfair to this House. l-epresents deficit finance." That  is the only place in his speech 

I strongly object to the losses of State enterprises being Tuhere lie admits that he is going to resort to deficit finance. 
sought to be covered up by Iumping them with Railway and Lastly, it  may be urged that we shall check the infiationary 
the Posts and Telegraphs operations. If you separate these, the effects of the budget by price controls. But we have here a 
results are tragic. T h e  latest official figures published in great authority on this proposition. On 5 March 1965, no less 
Hindustan Times on the 2nd of March show  hat ol 70 State a person than the Chairman of the I.C.I.C.I., Mr G. I,. Mehta, 
commercial undertakings, only 13 made a profit at all-the vast expressed the same thought when he stated: "Price controls 
majority were making losses on our behalf. I t  is estimated offi- have not prevented inflation but only helped to divert infla- 
cially that the net return by the end of the Third Plan would tionary pressures in other directions." 
be 1.05 per cent of the national capital so invested, but if the For all these reasons, this is an inflationary budget ancl in 
Railways are excluded, the average return on State undertak- the next twelve months prices will rise, not through accident 
ings sinks to 0.22 per cent. but because the Finance Minister, for demagogic purposes, has 

The second reason why this budget is inflationary is the addi- resorted to a budget that will raise prices. 
tional 10 per cent Customs duty. I would request the Finance Now, the second test is: Will the budget solve our foreign 
Minister, when he replies to the debate, to tell us what is the exchange crisis? The Finance Minister thinks that it will. I 
revenue he expected from the 10 per cent regulatory Customs venture to say that the foreign exchange crisis will continue 
duty that be has imposed, because nowhere in the official papers and aggravate as a result of this budget. Today, the scarcity of 
can we find an answer to that question. We shall appreciate foreign exchange provides this Government with an alibi for 
it. But the point I am making is that 10 per cent Customs duty so many defaults on its part. If anything goes wrong, it says: 
will lead to a further rise in prices. These are intermediate "Sorry, we have not got the foreign exchange." 
goods which our industries use and naturally the end-product Let me say that this shortage is synthetic. The  shortage of 
will go up in price as a result thereof. reign excllange is artificially created by the policies of this 

There is yet another reason why the budget is inflationary: overnment over tile last decade. I t  is a consequence of de- 
because of the savage excise duty on intermediate goods such uching the value of the rupee deliberately through inflationary 
as copper and steel. Take steel first. The  larger part of steel, licies. The  exchange value of the rupee in terms of the Pound 
80 per cent of steel production that is so taxed, goes to Govern- Dollar only means the price of the rupee in terms of those 
ment departments and organized industry who cannot be 
accused of blackmarketing, Only 20 per cent goes to small Now, what happens if the price of a commodity is controlled 
shopkeepers or traders where, no  doubt, excessi\.e profits uch below the genuine market price? We know what happens. 
might be made. disappears from the market and goes into the black market. 

But for the sake of tapping 20 per cmt, the Finance Minister e find that in the case of foodgrains. If you do not pay the 
claims: "I shall mop up excessive profits." He may do it  to the rmer a fair price, he hoards the grain and puts it in the black 
extent of 20 per cent, I concede, but 80 per cent of honest rket. Recently, we had this phenomenon in the State of 
consumers of steel and copper who are Government depart- harashtra in the case of jowar. 
ments and organized industries are going to pay a higher tax he same thing happens to the Dollar and the Pound, the 
and they will add it to the end-product because they are not an Mark, the French Franc and the Swiss Franc in  our 
making excessive profits. Therefore, the general effect of the try. Government insists on undervaluing the Pound or the 
excise duties will be to push up prices still further. ar and rationing its use. I t  is exactly what is done in the 
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case of foodgrains-monopoly procurement and rationing. I t  
makes itself a monopolist in the import of Dollars and Pounds, 
and it  1-ations it to our people. M'hat happens? They go into the 
black market. 

Let me give the real price of our rupee from the weekly 
Newsweek, which puhlishes a column every week on foreign 
exchange througl~out the world in the free market. The  price 
of the rupee in the free marliets of tlie world has this story to 
tell. I t  is a very sad story. 

On the 17th of June 1963, as against the official price of 
Rs 4.75 to the Dollar, the rupee was worth in fact Rs 5.70 to 
the Dollar. On the 6th of January 1964, the rupee depreciated 
further and fell to Rs 6.65 to the Dollar. On 9th of November 
1964, the rupee had gone further down to Rs 6.90 to the Dollar 
and on the 1st of February 1965, on the eve of this budget, yo11 
could get a Dollar in the free market for Rs 7.20. That  was 
had enough. 

Let us see what this budget has done, this so-called anti- 
inflationary budget, which is going to solve the foreign exchange 
crisis. T h e  day before the budget was introduced, you could 
get a pound sterling in the free market for Rs 24. The  day after 
the budget, you had to pay Rs 27 to Rs 28 to get a pound sterling. 
In  other words, those who operate in interuational exchange 
recognized that this was a had budget, rvhich was going to 
depreciate the rupee further. And the price today is Rs 27 to 
Rs 28 for the Gound sterling. 

There will be no shortage of foreign excl~auge if you try to 
do your international trade on honest terms. Having used up 
all the reserves as a result of this policy of bankruptcy, we now 
go cap in hand to the United States Government, to tlie World 
Bank, to AID, to IDA, and to the Aid India Club ant1 3i.e ask for 
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to dry up. Let me say this harsh thing here in case we kid our- 
selves. Foreign aid is going to dry up in the next two or three 
years. It is going to dry up for two good reasons. The first is that 
the Soviet Union is entering the market for credits. Let me read 
from Llie Szlndny Herald Tribline of 10 January this year. It says: 

For what is becoming quite apparent 

I wish it was apparent, because the Herald T?-ibzine gives us a 
compliment for our intelligence. I t  says: 

For what is becoming quite apparent to Asian and African 
economists is that their greatest rivals for Western aid are 
the Communist countries. If, in the interests of an East-West 
detente, the Third World. . . loses its favoured position as a 
Western-aid~recipient, the hoped-Lor growth would be even 
slower than it is today. 

That is one reason, because we are getting a new rival enter- 
ing the world's credit market. T h e  second reason is the way 
in which we have wasted a large part of that aid. Let me quote 
from an editorial in the Daily Telegraph of 20 Fehruary this 
year. I t  says: 

Yet the greater part of foreign aid is channelled into heavy 
industries and into luxurious but economic showpieces. These 
installations, so far from adding to the national wealth, are 
themselves absorbing for their maintenance more than half 
the foreign aid India receives. 

Then it goes on to say: 

more and more like Oliver Twist. 
T h e  sad fact is that today foreign aid also is going into the It makes no sense for Western friends to give military aid 

black market. Foreign aid, instead of helping our country, is and watch India founder economically. But neither is i t  

being used to pay for our adverse balance of payments. Foreign sensible to go on indefinitely filling a leaking bucket. 

aid today is leaking into the black market, and unintentionally 
providing finance for the smuggling of gold into India, because That is the second reason that those who have been 
you are artificially trying, through the silly Gold Control Act, their treasure realize that they cannot go on pouring water 

to control the price of a commodity which cannot be controlled. to a leaking bucket, as the Daily Telegraph has not inaccu. 

I want to warn the House that even this foreign aid is going ately described our economy. 
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And when that happens, when foreign aid starts drying up, 
there rvill be only two alternatives left to this country. I t  can 
shamelessly go bankrupt, or it  can put its house in order. If 
it  is going to put its house in order, there are two ways of doing 
it again. One is to stop these inflationary policies and to scrap 
the Fourth Plan as it  is at present devised. 

If you do not do it, I shall tell you what you will have to 
do, and that is to devalue the rupee. I t  is a very painful ex- 
pedient to cut down otficially the value of our currency. If you 
do not listen to our warning toclay and stop this inflationary 
and reckless way in which you are doing things, you yourself 
will have to come to the country and to this House and say: 
"Let us face facts. Our rupee is worth only half of what it  is 
today; let us now pretend that it is three-fourths of what it  was 
before." That  is what is callecl devaluation. 

I am not advocating that; it is a very painful remedy. I t  will 
hurt the rich and the poor, the honest and the dishonest alike, 
and I would like to avoid it. But as things al-e developing today, 
with this budget and the proposed Plan, I can say that devalua- 
tion is round the corner, and even my Hon. friend will one 
day have the courage and the honesty to come forward and 
admit it. 

4. L A N  I U D I h  E S C A F L  B A N I < R U P T C Y ? "  

What are the facts? Are we bankrupt? Are we going bankrupt? 
What are the prospects of our escaping this disaster? The very 
fact that the Finance Minister had to give this assurance sug- 
gests something the reverse of what is intended, because Finance 
Ministers of solvent countries do not protest their solvency. 

I would be inclined to the view that we are not quite bank- 
rupt yet, hut that we are on the brink of bankruptcy today. Let 
me share with you the picture as I see it. I am sorry that it  
cannot be more bright or cheerful, but we are not living, in 
this country in a very bright or cheerful phase of our national 
life, and you would not expect me to be smug and complacent, 
like our Prime Minister, who assured Indian students in London 

*From a specch to the Bombay Progrcssise Group olr 21 June 1965. 
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tile other day that this country would be economically stable 
after another fifteen long years! 

Now what are the facts? I shall give you data about five or 
six concrete aspects of our economic life. 

First, the dissipating of our Sterling Balances. When the 
British left India, they left us with assets amounting to Rs 1,402 
crores at our disposal in London to be drawn for our inter- 
national needs. In 1949, within two years, the figure had dropped 
to Rs 94'7 crores. In  1951, it was 880 crores. In  1956, it  was 
reduced to Rs 746 crores. In  1961, the figure had come down 
from Rs 1,400 crores to Rs 136 crores, one-tenth of what the 
British bad left. We had managed to dissipate 9/lOths. At the 
end of March this year, the figure had come down to Rs 86 
crores. Now, by that time, our currency, which has to be backed 
with a certain amount of reserves, was being endangered be- 
cause these resources had been eaten into. So, in February this 
year, the Reserve Bank of India had to get hold of gold worth 
Rs 16 crores from Government stocks in order to maintain the 
statutory cover for our currency. This lasted only another month. 
So, in March 1965, the Government had to obtain a stand-by 
credit of Rs 95 crores from the International Monetary Fund 
in order to stop our currency from collapsing. On 28 May, the 
figure had come down to Rs 7.35 crores, and on the 9th of June, 
which is the last figure we can get, our sterling balances, which 
as I said were about Rs 1,400 crores as left by the British, had 
come down to Rs 3.4 crores. This is the lowest that India's 
reserves have sunk in its entire history. This is one index by 
which you can judge the state of our solvency. 

A second index is our foreign indebtedness-the amount that 
we owe to the rest of the world. In  March 1961, our external 
indebtedness was Rs 846 crores. In  Eebruary this year, within 
four years, it  had risen to Rs 2,439 crores. We now owe the 
rest of the world around Rs 2,500 crores. How are we going to 
repay them? 

This brings us to our repayment liabilities. I t  is estimated 
by the Government that, at the end of the Third Plan, which 
will be early in 1966, we shall be liable to repay Rs 650 crores 
straightaway by way of either capital or interest, and this pay- 
ment will amount to 1/6th of our total exports during the 
Third Plan. That is, out of the five years' exports of the Third 
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Plan 1/6th will have to be dedicated or devoted only to repay- 
ing our obligations or debts. During the Fourth Plan, i.vhic11 
we are now so cheerfully and recklessly preparing, the liability 
will increase to 22 per cent of our expected export earnings. 
In fact, just under 1/4th of all we export and supply to  tlre 
rest of the world will not get us anything. I t  will repay our 
past debts. That  is what people' mean when they say that the 
country's future is being mortgaged by this Government. 

A third index of our economic condition is the amount of 
our dependence on foreign aid. Foreign aid does not mean any- 
thing of a commercial nature, it  means a gift. I t  means the 
charity of the rest of the world to~vards us. T o  what extent are 
we dependent on the philanthropy and the generosity of the 
rest of the world? During the First Five Year Plan, which was 
a modest and sensible one, only 5.5 per cent or 1/20th of the 
amount that we proposed to spend was to come from abroad. 
By the time we got to the Second Plan, our dependence on other 
parts of the world increased to 16 per cent. In the Third Plan, 
which is now about to come to an inglorious end, foreign assis- 
tance accounts for 28.5 per cent. For every two rupees that we 
spend now, we look to somebody abroad to provide us with 
one rupee. If the proposed Fourth Plan comes into operation, 
we shall, according to Professor Shenoy, be dependent to the 
cxtent of 50 per cent on the inellerban,i of the rest of the world. 
Professor Shenoy, who has proved to be invariably right over 
and over again during the last few years, claims that for every 
Rupee we s p e d ,  somebody will have to give us another rupee 
as bakshish to make us spend our own rupee! This is then the 
honourable or dishonourable extent to which we have become 
dependent on foreign aid. 

Now, to move on to another index of solvency, what is the 
state of our foreign currency, onr money? Every country's credit 
depends on the state of its money. People talk about shortage 
of foreign exchange, but there is no shortage of foreign exchange. 
There is a shortage of an Honest Rupee. Our rupee is supposed 
to be worth 20 cents of the American dollar, roughly 1/5th 
of the American dollar, since 4.75 rupees make a dollar. That  
is the theory. Today our rupee in all the world's free markets 
is worth around 10 cents, just around half of what it  pretends 
to be. Our Finance Minister pretends that he doesn't under- 
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stand this. When these figures are thrown by us at him in Parlia- 
ment, he says: "I do not understand all this. A rupee has only 
one value, and that is the value that we say it has." 

I t  might interest the Finance Minister to know that every 
hotel booking clerk, every taxi driver in a big city, everyone 
near the docks, every shopkeeper in Connaught Place in New 
Dellli or in the Fort in Bombay knows that the dollar is worth 
twice as much in terms of the rupee as it is supposed to be. 
That is why people cheerfully offer 8 or 9 rupees for the dollar 
if somebody would give them a dollar note. 

Finally, the last index, the state of the Capital Market. You 
are all familiar with it. According to the Reserve Bank's weekly 
index of variable dividends of industrial securities, that index 
declined from 192.9 in April 1962 to 162.5 on 27 February 1965. 

You will see from all this that evidence of the fact that we 
are on the brink of bankruptcy is pretty conclusive. We are on 
the verge of bankruptcy, and that is God's trutb. 

In fact, the Government, by its own behaviour, is admitting 
this. Let me give you three symptoms which show this. First, 
the moratorium on essential imports. During the current quarter 
practically all imports have been stopped. Why? Because we 
haven't got the money to pay for them. During the last debate 
in Parliament on the Finance Bill, on the 3rd of May, I asked 
the Finance Minister across the floor to confirm my under- 
standing or information that at that time he had only six weeks' 
exchange to keep the country's imports going. In  his charac- 
teristic manner Mr Krishnamachari blustered that in spite of 
me, the country would not go bankrupt, but he forgot to answer 
my question! His own actions later show that I was right. What 
does this mean? I t  means that i f  this continues Eor a few more 
months, the wheels of our industry will grind to a stop. Factory 
after factory will have to shut down. 

The  second admission of insolvency is the Finance Ministry's 
demand that all sports teams going abroad should stop. They 
have informed the All India Sports Council that no foreign 
exchange is available, for sportsmen going abroad till March 
1966. What can he a clearer indication of bankruptcy than this 
confession? But while they were being so brave in preventing 
eleven cricketers from going abroad, let us take note of the 
fact that today, as I speak, half the Ministers in Delhi are 
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abroad themselves. Each of them has got staff attending on him, 
and if you want any further proof of the irresponsibility of 
these ~ e o p l e ,  who have one law for themselves and another for 
everyone else, let us consider the waste that will be involved 
when 25 or 30 gentlemen go to Algiers at the end of this month 
to sit round the table with a lot of tinpot dictators and swear 
at American imperialism and the Soviet or the Chinese 
Communists, as their preference dictates. For that the country 
has enough foreign exchange, but not for sending our young 
men abroad to shine in the field of sports and to hold aloft 
the flag of India. I don't mind saying that our sportsmen, like 
the hockey team that went to Tokyo, are as India's ambassadors 
much more effective than La1 Rahadur Shastris and Swaran Singhs 
going abroad. 

Finally, there is the credit squeeze, the denial of facilities to 
banks to lend money to perfectly solvent, stable businesses for 
their needs. The  Reserve Bank, as you know has ordered the 
banks to refuse to give finance to solvent businesses and firms, 
because they say that is anti-inflationary. 

We come now to a very unsavoury part of our economic life 
and policies today. A sports team can go to Czechoslovakia or 
Hungary or Moscow, but not to any other part of the world. 
Why? The answer is that when you buy something from, or 
spend something in, Russia or one of these communist coun- 
tries, you do not use up foreign excllange. These countries are 
prepared to accept rupees, the debased rupees which are worth 
half their value. They are prepared to accept payment in 
rupees, and so our naive Government gets delighted with these 
good friends who don't ask for a solid dollar or pound but 
take this debased rupee, which is worth 50 naye paise, in pay- 
ment for their imports or to finance our sports teams in Poland 
or Russia. So they say: "They are nice people, they take pay- 
ment in rupees from us so, there is no foreign exchange in- 
volved." Now this is a big lie, and everyone who mouths it 
should know it. 

When the Soviet Union sells us diesel oil, about which wc 
shall talk later, they take paynlent in rupees. So our Govern- 
ment says: "No more American oil, no more Kuwait oil, or Iran 
oil, only Soviet diesel, because they take rupees." 

T h e  Russians acquire these rupees in India. What do they 
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do wit11 them? Do they just lie in our banks? The Americans 
do that. The  Americans deposit all the rupees from our PL 480 
loans, which they also allow us to repay in rupees in the Reserve 
Bank of India, and about 80 per cent of these rupees are given 
back to our Government for developmental projects in our own 
country. The  balance they use for running their own Embassy 
and for the use of Americans in  India. They do not ask us to 
send anything out of India for these crores of rupees they have 
acquired in India. 

What, in like conditions, do the Soviets do? The Soviets give 
a small percentage to the Communist Party to destroy our Con- 
stitution and our Government, to the fellow travellers, and to 
certain newspapers whose names we know in Delhi and Bom- 
bay. For the rest, they ask: "What are you going to sell us in 
return? We want your oilseeds, we want your shoes, we want 
your cloth, we want such and such things." And we sell it to 
them. Now, when those goods leave our country, does it  not 
mean that our foreign exchange has been used? 

So foreign exchange is used fi-o~n whichever country we buy 
our goods. When you buy something from another country, 
you are using up foreign exchange, whatever the currency they 
accept, including rupees, because ultimately those rupees are 
converted into exports and the use of exports means the loss 
of valuable foreign exchange. This is basic-no country can 
import anything without giving something in return. There- 
fore, this rupee sources racket is an attempt to throw dust in 
the eyes of the Indian people and to pretend that, when we 
buy from Russia, we are not spending foreign exchange. 

Let me give an example of what often happens. Because the 
Russians accept rupees, our Government has been selling several 
things to them below the world market value. I t  has been sub- 
sidizing exports to Russia. I t  has been benefiting the Soviet 
government at the cost of the Indian producer and the Indian 
exporter. I shall give you some very striking figores to prove 
my point. 

Here are the figures of our silk exports: During 1963 we ex- 
ported mulberry silk fabrics in large quantities. T l ~ e  Soviet 
Union bought 290,000 square metres, and they paid to us Rs 
16.11 lakhs. The  United States bought allnost the same quantity, 
but a little less. They bought 219,000 square metres, as opposed 
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to 290,000. What did they pay us for this slightly smaller 
quantity? They paid us Rs 26.17 lakhs, or ten lakhs more than 
the Soviet Union 2nd paid for a larger quantity! If the Russian 
purchase had been made at the rate paid by the United States, 
India woulcl have obtained 35 lakhs of rupees in place of Rs 16 
lakhs. Rs 19 lakhs of foreign exchange were thus thrown away 
in giving the Russians a cut price! Now, Italy also imports the 
same material. If the material had been exported at the rates 
paid by Italy, we would have got Rs 22.50 lakhs. If the Western 
European countries had been given that silk, they would have 
paid Rs 27.60 lakhs. If Australia had been given that export, 
they would have paid the highest price, Rs 37 lakhs. The  average 
Asian rate was Rs 29 lakhs and the average African rate Rs 
26.40 lakhs. In fact, if we had exported these silk fabrics to 
any part of the world outside the Iron Curtain we would have 
made 50 to 100 per cent more than what we made from Soviet 
Russia. So this is how we save our foreign exchange. 

Only this morning I had the experience of a visit from a very 
estimable manufacturer of pig iron in Bombay. His was a sad 
story. His Works had been shut down because Government 
imports from Soviet Russia large quantities of iron ore which 
are not necessary in India. The  Indian enterprise now has to 
s l~u t  down. In other words, a perfectly viable, productive Indian 
unit has been put out of business because the Government 
insists, for its own reasons, on importing 150,000 tons of Soviet 
Pig Iron, perhapsbalf of which is not required. By over-import- 
ing Soviet pig iron, they have flooded the market and put hundreds 
of workmen out of work and good business~nen out of business. 

Similarly, we are now told that we must not import Caravelles 
and Viscounts, we must get Ilyushins, a very good name for 
that plane, because it is a symbol of illusions on the part of 
the Government. Now we want to import Ilyushins because 
they will be paid for in rupees, a great m e h e r b a n i  will have 
been conferred on us, even though it happens to be an inferior 
plane. The  Ilyushin 18 is an out-of-date plane not in any way 
comparable with the Caravelle. Cuba has grounded its entire 
Ilyushin fleet as not being airworthy, and the Cubans are friends 
of the Soviet Union. Then there is Mr Nkrumah of Ghana, 
another gentleman who has burnt his fingers in buying this 
plane and is trying to get rid of his fleet at greatly reduced rates. 
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In spite of this, an attempt is being made to go in for dubious 
and out-of-date planes on the ground that foreign exchange will 
be saved. 

Finally, rve come to one of the worst examples-the crisis over 
diesel oil and kerosene. I visited my constituency a month ago 
ancl I found that trucks were lying on the side of the roads 
because tliere was no diesel oil. I found that the klzedtits  in tlle 
field could not work their oil pumps and their tractors because 
no diesel oil was available. I investigated the matter and found 
that the Indian Oil Company has no clistribution facilities, bill 
the Government insists that we should only buy Soviet diesel 
through the Indian Oil Company. So I looked into the matter. 
On 31 March everything was fine and there rvas no problem. 
On the 1st of April this year, our Government created this 
problem. I say created or fahrica~ed this problem, Lor which 
there is no excuse. They suddrnly and arbitrarily said that India 
was not to import any more diesel oil. All import licences were 
cancelled. When they were asked how they proposed to meet 
the shortfall, because we produce 75/80 per cent of our diesel 
but we cannot produce t l ~ e  remaining 25 or 20 per cent, they 
said Big Brother will provide. Moscow has promised to sell 
to us for rupees. So they are now buying Soviet diesel. Now 
who is to clistribute it? Their own company. This government 
monopoly, the Indian Oil Coinpnny, hasn't got the distrihntion 
facilities, they have few pumps. So what do they do? They call 
in the other oil companies and try to bully them. They say: 
Will you sell Soviet diesel as our agents? Why should they? They 
I<now perfectly well that in the next few months when the Indian 
Oil Company has put up more pumps, when at the end of 1965 
the Indian Oil Company h a s  enough pumps, the Government 
will tell them to go to blazes. Does any businessman participate 
in his own suicide? Does any businessman allow somebody else 
lo establish a monopoly over his trade? So they are blackguarded. 
AIy Iriend, Rlr Humaynn Icabir, gets up and calls their names 
and says: I shall use the Defence of India rules against you. 
The other day Police officers went to pumps in Delhi and said: 
if you don't sell Soviet diesel, we shall acquire your pumps 
under the Defence of India rules. What a brave, what a generous, 
what a magnanimous, what a noble Government, to bully little 
traders and petrol pump dealers, when they can't fight to 
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defend the security and the territory of this country1 The fact 
is that while they are trying to make scapegoats of the oil com- 
panies, they are the real culprits who have created this diesel 
shortage. 

I am very sorry that some Be~idies on this side are empty at this 
moment. I deplore that, because we had hoped that, when the 
Government come forward to invite a discussion on the very 
crucial economic developments that have taken place in the last 
few months, there should he something of a National Inquest in 
which Members of all parties could have joined to analyse what 
had happened. But one thing has come out from the proceedings 
oE yesterday and this morning, and that is that, when some 
sections of our press refer to some s ~ ~ c l l  thing z.s "the Opposition," 
they are not being very accurate. The  unfortunate thing in this 
country at this stage is that there is no 'the' Opposition. There 
are several oppositions, which is undoubtedly a weakness in our 
Democracy, and some of us are trying to put it right. But the fact 
still remains that today there are several oppositions of very 
different kinds. 

We belong to a democratic opposition, an opposition that tries 
to create an alternative government which can take over power 
through the peacefu,], constitutio~lal means of the ballot box. We 
have nothing in common with those who showed their devotion 
to clemocracy in a very peculiar manner yesterday and this morn- 
ingl We want to draw this line between a democratic opposition 
and those others who do not subscribe to the parliamentary 
institutions which we hold dear. 

Now, on the midnight of 5 June, there was a moment of truth 
for this country. This country, u~hicli had been living in dream- 
land, cloud cuckoo-land, under the leadership it had thrown up, 
was brought down to firm earth with a thump. The moment of 
truth was the moment -cvhen reality could not he ignored any 
more and, as in a Rash, that reality dawned on our people: that 
our money had depreciated, that our credit was impaired, and 
that we as a nation were bankrupt. These things had been true 
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lor several years, but tile people had not sensed them, because 
those in authority had made it their job to hide these things from 
the people and throw dust in their eyes. 

There were a few discerning people who had sensed what was 
happening. Among economists, there was Prof. Shenoy, the finest 
economist this country enjoys, with the highest international 
reputation. For years he had warned us that our currency was 
going down and down and something should be done about it. 
Ply esteemed chief, Rajaji, bad written week after week in 
Swarajyu, showing how the country was drilting to bankruptcy. 
And there were smaller people like myself who had been warning 
the authorities in this very House, if only those in authority had 
cared to listen. 

Since we are sometimes misrepresented by saying that we 
~relcome devaluation, let me read my own words in this House 
in my Budget speech last year, when Shri T. T .  Krishnamachari 
was the Finance Minister. On 22 Marc11 1965, 1 said: 

. . . Tl'hen foreign aid starts drying up 

and this has already happened 

there will he only two alternatives left to this country. It can 
shamelessly go bankrupt, 

ds 11 l ~ a ~  done- 

or it can put its house in order. If it is going to put its house 
in order, there are two ways oE doing it  again. One is to stop 
these inflationary policies ancl to scrap the Fourth Plan as it 
is at present devised, and create a stable measure of value in 
this country, an honest rupee. If you clo not do it, I shall tell 
you what you will have to do, and ~vhat Hon. Members -cvould 
not like, and that is, to see the Finance Minister of their party 
doing in tlle next two years. 

;~n<l only 15 months 11a1.e passed- 

and that i5 to devalue the lupee. It is a very painful expedient 
to cut do~vn officially the value of our currency. If you do not 
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listen to our warning today arid stop this inflationary ancl 
reckless way in which you are doing tlii~~gs, you yourseli will 
have to come to the country and this House and say: 

as the Finance hlinister l~as  done- 

Let us face facts. Our rupee isrvorth only half of what it is 
today; let 11s now liretend that it is three-fol~rths of what it was 
before. 

I t  is a~nusing that the Hon. Finance blinister, in this deva1u;i- 
tion, has gone exactly to the extent that I forecast 15 months ago. 
Our rupee, which was 10 U.S. cents as against 20 cents, has nocv 
been officially pegged at 14 or 15 cents, justifying my forecast as 
to what 14r T. T. I<rishnrrmacliari aucl his successor ~vould do. 

Then I had goue on to say: 

I all1 uot advocating tliat; it is a very painful remedy. I t  will 
hurt the rich and the poor, tile honest and t l ~ e  dishonest alike, 
and I would like to avoid it. But as things are developing today, 
with this buclget and the proposed Plan, I can say that devalua- 
tion is round the corner, and even my Hon, friend will one clay 
have the courage and che honesty to come torlvard and admit it. 

I t  has halipenecl. The  then Finance Minister was kicked out of 
office, quile rightly, and 11is successor was asked to hold the baby. 
He is not here now to recall the stupid reply, that dishonest reply 
tliat he gave in this House. Mr 'T. T .  Krishnamachari, when faced 
with my statement, said that Mr ~Masani was imagining things. 
Our rupee was still exactly what it always was. There was only 
oue price for the rupee; 4.75 rupees make a dollar. There was no 
other price. In any other country, such a man would have been 
thrown out of office on the spot. But he survived for a few months 
and in iguominy had to go out, having done incalculable harm 
to lhis country. Luckily for himself, he is out but his successor is 
having to face the music. 

The point is that economic laws do not follow the diktats of 
Planning Commissions or even fleeting parliamentary majorities. 
They have their supervening iorce, and so, at last, on 5 June this 
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year, even this Government had to accept reality. The  Finance 
14inisler told the bitter truth to the nation in his broadcast. What 
he said then, and some of what he said this morning, was very 
sensible. But then, why was all this denied earlier? When some 
of us said it on the floor of the House, why were we told that we 
were talking in ignorance? The Finance Minister's broadcast was 
nothing but a rehash of what some of us had been saying for the 
last two years. Why did not Government then put its house in 
order and avert this declaration of bankruptcy-because that is 
what devaluation is-a confession of failure; a confession of 
bankruptcy? 

The real issue is not whether devaluation is good or bad-as 
some people in their ignorance try to make out. That  is like 
asking: is a surgeon's knife good or bad? These are things that 
are neither good nor bad. They are neutral. They are instruments. 
Devaluation is like a surgeon's knife or like a strong drug. They 
are good if the disease requires an operation or a stronz drug, 
and if they are used by qualified surgeons or doctors. They are 
bad if they are meant to tide over a temporary crisis and then the 
patient persists in his bad old ways. They are bad if they are put 
in the hands of quacks. 

The real issues are two: What has brought about the debacle 
and what are the causes of devaluation? Secondly, how do we see 
that the sacrifices imposed on the people by this act are not 
wasted? How do we see that there is not another devaluation 
within two or three years? These are the real issues and I suggest 
that the House, in the 15 hours it has given to itself, apply its 
mind constructi.i'ely to these problems. 

I shall start with the causes which have brought about this 
bankruptcy and devaluation. I will list the fundamental causes; 
I have no time to go into every detail. They are five in number. 
The first and most basic cause was that we did not live within 
our means, that those in office led this nation to live beyond its 
means. We imported more than we exported. We spent more than 
we produced. When an individual does it, he goes bankrupt. The  
evil was to be found in the Second and Third Plans. The  source 
of all economic evil in this country is to be found in these Five 
Year Plans-the Second and Third Plans. They are the source of 
the evil which has brought the country to this pass. First of all, 
what was wrong with them was that they were based on deficit 
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financing. Deficit finance is just created money to spend when 
you do not have it. You can do it through printing currency notes 
or through bank credits or in a variety of ways. hiloney thus created 
is something that is poison to the economy. Very consciously the 
old Governments here went in for deficit financing and the result 
was inflation. The  Third Plan even set a target for deficit financ- 
ing-how much poison could the body absorb? I t  laid down what 
it called a safe margin of deficit financing. Only two weeks ago, 
it was announced officially that that margin had been exceeded by 
100 per cent. The  amount of deficit financing that took place 
during the Third Plan was actually more than double what had 
been allowed or estimated. That is the basic reason why the 
Second and Third Plans have brought the country to this pass. 

The  second thing wrong with the Plans was the obsession with 
heavy industry and steel and the neglect of agriculture and 
consumer goods. This again has an effect on inflation, because 
when you pump money into the economy in low-return and slow- 
return projects like steel, yon create inflation, because goods in 
the market do not come in quickly to compensate for the exva 
money you have raised. As we know, inflation and rising prices 
are the cruellest tax on all, cruellest on the poor who cannot afford 
it. 

The  third thing wrong with the Plans was excessive dependence 
on foreign aid and foreign loans. This made foreign loans crutches 
on which the nation was asked to depend. Then, we had PL 489, 
getting food fronfabroad for Ghicb we did not pay at all, a thing 
which has now at last come to an end. The  result is that we are 
unable to pay these loans unless we borrow more money again. 
We are insolvent unless somebody will lend us money to pay for 
our present obligations. This is the stage at which we have arrived. 
We have mortgaged the future of our people in the pursuit of 
our foolish and idiotic Plans. 

The  fourth thing wrong with our Plans and policies was over- 
taxation. The  phrase used was "let us mobilize resources." 
"Mobilizing" resources meant taking away money from the 
pockets of the people and from the banks where it could he 
productively invested into the unproductive coffers of the Govern- 
ment. This has diverted such amounts from the pockets of the 
people to the pockets of Government that our production has 
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fallen, both in agriculture and industry, and we hare come to our 
present plight. 

Finally there were excessive controls, controls killing enterprise, 
fostering corruption, creating profiteering and import licences, 
which Prof. Shenoy has rightly dcscribcd as "the biggest portfolio 
of political patronage." 

These are the causes which brought bankruptcy to the nation. 
11 is nothing but the legacy of the past decade, the legacy of the 
trvo previous Governments and the few months of this Govern- 
ment. I am amused to see that those responsible for these follies 
are now trying to deny their share of the responsibility. One of 
these guilty men was Mr T. T. Krishnamachari, who now makes 
out that it is those who brought about devaluation who are 
responsible, but not he-the man who made devaluation in- 
evitable! Then there are the members of the Planning Commis- 
sion-notorious communists like Prof. 1Mahalanobis who are still 
sitting there, guiding our Government, old-time fellow-travellers 
like Prof. V. K. R.  V. Rao and a whole bunch of half-baked 
Marxists of various denominations who are still allowed to decide 
the policies of this Government. These are the charlatans in the 
Planning Commission who have brought this country to this 
pass. Yet they have the cheek to sit and devise a Fourth Plan. 

We read Press reports that in party meetings, Mr Malaviya and 
Mr Krishna Menon are trying to pin the guilt on the present 
Government. Goodness knows I am no defender of the present 
Government. I want to see it out of office but if the idea is that 
everything was beautiful till last year, that everything in the 
Stalin-Nehru era was perfect, and now in the post-Stalin-Nehru 
era everything has gone wrong, let me put it very clearly. As in 
Russia the people have suffered from the economic follies and the 
economic planning of the Stalinist era, so in this country today 
the people are suffering from the follies and bad planning and 
Stalinist policies of the Nehrn era. These are rhe most reactionary 
elements in our country. They want to take the country back to 
an era through which these two countries have passed. It is very 
interesting that two Ministers of the old Governments, who left 
those Governments in discredit, the old Stalinists of our own 
country, are now trying to exonerate themselves. These are the 
guilty men who have brought this country to this pass. 

What is happening today? I was giving the causes which had 
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brought the country to this pass. What are the ways to mend 
them? In Amendment No. 9 which was circulated this morning, 
we have tried to give our constructive proposals about how this 
crisis can be utilized to pull us out of the mess. The  Hon. Finance 
filinister's speech has made certain verbal concessions to that point 
of view. 

I believe most Hon. Members would agree with the five or six 
concrete proposals I am going to make. But the question is-is 
this Government implementing them, is it  showing any signs of 
implementing them? 

The first of these proposals is a clear commitment by this 
Government that it will eschew all inflationary policies of every 
kind, that there should be no deficit financing or overdrafts from 
now on. Unfortunately, even after devaluation this has not 
been practised. The  Finance Minister announced at the Chief 
Minister's Conference on 18 July that the States have overdrawn 
during the last three weeks-before July 18-no less than Rs 20 
crores from the Reserve Bank. Now, if this is an indication of the 
economic discipline that this Government is going to be able to 
enforce on the State Governments, then the answer is that 
our very first proposal, that from now on deficit financing and 
inflation should be avoided, is not going to happen. 

The  second thing is a drastic reduction in civil non-develop. 
mental expenditure of both the Union drld Slate Governments: 
that there should be a complete stoppage of this wasteful expendi- 
ture at the secretaiat level. The amazing thing is that instead 
of stopping all recruitment to the civil services, the Government 
has done exactly the reveise. I was amazed, I could not believe 
my eyes, when in the newspapers on 1 July I saw a fantastic 
announcement-I hope it is wrong and I would be glad if the 
Finance Minister corrects it-I am quoting from the Press: 

Government has removed the ban on the creation of new posts 
which was in operation for the last five years as a measure of 
economy. 

I t  is fantastic. Just when all recruitment should be stopped and 
those who are in government services be spread over the jobs of 
people who retire or die, this very small restriction of creating 
new jobs which was in operation there for the last five years has 
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been removed. This is the sense of responsibility of this Govern- 
ment faced with this crisisl 

The  Finance Minister, I believe, has agreed that there should 
be a cut of 3 per cent on revenue expenditure and 5 per cent on 
capital expenditure which, the newspaper reports tell us, would 
yield a total saving of Rs 50 crores. Is this really the best that the 
Finance Minister can do? Two or three years ago, Mr Krishna- 
machari said he could have saved Rs 70 crores. He did not do so 
but he talked exactly like this. Is it only a saving of Rs 50 crores 
from wasteful unproductive expenditure that you can bring 
about? Is that all? This big mountain of Government can bring 
forth only this little mouse. 

Thirdly, we think that foreign loans in which we have indulged 
too much, like crutches, should be restricted to essential purposes. 
Those essential purposes are two-fold. One is the emergency 
purpose of bringing in imports that can keep our apiculture and 
industry going to make up for the mess into which the Govern- 
ment has landed us. The  other long-term and permanent purpose 
of foreign aid, Government-to-Government loans, should be for 
building the infrastructure-water, power, transport, communi- 
cations, technical education, if you like, but nothing more. 

For the rest, we should rely on the savings of our own people 
and what foreign capital can come in on its own risk as equity 
capital. 

Fourthly, I think we should consolidate the projects we have 
taken in hand before embarking on any new projects. Meanwhile, 
we should stop any new Five Year Plan. Let us postpone any 
Fourth Five Year Plan until we have put our house in order and 
created something out of what we have invested. The Finance 
Minister said something like that, but he said that at the same 
time we must carry out both objectives. This morning, he said, 
while not stopping new projects, let us concentrate on the old 
ones. You cannot do both. It is a question of priorities. You talk 
a lot about planning, but you do not practise it. If you want to 
plan, make up your mind not to have any new capital projects 
until those on which you have spent crores and crores, ti~ousands 
of crores, give some more return to this country. 

Planning is very good. But there is a complete absence of plan- 
ning in this country. This is chaos. This is planned chaos. This is 
not planning. Go to France and see what planning means. Go to 
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Britain and see what planning means. Your only planning is of 
the Soviet Union from which my Hon. friend derives much 
comfort! 

The  fifth thing is a substantial reduction in both direct and 
indirect taxation to make a larger supply of rupee finance 
available so that people can invest in productive enterprises which 
alone can bring down prices. There is no other way to hold the 
price line than to increase production. There is no other way 
to increase production in this country unless you leave 
with the people more money so that they can invest in pro- 
ductive enterprises. I will come a little later to what the Govern- 
ment proposes to do, but I do say that what the Government 
should have done this Session was to bring in a Supplementary 
Budget cutting down excise duties, direct taxation and corporate 
taxation. If the Finance Minister had come up with a Supple- 
mentary Budget of that nature, we would have supported him. 
I t  wo~ild have lessened the burden on the people and left a little 
more money with the people to invest productively. That  would 
have been a good thing, but he has not done it. 

Finally, the entire structure of controls will have to be dis- 
mantled if this country is to emerge from the mess. There should 
be complete dismantling of the structure of permiis and licences, 
quotas and controls, including Gold Control, which has been 
such a burden on certain seciions of our community. Import 
licensing must go. It is the biggest source of political corruption 
in our country today-the sale of import licences and their re-sale 
at wide margins of prof t .  

I do believe, if these measures were followed, then whatever 
hardship devaluation may cast on our people, at least we will be 
justified in casting them: and we could ask them to take these 
hardships and shoulder them in the interest of the country. I 
believe most of the Hon. Members here and the country will agree 
that these five things that we have suggested are not only sensible, 
but practicable. 

The  question that arises is this. Is this Government capable of 
carrying out these policies? Is it capable of making the radical 
changes that are required or is it too hidebound and too conser- 
vative to make these radical changes? I fear all the evidence 
is against the hope that this Government can ever save the country 
from the mess into which it  has brought us. First of all, the very 
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motive for devaluation is questionable. If it had expressed regret 
for their past misbehaviour, if it had said: "we shall now change 
and carry out these measures," one could have forgiven them. 
But I cannot help suspecting that this sudden concern for fiscal 
rectitude which came into evidence on 6 June was not ihe result 
of a change of heart or a genuine act of repentance for past follies. 

Then what was the real motive that led this Government, 
which kept on saying "no devaluation", "no devaluation", sud- 
denly to devalue? The cat was out of the bag on 8 June. In a 
note that the Finance Ministry is supposed to have prepared for 
Members of Parliament-I never got a copy of it, probably it  was 
meant for Members belonging to the Congress Party only; I got 
only a sunlmary of it from the Press-a note called "Devaluation 
-Some Questions Answered", this is the crucial sentence: 

The  action could not be postponed as all further aid negotia- 
tions hinged on it. 

This is the grim truth. Devaluation was accepted in order to 
get foreign aid, foreign loans. That was the price. Devaluation is 
the price that this country has paid for getting loans from the 
World Bank and certain foreign governments. It was a bargain. 
Now, there is nothing wrong in a bargain. If it  had been a good 
bargain from the national point of view, I think this House would 
sustain the Government in making that bargain. After all, eco- 
nomic policy consists of give and take on the international plane. 
But is this a good bargain? 

Before I come to that, there is another plea that there was no 
alternative, and I should like to deal with it. Was there no 
alternative? I venture to say that, even on the 4th of June, even on 
the 5th of June, there was an alternative open to this Govern- 
ment. That alternative was: no devaluation, no aid and no Fourth 
Plan; or, if you like, no devaluation, a little aid and a slower and 
smaller Plan. That  was a self-respecting and honourable alter- 
native. Why rvas it  not accepted? Why did rue not go and say: "We 
do not want so much foreign aid, we will do without it if necessary, 
but we will put our house in order, become solvent again and, 
maybe, in a year or two the rest of the countries will respect us, 
the respect which we have lost now, and they may come along 
and say: 'You have put your house in order, now we will give 
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you aid'." What came in the way of our acceptance of this policy 
which, I am sure, many people on the other side would have liked 
to consider? What came in the way was that this wretched 
Fourth Plan would not have been possible. And to save this 
wretched Fourth Plan-I shall discuss presently why it is wretched 
-we had to humiliate ourselves, we had to devalue our currency, 
we had to go down on our knees. 

What is the Fourth Plan going to do? Where is the money that 
we are now going to get; if we get it, which I doubt, where is the 
money to go? The project aid is to go into the State sector, that 
most wasteful sector of our economy which eats up capital and 
gives nothing in return. I do not ask this House to accept my word. 
I will quote an eminent authority, my friend, Mr Asoka Mehta. 
Our Planning Minister said to this House on the 17th of May 
that 70 per cent of the foreign aid will go to the State sector. He 
calls it "public sector"; I call it "State sector." That  is the only 
change I have made in his statement. The Finance Minister 
reiterated this on 8 June. I am quoting his statement: 

T o  the extent larger aid is available the prospects of a bigger 
public sector plan will improve. 

In  other words, 70 per cent of the money that we are again 
borrowing is going into the State enterprises, not to raise produc- 
tion for the benefit of the people. 

Our present Prim: Minister said on the 11th of June something 
which is not correct. She said the Soviet Union is aiding our State 
sector, while the Western countries are aiding our private sector. 
That  is not true, and ihe Prime Minister should know this at 
least by now, if not when she said it, especially when some of us 
have drawn her attention to the fact that it is not true. The fact 
is that 70 per cent of the money from the United States and the 
West is also going into the State sector, along with the whole of 
Soviet aid. 

Hon. Members will say: what is wrong with it, why should it 
not go into the State sector? I shall answer them: Because the 
State sector is wasteful, because it is unproductive, because it  is 
not giving the country the kind of return which it  is entitled to 
expect. 

Here let me quote the Hon. Prime Minister herself. I am 
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quoting from the Hindustan Times of 15 June. She made a very 
frank statement about what was wrong with the State sector. She 
regretted that, by and large, it  has failed, and she answered the 
question why. Let me quote her words. What is wrong with the 
State sector is according to the Prime Minister: "Faulty plan- 
ning.. . .' Somebody asked me: "Don't you like planning?" 1 do 
not like faulty planning any more than the Prime Minister. That  
is the key point. We have had faulty, defective, stupid planning. 
She said: 

Faulty planning with regard to concept, size, location, raw 
materials, design, choice of processes, equipment.. . . 

You may well ask: what is left? That  is exactly the point. Let me 
continue the catalogue of what is wrong. Then you will know 
what is left. She continues: 

equipment, personnel, contractual arrangements, supervision, 
coordination, time schedules, etc. 

She says "etc." at the end. These, the Prime Minister says: "has 
resulted in cost escalation and delay." 

I admire her frankness. I have paid my tribute to her in the 
last Session when no member of your party stood to defend her. 

This was what was wrong with State planning according to the 
Prime Minister. Then she said: "But this is not all." She went on 
to say: this is not all, there is another set of problems. Then she 
gave another list of what is wrong. These are her words again: 

Over-capitalization. over-staffing, incidentally adding to 
township-costs, inadequate work-study, lack of delegation, the 
application of secretariat codes and procedures to commercial 
undertakings, the system of financial control and audit and 
the lack of a well-thought-out personnel policy* constitute 
another set of problems. 

This is the Hindustan Times quoting the Prime Minister. Then 
she said even this was not complete. 

Then she went to the third category of problems. She said that 
there are, again, other factors. Those "other factors" are as follows: 
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Other factors which had to be gone into were the proper pro- 
gramming of orders, price policies, quality and cost control, 
research and design development and the structure of manage- 
ment. 

If anything is left that is right when all this is wrong, I hope the 
Finance Minister or the Prime Minister will tell us when they 
reply to the debate! 

That is why I said that these foreign loans taken for this 
purpose are a dead loss to this country. It is a rotten bargain that 
our Government has made with the World Rank and the rest of 
the countries. 

Now, what will happen when this Fourth Plan is put into 
operation? This morning it was announced that at last the Plan- 
ning Commission, in its wisdom, with the Prime Minister in the 
chair-she, evidently, does not draw the right conclusions from 
her own remarks-decided on the size of the new Plan, the Fourth 
Plan. Now what is going to be its size? There is a proposed outlay 
of Rs 16,000 crores for the State sector, Rs 16,000 crores for what 
we have just said. That involves an increase of Rs 1,500 mores over 
the investment envisaged for the public sector in the Plan memo- 
randum. In  other words, one year ago we were told that a certain 
amount of money would be poured into the gutter. Now we are 
told that Rs 1,500 crores more are to be poured into the gutter. 

Is this the position that a responsible government can take? 
Can they say with osle breath the State enterprises are not giving 
the country a proper return, that we must put our house in  order 
and then, before doing anything in that direction, say that we 
propose to give the State sector Rs 1,500 crores more than what we 
mentioned in the Plan memorandum last year? 

Then, how is the money to be found for this? I t  is true that 
foreign loans or foreign capital will give some part of this 
money. But the Planning Commission realize that foreign loans 
are not going to come to that extent. So, what do they suggest? 
They state that the public sector investment envisaged by the 
Commission will entail mobilization of additional resources to the 
tune of Rs 1,800 crores, and this will be raised by taxation and 
other measures. So, in place of the cut in direct and indirect 
taxation that I have suggested as a correct solution, the Planning 
Commission is going to incite or bully the Finance Minister to 
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come with Budget proposals for Ks 1,800 crores of additional 
taxation. 

Now I forecast, if this Government remains in office next year 
and if they cling to this kind of Fourth Plan, a plan of this nature, 
I forecast that the price of the Indian rupee, which is now 10 cents 
of the American dollar in the free market, will drop to 5 cents 
within two or three years. I gave a warning fifteen months ago, 
and I give it again. If you do not mend your ways, and the present 
indications are to the contrary, you are going to take this country 
lower and lower until you come again to this House and say: "we 
are now doubly bankrupt, what do we do?' 

What will they do at that stage? The Finance Minister has 
very accurately described devaluation as "the ultimate remedy." 
He has called it the ultimate remedy. He is quite right. When all 
other remedies fail, the doctor resorts to the ultimate remedy or a 
surgical operation. The  Finance Minister has brought in this 
dose ol  medicine as the last remedy for our economy. If they persist 
in their ways and the rupee goes further down, as it  is doing 
already and will do under their dispensation, to what are we going 
to turn next time? When the ultimate remedy has been used up, 
what will the doctor do next? 

In this context, the Shah of Iran has given very good advice. 
According to a n  interview in a recent issue of the London Econo- 
mist, the Shah of Iran's advice to developing countries is: "Listen 
to what the economists say and then do the opposite." If the Prime 
Minister had been here just now, I would have said to her, in good 
faith: "Listen to what the Planning Commission says and do 
exactly the opposite; you cannot go wrong". Unfortunately, after 
her performance yesterday, when she presided over the doom of 
this country, when she sat in the chair and sanctioned this new 
Fourth Five Year Plan, I have no hope left. Till now I had hopes. 

When my chief, Professor Ranga, and I saw her last month, we 
gave her a note containing the very proposals that we have put in 
our Amendment. We pleaded with her to take the country in the 
right direction and save it. We pleaded with her: before Parlia- 
ment meets, please make a declaration that we vrill not go in for 
inflation any more, that we have learnt our lessons, that we will 
live within our means and that we shall do the following things. 
The  decision yesterday. to go ahead with this wretched Fourth 
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Five Year Plan has destroyed the last hope that anyone of us might 
have had. 

The  fact is that the Prime Minister evidently knows the facts. 
She is very frank and has expressed them, but it  would seem that 
she is not in  a position to carry through to the logical results what 
those facts lead to. I can understand her difficulty. She has got the 
old Stalinists breathing down her neck and threatening vengeance 
just as Khrushchev and Kosygin had their old Stalinists threaten- 
ing vengeance. The  new Prime Minister has people watching her 
for the least act of deviation. 

On the 27 June, our newspapers reported that the Prime 
Minister in an interview with Look magazine, a very reputable 
magazine not given to misquoting and very friendly to the present 
Prime Minister for many years, was supposed to have told the 
correspondent of Look: 

If I feel that a departure from Nehru's policies is necessary, 
because India's future calls for it, I will not hesitate to suggest 
such changes. 

I was delighted when I read it. I said to myself: "This woman has 
guts; she is going to stand up to the Stalinists and is going to pull 
our country out of the mess as Kosygin and Khrushchev are trying 
to do from the mess that Stalin left behind." But my hopes were 
dashed the very next day because, on 28 June, an official spokesman 
announced that she,denied that she ever uttered those words. 

What does this mean? What was there in the statement to deny? 
What had she said? She had said what any Prime Minister of any 
country should he proud to say and should say every day, namely, 
that if the interests of the country demand something, he or she 
will not hesitate to propose it. A denial can mean only one thing. 
I t  can only mean that, even if the interests of this country 
demand, even if the future of this country cannot be saved other- 
wise, she will cling to her father's policies! If this is what she 
wants us to believe, then indeed she is unfit to be the Prime 
Minister of this great country. 

That  is why I am sadly driven to the conclusion that there is no 
hope for this country unless this Government is thrown out of 
office. There is no hope for this country unless the monopoly of 
power that this disintegrating party has now enjoyed for fifteen 
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years is ended. Unfortunately, that cannot be done for another 
six or seven months, and one has to endure it. 

My revered chief, Rajaji, gave some good advice as an Elder 
Statesman to the Prime Minister. He suggested to her the forma- 
tion of "a government of all the talents" from all parties and no 
parties, getting the best men in the country together, whether they 
were in Parliament or not, creating a kind of government where 
all the best brains of India could be put together. That advice 
was turned down. I was not surprised; I never expected it to be 
accepted. 

I have always held the view, even before she turned it  down, 
that there can be no "government of all the talents" while this 
bogus parliamentary majority is still intact, which is based on 44 
per cent of the popular vote, which is a minority of the votes pol- 
led. Therefore, I say, the only solution to this economic problem 
is unfortunately a political one. There is no economic solution 
while these men sit in office. They must go. It can be done, and it  
must be done. It can be done because the majority of the people 
of this country have never supported this Government. . T h e  
Congress Party never got 50 per cent of the votes polled in any 
parliamentary election since Independence. In the coming 
elections I do not give them 40 per cent of the popular vote. Un- 
palatable facts will have to be faced. This is not the Communist 
Party they are fighting; they are fighting the voice of Indian 
democracy. 

I was saying, that I do not think-I shall stand corrected 
next Mar&-this party is going to get 40 per cent of the popular 
vote. What I fear is that owing to the primitive electoral system 
that we have taken over from the British and the multiplicity of 
the Opposition parties to which I drew attention in the very 
beginning of my speech, if sufficient wisdom, sanity and patriotism 
do not come to the democratic Opposition parties in time-I am 
not referring to my totalitarian friends-even that 38 or 39 per 
cent of the rump may come to occupy a majority of the seats here. 
I shudder to think what would happen to Indian democracy, a 
tender new plant which needs nurturing carefully! What will 
happen to our parliamentary democracy if a government that 60 
per cent or more of our people have rejected comes to occupy an 
accidental bogus majority in this I-Iouse? 

Are we not seeing enough symptoms in this country of what 
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happens when the Government has lost its mandate, its moral 
authority, when people no longer believe in the integrity and the 
honesty of those in power? Let me not he misunderstood. There 
are friends of mine sitting opposite for whom I have great regard. 
I see several of them here. I am not for a moment suggesting that 
the whole party is a party of crooks. But I do suggest that, by and 
large, that party has lost the morai authority that a democratic 
government enjoying the confidence of the people should have. 

The  scenes which happened yesterday and which I deplore, as 
you know, as much as you, would never have happened if this 
Government had really enjoyed that moral prestige and authority. 
These men would not have dared to behave the way they did. 
See how people are behaving in the streets today. They are having 
bandhs. They are sabotaging the railway lines. They are doing it 
because, in some devious criminal way, they are appealing to the 
people who are out of tune with the Government. If they do not 
listen to those who are sitting here today, who are a loyal, demo- 
cratic Opposition, who want a peaceful change in this country to 
new policies and new people, then they will get what happened 
in Ghana and Indonesia, where they had bloodshed, massacre and 
civil war. 

Therefore, I say, I shudder to think of what will happen if next 
time the electorate does not deliver the country. 

I do not normally agree with Mr Kosygin, hut there is one 
thing he said recently with which I am hundred per cent in 
agreement. i. 

I do agree with him occasionally. I have quoted him in this 
House and I propose to do so again, because, in many ways, Tito 
and Kosygin are more progressive than our friends in the Plan- 
ning Commission today. They are the Stalinist junk, the intel- 
lectual junk, that should be thrown out if this country is to be 
liberated from the old Stalinists of the Menon-Malaviya type. 

I was going to say that I agree with one remark that R4r Kosygin 
made recently. That was a remark he made to our Prime Minister 
at the end of her visit. As she was leaving, our newspapers report 
that he said to her: "Madam, you need a holiday." This is exactly 
what the Indian people think today. Mrs Gandhi misunder- 
stood the advice and took three days off! Neither three days nor 
three months are going to serve. What the whole lot of them need 
is a five-year holiday. 

8. A TWENTIETH CENTURY 
PARTY 

1.  W H Y  S W A T A N T K A ? ~  

OR a decade now Prime Minister Nehru, with his quaint blend 
of Soviet-style economic planning and British-model parlia- 

mentary democracy, has dominated the Indian intellectual scene. 
A faint challenge from an isolated pocket here and there is all he 
had to encounter. The  fundamental thinking on which the Nehru 
government's economic measures have been based is that, in an 
under-developed country such as India, a departure from the 
normal functioning of economic laws becomes necessary if the 
high expectations of material improvement raised in the minds 
of newly independent people are not to turn sour. So, the argu- 
ment goes, the building up of heavy industry must, contrary to the 
normal sequence, precede consumer goods industries. T h e  govern- 
ment has to play a particularly active role, both in establishing 
capital goods industries, such as steel and huge river-valley pro- 
jects, and in regulating the entire functioning of economic life, 
whether in industry or in agriculture. Like Russia and China, 
would not India, though not under political dictatorship, pull 
itself up by its bootstraps, perEorming in a short span of time what 

'L From an article in Life International of 28 September 1959. 
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might otherwise take generations to accomplish? There can be 
no question that, during the first decade of independence, a large 
part of the Indian intelligentsia followed Mr Nehru in this line 
of thought. 

Under the surface, however, second thoughts have been deve- 
loping and discontent with the "socialist pattern" has been 
building up during the last few years. The  middle classes have 
found themselves being ground down slowly by the inevitable 
consequences of excessively high taxation and of inflation slowly 
creeping over them. The consumer was made to pay more for the 
necessities of life through successive impositions of heavy excise 
duties. The  investor was being taxed out of his investable surplus. 
The entrepreneur was being harried by bureaucratic regulation 
and interference. A businessn~an responding to the government's 
call to undertake the manufacture of some scarce material for 
which there is an export market found that he had to trudge the 
dusty corridors of the New Delhi secretarizt, moving from office 
to office in a never-ending attempt to obtain the various licences 
and permits. Those already in the field of manufacture have been 
known to spend several days every month, flying up to Delhi to 
answer queries or remove some road block in the way of obtaining 
the necessary facilities. New constraints on the people's enterprise 
were being systematically imposed, and justified by reference to 
the socialist doctrine. Fear, hesitancy and uncertainty as to what 
the government would do next have become a feature of economic 
life. 

On the political 'plane, the evils of interference by political 
bosses in the administration of the country and the pressure 
brought to bear on officials have been causing demoralization 
among civil servants and destroying public confidence in the 
government of the day. Interference on ideological grounds has 
been elevated into a principle. The  cult of personality has 
smothered free discussion even within the ruling party itself. T h e  
bulk of the members of the Congress Party, who think along 
liberal or Gandhian lines, have been intimidated into silence by 
a few confused Marxists at the head of the party. In the absence 
of an alternative government, discontent has been funnelled in- 
creasingly into Red channels, and the kind of polarization that 
took place in China in the '40s betmeen the Kuomintang and the 
Communist Party was becoming noticeable in the State of 
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Kerala and was in danger of developing elsewhere. Even so, only 
the wildest optimist could have foreseen the emergence of a major 
political part). which advocated rejecting the entire pattern of 
planning and economic de\relopment that has been follo%ved 
during the past decade. Only a year ago, I myself tried unsuccess- 
fully to weld together several of the local groups which have now 
come together under the umbrella of this new natiorlal party. How 
has this new party of freedom finally come about? 

The "Nagpur Resolution" which the Congress Party adopted 
last January constitutes a three-pronged attack on the way of life 
in the Indian village. The first prong of the attack is the imposi- 
tion of ceilings on land holdings which in practice would deprive 
the farmer of all land that he might 0 ~ ~ 1 1  in excess of what .ruould 
bring in an income of around Rs 3,600 in the year. This 
measure would break the back of the middle classes in the villages 
and deprive them of the capacity to withstand the inroads of 
qovernmental authority. 

The  second prong is the proposal whicb is euphemistically 
called "joint co-operative farming." Barring its name, it has 
nothing in common with the principles of genuine cooperation 
as practiced in Denmark, Eng1:md and other countries. It  is in 
reality an attempt at introducing collective farming of the Sorier- 
Chinese pattern through the pooling of land, the uprooting of 
boundaries and the establishment of big cooperative farms. Even 
if this plan were brought about without coercion it  must, in 
present-day conditions in India, inevitably mean management by 
officials of the government and the reduction of the farmer to the 
Ftatus of a landless labourer. I-Ieedless of the lessons of the failure 
of collective farming in the Iron Curtain countries and i,poring 
the magnificent achievements of small-scale peasant farming in 
Japm, Prime Minister Nehru insists that this change would result 
in increased food production. It is also supposed to constitute a 
"higher way of life" than the age-old method of a man and his 
family cultivating land which is their own. 

The third prong is the attempt to establish a State monopoly in 
the wholesale trade in foodgrains, thereby eliminating thousands 
of traders and leaving the farmer face to face with the monopoly, 
which can dictate to him the price at which he must sell his 
produce. 

It way this ill-conceived Nagpur Re~olution which acted as a 
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spark-plug to the political revolt. The  urban middle class and the 
buslness class, helpless against the hold of the Congress Party on 
rural areas, have found a new ally. The  reaction of landed 
peasants, who with their families constitute at least 52 per cent 
of India's population, has been instinctive. In a country where 
most peasants live in mud huts, own little more than a plow, and, 
if they are lucky, a pair of bullocks, the piece of land that they 
have is all they can call their own. When Prime Minister Nehru 
brushes aside the plea for peasant proprietorship by pointing out 
that most of the peasants own small, fragmented farms and should 
therefore not object to the pooling of their lands, it  sounds to the 
peasant like asking a mother not to mind parting with her child 
because it is only a tiny infant. So it was not surprising that the 
All-India Agriculturists' Federation convened the initiating 
meeting at Madras on June 4 where the decision to launch the 
Swatantra Party was taken. Professor N. G. Ranga, a leading 
spokesman of the Indian peasantry, resigned his post as Secretary 
of the Congress Party in Parliament to become Chairman of 
the new party. 

Perhaps, the best parallel to the character of the Swatantra 
Party in Western countries is that provided by such as the Small- 
holders' Party in Hungary. In the field of agriculture, the para- 
mount need for increased food production is stressed, and it  is 
felt that this is best attained through the self-employed peasant 
proprietor who is interested in obtaining the highest yields from 
his land. The  peasant farmer should be given all psychological 
and material inducements for greater production without disturb- 
ing the harmony of rural life and without affecting ownership or 
management. Among such incentives would be a fair and stable 
price, the provision of credit and the supply of water, tools. 
seeds and fertilizer. 

In  the field of industry, the Swatantra Party believes in the 
incentives for higher production and expansion that are inherent 
in competitive enterprise, with necessary safeguards against 
monopoly. The  party would restrict State enterprise to the field 
of heavy industries, where essential, in order to supplement the 
notable achievements of such private enterprises as, for example, 
the giant Tata Iron 8: Steel Company in Jamshedpur, and such 
national services as the railways. The  party has declared itself to 
be in favour of a balanced development of capital goods industries, 

organized consumer goods industries and rural industries that 
afford supplementary employment to the large number of un- 
employed and under-employed people on the land. The party is 
opposed to the State entering the field of trade. It believes in free 
choice for the investor, the producer and the consumer. 

Through such a positive policy, the Swatantra Party believes 
that agricultural production can be set on its feet in the way that 
has been so successfully achieved in Japan since World War 11. 
Thus can be provided a sound foundation on which the industrial 
structure of the country can be reared. While deprecating the 
policy of asking the present generation to tighten its belt (which, 
in India, it does not possess) for the sake of generations yet un- 
born, the Swatantra Party believes that the policies it suggests 
would liberate the productive forces from the restrictive effects of 
bureaucracy, so that a much quicker expansion of industry and 
a more rapid rise in the standard of life of the people can be 
brought about, just as was accomplished by the successful imple- 
mentation of Dr Erhard's policy of social enterprise in West 
Germany. Such a policy would be in consonance with the establish- 
ed Indian principle that those who possess wealth should not run 
the government, while those who control the army and police 
should not be in control of agriculture and industry. The  party's 
policy would prevent the concentration of political and economic 
power in a few hands. The way is thus opened for the building 
up of a broad-based coalition of the peasantry in the villages and 
the middle classes in the cities. 

The whole world, including the peoples in the Iron Curtain 
countries, is moving away from the shibboleths of collectivism. 
The danger of India's being committed to outmoded dogmas 
which the rest of the world is discarding must be combated. By 
rallying India against Communism and by educating public 
opinion about the moral gulf between Communism and the free 
way of life, the new party will eliminate the danger of the current 
unconscious drift toward the precipice. The party's Statement of 
Principles allows no co-existence between it and the ideology of 
Communism, and the leading spokesmen of the party have a long 
record of struggle against Communist totalitarianism. 
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2. A Q U E S T I O N  T O  S O C I A L I S T S "  

I t  is a fact that socialism is on its way out, that the debacle of 
world socialism is spreading from country to country and its 
approach in our midst is creating panic among Marxists, whether 
they are of the Congress variety or the C.P.I. brand (vide its 
Central Executive Committee Resolution "On the Current 
Situation" of April 10) . 

The German socialists are not the only ones who have dropped 
the dead weight of State Socialism from their ideological baggage. 
Socialists all over the world are tryiug to draw appropriate 
conclusions from the bad odour in which their doctrines and 
dogmas find tl~emselves today, which has led Professor D. W. 
Brogan to conclude that "in 1959 the prospects of what is now the 
traditional 'Left' look bleaker than they did in 1919 or 1945." 

The  follorving facts about how the more perceptive socialists of 
the world are reacting to the changing environment may help to 
open the eyes of Mr K. D. Malaviya and other "Leftists". 

The  Dutch Labour Party adopted in 1959 a nerv programme 
which defines socialism in terms of a set of social and ethical values. 
Specifically rejecting "State Socialism and the bureaucratic 
assumption of poarev," it declares that "ownership of the means of 
production should be made subservient to the well-being of the 
nation.. . . It is desirable for different forms of publicly-owned 
and privately-oyned unclertakings to exist side by side. . . . Public 
control must be exercised over the privately-owned undertakings 
i f  this should prove to be necessary in the interests of the 
community." 

The Swedish Social Democratic Party will have before it at a 
Party Conference in June i96O a new programme prepared by the 
Prime bIinister of Srz~eclen ant1 some of his colleagues. According 
to this draft, "Social democracy supports the demand for public 
o~v.nerahip or public control.. . to the extent that this is necessary 
in order to safeguard important public interests. . . (it) iuants to 
stimulate private enterprise in those provinces where it shows that 
it can combine efficiency and progressive thought ~vi th  responsibi- 
lity towards consumers, etnployees and the community." 

The  Swiss Social Democratic Party adopted a new programme 

* Article in Swarnjyn 30 April 19fi0 

in June 1959 which declares that "in the case of monopolistic 
enterprises, we must either establish the conditions necessary for 
fair competition or place them under public control or actually 
lransfer them to public ownership." 

The Austrian Socialist Party, historically the niost Marxist in 
Europe, states in its new programme adopted in May 1959 that 
"the aim of socialists is an orcler of society which has for its 
objective the free development of the human personality." On the 
question of orvnership, it declares that "the only test as to which 
undertakings are to be taken into public ownership will be the 
public interest. . . large sectors will,, even in the future, remain 
reserved for private enterprise." 

The  new German Social Democratic Maniiesto adopted at a 
special convention last November malres clear the direction in 
which enlightened and progressive socialist thought is moving 
when it says: "Free choice of consumer goods and serrrices, free 
choice of working place, freedom for employers to exercise their 
initiative and free coinpetition are essential conditions of a Social 
Democratic economic policy. The autonomy of trade unions and 
employers associations in collective bargaining is an important 
feature of a free society. Totalitarian coutrol of the economy 
destroys freedom. The Social Democratic Party therelore Iavours 
a free market wherever free competition really exists. T\rhere a 
market is dominated by individuals or groups, however, all man- 

be taken to protect freedom in the economic 
ompetition as possible-as much planning as 

The  infection has spread to other Continents than Europe. 
rogressive Federation in Canada adheres to a 
e Labour Party in Australia and New Zealand 
ragmatic in their approacb to the question oi 

In our own continent of Asia, 54 members of !he Japanese Diet- 
8 from the lower and 16 from the upper House-have broken 

dox Socialist Party to form a Democratic 
gust with the unrealistic and :terile natnrc 

list thinking and the increasing public impati- 
ce and irritation with it. In its declaration of policy, the new 
mocratic Socialist Party says: "Our purpose is to realize a 

ociety based on human freedom and equality. . . : The new party . 
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will campaign not only for a special class but for the happiness 
of the nation as a whole. . . . We recognize that the society we live 
in today is a capitalistic one. We do not propose to overthrow it 
overnight, but to try to change it  gradually by patiently adding 
one small reform and improvement to another." 

What it all adds up to is that in the minds of enlightened 
Socialists the bond is being broken between a sociey of free men 
and the outdated techniques of ownership and management which 
Karl Marx and other 19th century thinkers advocated. 

3. W H O  I S  O U T D A T E D ? '  

In his article on "Congress Ideology" inIndia Quarterly (January/ 
March 1960), my good friend, Professor Humayun Kabir, has 
referred to the Swatantra Party as "essentially a Party of the past 
rather than of the future" and has gone on to explain this belief 
of his by claiming that the Party "has failed to pay due regard to 
the developments which have taken place durlng the last century 
and have become specially marked in the last fifty years." 
Professor Kabir has also sought to discount the outlook for the 
Party by referring to the fact that it is "at a disadvantage because 
of its late appearance." With the last of these comments, I hasten 
to agree. Nobody is in a better position than the General Secretary 
of the Party to know of the tremendous handicaps which "the 
latest comer" imthe field, as Professor Kabir has descr~bed it, has 
to face. In terms of area, poplat ion and complexity, the task is 
no less onerous than if a new political party were sought to be 
established in the whole of Western Europe all the way from 
Scandinavia to Spain. 

It is Professor Kabir's view of what belongs to the past and what 
to the future, however, that really intrigues me. What are the 
developments that have taken place during the last century and 
especially during the first half of the twentieth century of which 
all of us, whatever our schools of thought, have to take note? And 

i which are the schools of thought which have shown the greatest 

awareness of these trends? These questions, which are implicit 
in Professor Kabir's somewhat breezy assumption, may be worth 
turning over in our minds. 

* Arude in the Handustan Tzmes, 15 August 1960. 
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In  the century that has elapsed since the publication of Karl 
Marx's Communist Manifesto, the lugubrious prophecies indulged 
in by that nineteenth century prophet have been altogether falsi- 
fied by the march of events. In  the countries undergoing the pro- 
cess of industrialization, not only have the poor not become 
poorer but the bulk of the workers in an increasing number of 
countries that range from the United States and Canada through 
the countries of Western Europe to Australia and New Zealand 
have become more and more prosperous under what is described 
as the "capitalist" system. So, too, not only have the workers come 
to have an important and respected place in society through the 
power of their trade unions but equality of opportunity and 
status have been largely achieved in many of these countries and 
are on the way to being achieved in others. All this has been gained 
without the bloody civil wars and revolutions forecast by Karl 
Marx. In the field of agriculture, phenomenal yields of foodgrains 
and other raw materials have been attained by small peasant 
farmers cultivating their own plots of land in countries as far 
apart as England and Denmark on the one hand and Japan on 
the other. 

On the other hand, the last half century has seen the defeat of 
the effort made by those led by Lenin who claimed to he Karl 
Marx's followers to establish "a free and equal society" by Marxist 
means. The Soviet Union may have made striking progress in the 
production of steel and the development of armaments, but even 
its Sixth Five Year Plan has failed to give the Russian people a 
materially higher standard of life than before the Revolution or 
anything approximating a free and equal Society. In the field of 
agriculture, the yields per acre of Soviet collective farms are 
among the lowest in the world. After forty long years, it is Man 
that has withered, not the State. 

Influenced by these massive facts, public opinion in the demo- 
cratic countries of the world has, in the fifteen years since the end 
of World War 11, moved slowly but consistently away from the 
shibboleths of state socialism and communism and hack to the 
fundamental values of individual liberty and people's enterprise. 
The State is being recognized to be the most dangerous source of 
concentration of power and to offer the biggest single threat to 
human freedom and advance. Before this Leviathan, all other 
monsters pale into insignificance. 
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The United Stales of America have never deviated from this 
way of life and their trade unions are among those who swear by 
free enterprise and are against intervention by the State in 
industry. Congressman T\Talter Judd aptly enunciated this philo- 
sophy when, echoing Abraham Lincoln and illa11;~ima Gandhi, he 
said: "That government is best, not which does most for its 
citizens directly, but which makes it possible for most citizens to 
do most for themselves. . . . 1 can work my girl's arithmetic pro- 
blem better for her than she can work it  for herself.. . . And she 
would like to have me do it for her. But I don't do it! Not because 
I don't love her or want her to succeed-but because I do." 

On the continent of Europe, it is West Germany that responded 
with vigour and gusto to Ludwig Erhard's prophetic call: "Let 
the men and the money loose and they will make the country 
strong." Today, West Germany, only fifteen years ago in ruins, is 
taking its place among the most massive of our own beneiactors. 
So too, in vindication of these principles, the Socialist Party in 
Germany, one of the leaders of world socialism, has all but jetti- 
sonecl its socialist baggage lock, stock and barrel. "The free choice 
ol consumer goods and services, free choice of a place of work, and 
free initiative for employers are decisive foundations and free 
competition an important element of a free economic policy.. . . 
The Social Democr;rtic Party, therefore, favours a free market 
wherever free competitior~ really exists.. . . As much competiiion 
as possible, as much planning as necessary." In case Professor 
Kabir thinks thaf I am quoting from the Swatantra P:lrty3a State- 
ment of Policy, let me mention that this is an extract from the 
new programme of the German Social Democratic Party published 
in October 1955fand adopted with minor alterations at a special 
convention in November. 

It is not an accident that the British Labour Pz~rty me1 with 
its third successive defeat at tlie last general elections. Analysing 
the cauds of the debacle, the Manchester Guardian, n o  Tory 
journal, complained that the Labour Party's socialist programme 
presented "a dusty old-fashioned picture. . . . Labour's chief fail- 
ing was that it  appeared old-fashioned." Another commentator 
referred to the "exhaustion of the planning craze." Whatever new 
thinking is done these days in Britain is largely to be found 
emanating from the Bow group of young Conservatives and. from 
the Liberals. 
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How decisive is the turning away of British youth from the out- 
da~ed  concepts of socialism is shown by the following break-down 
of the British House of Commons by age groups: 

Age sroue Consel-valives Labour 

Even in communist counuies, there is a definite drift away irom 
centralized State planning in industry and collective farming in 
agriculture within, of course, the limits that are possible. Milovan 
Djilas' magnificent book The  hTew Class is there for all to read and 
even officials in Yugoslavia can be heard talking about getting back 
to the laws of the market. The  same trends were discernible in 
Poland in the all too brief years of the Gomulka period commenc- 
ing in  1956 which is unfortunately coming to an end. 

In  the face of all this, one does not kno~v whether to be amused 
or sad at the facile presumption of Congress Party spoliesmen, 
who are fifty years out of date and do not even know it. For their 
sake and for the sake of the country, it is to be hoped that they will 
awaken from their slumbers. Otherwise the world will pass them 
by and they will be in the same position as a soldier named Johnny 
whose mother came proudly to see the parade in which he was to 
participate and observed at the end: "Everybody is out of step ex- 
cept my Johnny"! 

The  Swatantra Party, which finds itself in the vanguard of world 
economic and social thougl~t, has no reason to fear for its future 
and can afford to cake in its stride Professor Kabir's gloomy prog 
ilostications about its future. In the past twelve months, in  India 
also there have been nnmistakahle signs of a change in public 
opinion both in regard to basic econonlic and social policies and 
about India's world relationships. 
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Chinese kind. The  essence of that system would be that increas- 
4. H A S  F R E E  E N T E R P R I S E  A F U T U R E ? *  ingly, in one field after another, not only that the State enters 

but the State puts out of business anyone else who happens to 
The system of joint-stock enterprise or free enterprise is very be there and asserts a monopoly or a near-monopoly in  that 
much in question in the present situation in India. It is under particular sphere. 
a very serious challenge not in regard to any details, but to its very Today, that position is not by any means universal. I t  exists 
existence. I sat through a week of discussions in Parliament on in some spheres and it does not exist in others. Take, for example, 
the Companies Amendment Bill. One of the impressions I gather- steel where there are two private enterprises and a government 
ed was that the Government on one side and a fair section of company, the Hindustan Steel Ltd. with three plants and a fourth 
members on the other looked upou a joint-stock company as some one coming up. If this is maintained over the next 20 or 30 years, 
kind of necessary evil to be tolerated for the time being. I t  was then it would be good mixed economy in  practice, provided the 
not, as it is in most countries of the world, in America, Germany, government does not use its police powers to tip the scales against 
Sweden, Japan or England, a very desirable form of organization the two private operating companies or does not clamp down 
where small and big people all come together to pool their res- on them a kind of Steel Board which will take away all their 
ources through limited liability in order to produce the essential powers and leave them defunctionalized units. So for the present 
goods and services required by society. There, while it is regul- in steel, in coal and in oil, there is a mixed economy. I t  is a good 
ated in regard to anti-social practices, it  is looked upon as a good thing that two sectors should try to serve the wants of the com- 
thing and is one of the things that will always be there. But in  munity and the consumer has the freedom of choice to decide 
this debate in Parliament, the sentiment seemed to be to a large what he wants to buy and what he does not want to buy. 
extent, on the Government side particularly, that it was a pity I shall give two major reasons why it  is important that free 
that it had to he there and that you could not wipe enterprise remains a major element in our economic life. My first 
it out over-night because there would be chaos and production argument is purely on economic grounds that free enterprise 
would be affected: it can be replaced in due course by the State is the more productive way of life. I t  delivers the goods more 
Corporations and Cooperative Societies. The  fact that this is a "  than any other system. So far as industry is concerned, we know 
Cooperative Society refined by a century of experience-a co- the facts. There are so many fields where we can test this. Mr 
operative society of investors-that was never even once thought Graham Hutton, the British Liberal writer, gave a good analogy. 
about. He says that Government, when it enters the field of production, 

I am not suggesting that if there is a mixed economy where is like a dog in the barn yard-it can't lay eggs itself and it stops 
state enterprise supplements and complements the efforts of pri- the hens from laying eggs. This experience of inefficiency of State 
vate enterprise to deliver the goods, there would be any question enterprise in industry is making countries, even Communist 
or challenge to the free enterprise of the joint stock system. That  countries like Yugoslavia and for a little while Poland, try to 
is the legitimate position to take in  a country such as ours that edge away from the State capitalist system. The Yugoslavs have 
we need State enterprise, may be in certain fields of endeavour, invented a theory of workers' control in order to end what they 
to supplement private enterprise. If both work freely in free com- call State Capitalism of the Soviet kind. They do not admit that 
petition on equal terms without discrimination, without bias, Russia is communist or socialist in any way. They say that it 
then no one would be very much bothered. But it is not the is a distortion of Marxism and Socialism. Russia is state capital- 
mixed economy that is threatening free enterprise; it  is the tren ist in a vicious kind of way, and so the Yugoslav communists are 
towards jettisoning the mixed economy increasingly in favour o trying to get away from the Statist pattern by ostensibly giving the 
what may be called monopoly State Capitalism of the Soviet factory back to the workers. That is partly theoretical, but one 

* From an address to a Management Training Course, 17 December 1960. thing happens-the enterprise becomes more autonomous and 
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the laws of competition come into existence. So they get back to 
the laws of the market in a rather downright and crude way 
even in a co~nrnunist economy the moment it  feels able to edge 
away from the unproductive system of production that State 
capitalism always is. 

Even on the land, it is very clear that only private enterprise 
delivers the goods and that wherever the Government tries to 
collectivize the land and farm it under State control, the yield 
drops. The  smaller the farm, the more productivity per acre and 
higher yield per acre, contrary. to fashionable thinking in Delhi. 
I was very amused to see some time ago with a great sense of dis- 
covery the Delhi papers announced that the larger the farm the 
less the production, as if some new law of nature had been dis- 
covered. This was based on a study hy a Government official, who 
investigated on behalf of the Institute of Agricultural Research, 
and the Ministry of Agriculture have now puhlislred a mono- 
graph which contradicts completely everything that the Prime 
Minister said in Parliament during our big debates on Co- 
operative farming. 

My other reason for saying that the continuance of free enter- 
prise is essential or desirable is its political and social effects. 
Unless there is a large measure of free enterprise in  economic- 
life, ave cannot maintain a free society; we cannot maintain a 
democratic constitution or Government. T o  start with, there is 
no known example yet. Maybe, thousands of years from now, 
such an examplTmight evolve, but at present, with human beings 
as they are, if there i s  no private enterprise there can be no politi- 
cal democracy and individual liberty. 

Apart from the fact that it  has not yet been done, which is 
pretty conclusive, logically also it must be so. Let us start by 
saying that unless we can have freedom of speech and expression 
and opposition in a society, we cannot have political democracy, 
democratic government and individual liberty. The  need for an 
opposition therefore is a ~ t  the core of a democratic system; if we 
cannot tolerate opposition, then obviously the Government 
becomes permanent, and it  cannot be changed or replaced by the 
will of the people. 

There cannot be a free opposition or effective opposition with- 
out free enterprise. Let us consider who will provide the oppo- 
sition. In  a system of society where everyone is either an officer 

or an employee of Government, as ~vould be the case in Russia 
and China today-more or less everyone is an employee of govern- 
ment-where does the opposition come from? Obviously, a civil 
servant cannot start an opposition and get elected to Parliament 
in the face of a Government that orvns everything. So since one 
cannot go into opposition without losing his job and ration card, 
one does not go into opposition. Therefore, there is no opposi- 
tion. Trotsky, who was a communist, till he rvas murdered by 
Stalin, in his later years realized rather belatedly the nature of 
this truth when he said that in place of the old slogan "he who 
does not work, neither shall he eat", the nerv slogan in a com- 
munist society is "he who does not obey, neither shall he eat". 
He came to the conclusion that this was the nature oE State ownel.- 
ship. 'iY11en the State became the universal employer, then 
obedience to the universal employer, the Government, was the 
test of whether one earned a living and could eat. 

The  only classes which can possibly provide opposition or the 
basis of opposition in society are what an Italian political thinker 
in the second half of the 19th century called "autonomous social 
forces". The  autonomous social forces are the businessmen, the 
Iactory owners, the shopkeepers, the peasants who oavn the land, 
the artisans who create with their hands, the self-employed people, 
the professionals, (the lawyers, the doctors, the architects, the 
auditors etc.) . These are "the autonomous social forces", which 
means that they stand on their own legs. They are not beholden 
to the government of the day for their bread and butter. The 
professional man, the businessman in a free economy, the landed 
peasants, the artisan and the self-employed man stanrl on their 
own legs and they can say to Government that they do not agree. 
They are the classes who can possibly go into opposition. They 
are the classes who can maintain a Iree press. They are the classes 
who can have any kind of voluntary society or organization which 
is not dependent on Go~ernment patronage. Abolish these 
classes by nationalization of privatc property and land and 
industry, and you will destroy every autonomous social force. 
Then everyone is at the mercy of the State. That is why a com- 
mand economy replaces not only the ballot box ol the markec 
place but a totalitarian Govern~nent replaces ;I democratic 
government provided by the Constitution. 

Three things need to be done in order to help joint-stock enter- 
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prise and free economy generally to survive and to thrive, to win 
this battle and to defeat this challenge. The first thing is that 
Indian business today needs to put its house in order. I t  is not 
enough in  India to say that a few black sheep should not be 
allowed to give the whole class or the whole system a bad name. 
When I say that sometimes, my socialist friends say: "But how 
many black sheep are there in the fold and how many white 
sheep are there?" The suggestion is that the black sheep pre- 
dominate and, therefore, they stop being the exception that 
proves the rule but becomes the rule itself. I do not know how 
statistically one can say how many businesses are good, how many 
are middling and how many are bad. We all may have our 
different impressions. Indian public opinion has been sold the 
story that Indian enterprise is by and large crooked. 

There must be some reason for this. Partly the reason is the 
Prime Minister's propaganda and a certain amount of whipping 
u p  of hysteria and hatred, but what is it based on? If business 
had done a really good job, I do not think this could be possible- 
after all, it is not possible in other countries. Indian business 
must put its house in order. T o  change the metaphor, I would 
say: let them act as Trustees for society, for the community. 
Gandhiji tried to sell that idea well ahead of the times by plead- 
ing that the Indian industrialists and business people should 
behave as trustees on behalf of the community. That  did not 
mean that their wealth was to be taken away; they remained in 
possession of theij; wealth but they were to use that wealth with a 
social purpose. Dr Ludwig Erhard, champion of free enterprise, 
has proved in practice that this works better than any other 
system in West Germany. He ~ a l l s  it Social Enterprise. In his 
book "Prosperity Through Competition." he insists that private 
enterprise must be socially orientated, must have a social purpose. 

The  Forum of Free Enterprise has a Code of Conduct which is 
quite impressive. I t  lays down how the businessman should 
behave vis-a-vis the consumer, the investor, employees, the com- 
munity and the Government. A good product at a fair price, a 
fair deal and a fair wage for labour, honest payment of taxes and 
obedience to laws-these are some of the elements that go into this 
Code. At a meeting of Sarvodaya workers called by my friend, 
Jayaprakash Narayan, Mr Dhebar, Mr Shankar Rao Deo and 
half a dozen other eminent Gandhians were present. They were 
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trying to define what Trusteeship could mean in practice. I tried 
to help out by reading from the Code without saying what it was 
to ask if this is what they understood by the application of trnstee- 
ship in practice. And they all said that it was beautifully put. 
Then I produced copies of the Code of Conduct of the Forum 
and passed it round the table and told them that it was from 
that "horrible reactionary organization" which they have 
imagined the Forum of Free Enterprise to be! 

The  second thing that needs doing, apart from business putting 
its house in order, is to make it  easier for the class of entrepreneurs 
to grow. India has a bigger bourgeoisie and a bigger entrepre- 
neurial class with a longer background than any other country in 
Asia, barring Japan and may be the Philippines. We are 
relatively in a better position. We are not like countries where 
the middle class simply does not exist. We are, therefore, in a 
very much better social position than most countries in Asia to 
make free Enterprise win. But even so, the class needs to grow. And 
the more small entrepreneurs there are, the safer the system of 
Free Enterprise will be. I think that Indian big businessmen 
should consider what they can do for small business. I t  could be 
considered an extension of the principle of Trusteeship-to help 
other people up, to do the job of Free Enterprise and to prove 
to the country that it can deliver the goods. 

The  third thing that has to be done is to stand up for that 
particular way of life. So far it has been admitted that the case 
of Free Enterprise in India has gone by default. Till the Forum 
of Free Enterprise was started in 1956, there was no organized 
effort to put across that point of view. Everyone was a defeatist 
saying it couldn't be done; socialism was too popular, too strong. 
Even today, although something has been done, I am afraid the 
large majority of Indian businessmen do not seem to be able to 
show that they are prepared to stand up and be counted. They 
are not prepared to raise their hands when the question is put in 
public: "Who is for Free Enterprise?" Some of them talk social- 
ism, some of them evade the issue, but the fact remains that those 
who are prepared to stand up and be counted are few. 

This is not a problem of India alone. There was a time in 
America, it seems, when business was in as bad an odour and as 
much on the defensive as it is in India today. Walter Lippmann 
refers to the state of United States business in 1934-the years 
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after the Depression, the years of Roosevelt and the New Deal, 
as follows: "In the past fire years i.e., from 1929 (The Depres- 
sion), the industrial and financial leaders of America have fallen 
from oue of the highest positions of influence and power that 
they ever occupied in our history to one of the lowest." This re. 
mained for quite some years. It is no longer so because American 
business had the gumption, the courage and the enterprise to 
take up the challenge, to try and reverse the trend. 

Interest in public affairs is a very important extra-curricular 
activity of American Managements today. 

GEC and Ford have elaborate departments exclusively con- 
cerned with Government and political affai1.s and they have made 
snch a success of it that an interesting ariicle in "Fortune" 
magazine reports that they are besieged by visiting delegations 
and teams from other cornparlies io iritrn what they do so that 
they can apply it in their own companies. There are other com- 
panies who also sponsor by-partisan training courses in the art 
of politics for middle management. They do not train people 
either to be Republicans or Democrats-they train people to be 
good citizens, and to pull their weight whatever party they may 
feel like joining. 

This has been called the "Business in Politics Movement", and 
it  is growing like a grass fire, according to "Fortune", in the ranks 
of the more enlightened section of American business. What is 
done in many companies is that groups of 12 lo 20 supervisors 
and junior exeptives-middle management-spend ;I couple of 
hours every week for ten weeks or so, sometimes on the corn. 
panies' time and sometimes on their own time. They study the 
working and the progress of political parties, they study how 
campaigns are run, how party finance is raised, and they invite 
as guest lecturers speakers from both sides to supplemect the 
domestic teaching from within their own staff. Apart from these 
seminars, they have field work. They train their executives to 
write letters to Congressmen on any issue that interests them and 
they train them to go round door to door registering people as 
voters-putting their names on the electoral rolls, as a commun- 
ity service performed for that particular town or neighbourhood. 

The  United States Chamber of Commerce has a practical poli- 
tics course which is used by 162 individual firms and 479 local 
rlrambers; 20>000 executives have by now gone through the 
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United States Chamber of Commerce course in practical politics. 
The  National Association of Management course patronizeci by 
100 companies and has been gone through by 5,000 people.. 
There are courses for executives at the American universities: 
over 1,000 executives from more than 500 companies have  gone^ 

througll these courses in 1956. In  fact, this is one of many ways 
in which letting the case go by default can be put right. 

Many American corporations encourage their executives to. 
stand for municipal bodies, to stand for Congress, and they feel 
it is an honour and a privilege io have among them people who 
are able thus to establish themselves in the public life of the 
country. And since they got two broad-based democratic parties, 
neither of which is hostile to business as such, the question of 
taking sides does not arise. All this will need a lot of  thinking^ 
out and adapting to our conditions. The  fact remains that very 
little has been thought of in this regard. I t  has been considered 
for some reason that businessmen should not take part in politics, 
should have no interest in politics, and should beg the ruling 
party for the time being to get what they want out of them and 
carry on. Now that appears not only to be a selfish point of view, 
but a very shortsighted one. I t  is not even intelligently selfish, 
because this class only worries about the quick rupee and this 
year's licence. I t  is not a class that either commands respect o r  
will survive in  the long run. Fundamental thinking and urgent 
action are required by free enterprise because that is  essential^ 
for its very survival and with it  of democracy and individual 
liberty in India. 

Joint-stock enterprise, which is the modev~l twentieth century 
way of industrial organization, should be allowed to thrive for 
its own benefit and for the benefit of the country. How is this 
instrument, through which one nation of the world after another 
has achieved prosperity and social justice in increasing measure, 
to be harnessed to the needs of our country? How is this great 
vitality and force to be let loose so that it may produce the 
largest volume of goods and services needed for this country? 

What is joint-stock enterprise? Our Prime Minister and many 
leaders of Government talk day in and day out of cooperation. 
If they were sincere in their desire to help all kinds of genuine 
cooperation, they would be the best champions of joint-stock 
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enterprise because joinl-stock enterprise is the applicatio~l of the 
l>rinciple ol cooperation to inchustry and business. 

Joint-stock enterprise is the coming together of small and big 
people scattered throughout the country in different walks of life 
with different ideologies because they believe that there is a 
demand or a want for a certain commodity or service on the part 
of the people of this country and that that want should be met.. 
And, that in meeting that want, they will make a profit as a result 
o f  their efficiently meeting that want. That  is the application of 
the principle of cooperation to business or industry. And, if 
there is one kind of cooperation that is successful ol  deservin~ 
of support in India, along with others, it is joint-stock enterprise. 

The  philosophy is that the shareholders of a company are 
fullgrown citizens of our country knowing what they are about, 
that they are the best judges of their own interests and not a set 
of bureaucrats or politicians in office ancl that, therefore, con- 
trol of their activities under Company Law should be minilnun1 
.control, as little control as possible ancl as much freedom for 
them to function as is possible. 

All the joint-stock companies are the pioperty of their owners, 
whether their capital is subscribed in the market or whether five 
people get together in private. The  principle is that it is no 
business of the bureaucracy or the Minister of the day to sit in 
judgement on whether the owners of a certain property-farm or 
shop or factory-administer that property hy prudent practices 
or not. Every glPown-up citizen in a democracy must take on his 
,own shoulders that amount of responsibility. Abraham Lincoln 
spoke a hundred years ago on this and said that the Govern- 
ment cannot do for the people what the people must do for themn- 
selves; he enunciated a truth a hundred years ago on rvhat sound 
administration should do. 

We are talking about grown-up people who invest their money 
i n  a company, public or private. They must be allowed to 
administer the property according lo their conception of prud- 
ence. If they incur a loss, it is their loss. The whole essence of 
joint-stock enterprise is that people must learn to risk their 
capital to make a profit or to make a loss. I t  is not part of the 
Government's business to stop people from making a loss because 
that worrlcl kill and cut at the root of the principle of risk-taking, 
~,vhich is the essence of free enterprise. Therefore, if we want 

joint-stock enterprises to survive in this country, we cannot do it 
under the tutelage of a set of bureancr~ts who kno;~., nothing about 
business. 

Tliis strikes at the root or the safeguards given under our Con- 
stitntion. Eitlier we stand by the Constitution and say t l i n t  private 
property is sacred and belongs to the pcrsotl concerned and he 
can do what he likes with it or we say that the Govern~nent will 
sit in j~~clgement tlirough our bureaucracy on e;.ery o11e of us and 
see rvhetlier or hnr!' we spend ttlie Rs 10 in our pocl,et, ant1 
whether it is right or wrong. This is the thin end of the totali- 
tarian wedge which lays down the princip!e that the Govern- 
ment knows beaer what you sliould be cloing with your money. 
It is a liighly objectionable principle in any free society. 

The  second test is that the Governrnellt initst be s:~tished that 
a conipany is beiinp managed in a manner ~vhich is likely to 
cause serious injury or damage to tlie interests of the trade, 
industry or btrsiness to which it pertains. In o ~ h e r  rvords, I may 
be 1- inning my business very efficiently. But if it llllrts scmeboc:y 
else, on bellal of somebody else ~vlio crlnnot fr:ce lair competi- 
tion, you go and put me in fetters. The  laxrs of ca~iipetiiion are 
tile best correctives to anti-social bellaviour aiicl to i~t~pro<lrtct iv~ 
enterprise. It is tile law of the market, the law of s ~ i ~ p l y  and 
demand, the 13~~7s of  tlie free competitive .society that are a 
sovereign check on unproductive enierprises aiid antisocial 

TVlieii a man does not rnn his business in a prudent way, he 
lias to slilit it down and somebody more eiicctive xvho can serve 
tlie country better takes l:is place. That is ho~v the coilnti-y 
advances by eliminating tile incompetent and col-rnpt a ~ ~ d  by 
sitpporling and rerwat-ding tliose wlio are enterl3rising and pro- 
d~ictive. Once you kill this competition, you are heading for slrch 
a state capitalist system as kl1- Djilas, the colninu~~ist of Yligo- 
si:!~i;!, 1 ~ 1 s  so rveli cle~rril~ed in tiis hool<-Tlir i\'eili C/~~.u-ri!lere 

more c:;!?loitatire and ci?pressire class ol State capi~alists re- 
se who the;! claimed ;\.ere exploiters. 
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5 .  F I R S T  S W A T A N T R A  BUDGET* 

The starting point of Swatantra philosophy is based on West- 
ern Liberalism and on Gandhiji's thinking. These two point in 
the same direction. What they have in common is that the 
individual comes first, the individual is in the centre of the 
picture. If this is so, then a Party like this has faith in the people. 
It believes that, on balance, people are worth-while. This, in 
turn, means that Government is for the people, that Govern- 
ment is a limited instrument for good. This idea is common to 
Liberalism and to Gandhi. I t  is common also to the Bible-you 
remember the old saying. "Render unto Ceaser that which is 
Ceaser's and unto God what is God's," God in this context is 
the individual conscience. Abraham Lincoln, who was a great 
liberal said a century ago: "Don't try to do for the people what 
they can do better for themselves," and Gandhiji, in our time, 
said many things. I shall recall only one. He  said: "That Govern- 
ment is best which governs the least." He  also said, many times, 
that while other forms of exploitation were bad, the worst 
exdoitation and the most violent was that of the State because 
it was total. 

In  other words, Liberal-Gandhian philosophy and the philo- 
sophy of the Swatantra Party stand for freedom of choice- 
freedom of choice for the investor, freedom of choice for the 
producer, freedmn of choice for labour, and freedom of choice 
for the consumer. Where these are missing, it  is not a free 
society. Today, you have only got to consider to what extent 
that freedom of choice of the investor, the producer, the worker 
and the consumer exists. 

We stand for the farmer owning his land, we stand for the 
man who has got something to save investing it  where he wants 
to invest it, for the entrepreneur to be free to choose his field 
of enterprise, for the worker to choose his job and, where 
necessary, to go on strike, and for the consumer to exercise what 
I call the ballot of the market place-to choose what to buy, 
at what price to buy and, if he or she so desire, not to buy. These 
are the fundamentals, in our view, of a Free Society. 

That  being so, we are opposed to Monopoly. We are opposed 

*From a speech to the Swatantra Forum, Calcutta, on 9 January 1966. 
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to s err nits and licences. We want free competition to prevail. 
with minimum regulation, because we believe that the State 
Capitalist model involves bureaucracy, exploitation and corrup- 
tion. Gandhiji preached the idea of Trusteeship. Dr Erhard, 
the maker of modern Germany, calls it  "Social Enterprise" in 
his book of that name, that is, private enterprise but with a 
social objective. That  is what we stand for. 

We do not deny the role of the State. We think the State 
has many functions. The  first is to act as an umpire or referee, 
to hcld the ring, to blow the whistle, to see that the game is 
played fair. The  second is to provide the infrastructure, the 
foundation on which the economic structure can be reared- 
roads, transport, communications, education, electric power, 
technical training. These are the legitimate sphere of the State. 
Even in production, we do not rule out State enterprise. We 
stand for a mixed economy where the State can compete on 
equal terms, in meeting the needs of the people, but we are 
opposed to State monopoly such as we have in the Indian Air. 
lines Corporation, the L.I.C., the S.T.C., and so on. 

We are not against Planning. We are against planning of 
the Soviet kind that we have in India. We have no objection 
to French planning of the Monnet kind, we have no objection 
to the National Economic Development Council in Britain, 
because that is the free kind of planning where the law of the 
market prevails, where the Government does not enforce its 
decisions, where planning is of an indicative or advisory kind. 
In  India we have, as in Russia, a command economy, where 
people are told what to do, what not to do. 

In  taking this stand, we believe that we are abreast of the 
latest trends in the world. If you read the new programme of 
the German Socialist Party, you will find there an amazing 
closeness to the programme of the Swatantra Party published 
earlier. If you see the age composition of the last House of 
Commons which ended its life last October you find that young 
people tend to be Conservatives or Liberals, that Socialism is 
the dogma of the old. This is a very striking indication of 
how the young generation is moving away from the old 
collectivist or State capitalistic dogma. This is also true 
of Yugoslavia, Poland and now it is beginning to be true of 
Soviet Russia. Whoever has experienced "socialism" runs away 
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from it. India will no doubt soon join that race! So the S1,t.a- 
tantra p!,ilosopliy and programme is a modern, twentieth 
ceniilry j>!li'os;j,hy and !pro"arnne. 

Yo i~  ~t.i!l probably go zlollg wit11 me so far but ask, iC that 
is so, 1:orv xvill it wori, ont? It sorinds very nice, but is it really 
praciicahlc? Can it be applied to the sirliarion in ~i.llic!i rliis 
coilntr), finils itself today? I wou!d like to show you xvllat, for 
instance, ~,,.ou!d hnl-ipei~ or could happen if this programme 
could be given a chance or an ol?portunity to be tried out. 

Let us imagine a miracle. Let us imagine an immediate 
General Elsction, and let us imagine that the Sr?atn!ltra Party 
ai1d its li-ie-ids and allies were able to form a new Government 
based on the programme I have just pa t  before you. Il'lrat 

hapixi?? T\rhat would be the efEect on taxation, on the 
food sl~ortage, on prices, on the economic growth of the country 
and on the living standards of tile people? 

IE ?re came to power immeilintsly, I imagi::e .ive woi>lil take 
tllTee steps; three n?ajor change? rvoul:! !,ecome necessary. T h e  
first woulcl be a I-Iolidny fro111 Planning, a suspension of the 
Five Year Plans. T h e  Tiiird Plail is not even half carried oi1t al- 
t h o ~ i g l ~  its five yea-s ai-e dl-amiilg to a close. %\re nzight say that the 
present Third Five Year Plan slloi~!d he extended lor another 
trro years so tllat at least some of its tarsets might be achieved! 
At present, liardly any of  tllem h3r.e been achieved. Let us 
suppose that tile present Plan lasted for another trvo gears and 
the Fourth P l a ~  was postponed. lihruslicliev dicl that soon 
after he came to' pomwr and found his country in a mess left 
by Stalin, rather in  the position ILlr Lal Rahadur Shastri is in 
today. He had the courage to say that the current plan was 
nilfinislied, there was no need for another one, let the current 
plan be fillished first. 

Tlie second thing would be to cut out controls; to abolish 
the permit and licence raj which is in existence today: to 
restot-e the fi-ee market in food and industrial goods. Britain 
diil lhat after the last War, rvl~en the Conservatives came to 
power. V'ithin a little while, the whole aspect of the country 
chai?:ed and, as WIr R. A. r(i!tler proudly announced; "In place 
of red tape, ~2.e now have red meat." 

T h e  third thing we rvould do would be to scrap the present 
foreign policy of so-called "non-alignment" and to accept a 
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policy of Inierdependencc, of 1-ealirins that the ~vorlcl is one, 
tk2t Tie cannot live in isolation from our fl-iencls and neigh- 
bouss. This would mean the acceptance of military assistance 
from the United States, Britain and oilier lriendly Deirocracies. 
I t  v<on!d -!so mean the acceptance of tlie K ~ ~ c l e a r  Oeterrent 
provideil by tile Arne-ican s~i~er ior i ty  in nucicar armri~~ients. 
I do  not thin!, that this interdcpeodence is inconsistent v i i h  
l;oilsst, ge!nl;ine, lioil~aligl,ment, but it is ceriaiilly inconsisteilt 
.rvith rlie kind of non-alignineilt practised during the last ten 
years. 

These, I tliink, are tile three basic major changes I believe 
a Siiataiitra Go~ernment  would male today. If this rvas done, 
wiiat x>,otild be tile inimeiliate etEects o i  these t!iree meisures? 

The  very first consequence would be that when the new 
Eiirlget -,\-as i:ltiocl'~~c:d by tile S~vatai~ira Fiil?il::e hiinister on 
27 .Fcb;irary this year, it i!~o;ilcl be a reiolutionary B~idget. 
14'e-could cut do7~n taxation by at least 50 pcr cent, Ilalving 
it from rvllat it is today. We could cut down both direct and 
inclii-ccr inxation to half of what it is today. You may ask how 
we could manage v:iil; lialf tlie present income. Part of the 
answer i!: t i :  tlie m;:jr- ii:;-r ol oiir .'eie!~i~ I3iBrdeii i:cold 
no longer fail on our taxpayers' shoulders. T\'e know that the 
United Slates 112s giwn military assiirance to tliose ~vlio have 
cliosen to accej;t its i'riendsiiip. I\leit C'sriilaily, jap:ia, Italy, 
Turkey, Jmn, li iailand, !he Pliilippines and marly otliers 11;lve 
takeii Aineric:~m mi!irary assistance and have not bui-dened tlieir 
ecw--nits ~L\,. wit11 this co!osial burden. We rvoulil also have tile 
I~eiiefii of !he A:liel.ir;n nllcieal. de t e r r c~~ t  and r:.e r;:oii!il not 
Ila.,.e to make an imi~osiibiy expensive bsrnb for ourse1;es. Tliis 
woi~l:l mean t!nt tile larger part of OLIS deCence budget co~tlcl 
be i;rirteix ofF aild that this load could be lilted horn our ex- 
chequer. 

Simi!arly, ~1;e refusal to hare a Fourtli Plan, with its lan[astic 
investment outlay, rvoiild mean that so milch maney ~voa!cI not 
be ~equ i r ed  lor wiiat is caliecl 'kdevelopme?t." Eiongnting llie 
present Plan ivould mean no more investment iil rzrastelul pro- 
jec1.s. It iz-ould mean that the present installecl capacity would 
firsi ha-k,e to be ui i i i~ed bzfore sew cap:!ciiy ?.as cre~tecl in [his 
cotti~rry. Tilerefore, there would be very little fresh capital 
expe~di ture  in tlie State Sector. What would be tile elIect of 
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halving the present direct and indirect taxation, the corporate 
taxation and the excise duties which burden our people today? 
Let us imagine for a moment what the effect of such a Budget 
introduced next month would be. 

The  first consequence would be a tremendous spurt in pro- 
duction. With the incubus lifted from our producers, with the 
knowledge that they could keep more of what they produce, a 
larger part of the profits for Investing in their own business, 
anyone with an instinct of enterprise and adventure would go 
places. There would be a tremendous spurt in industrial produc- 
tion, more employment, higher wages, bigger profits, more money 
for fresh investment. 

When the climate in India changes, foreign capital would 
come in. Foreign capital will not come to this country so long 
as Indian capital is ill-treated and treated vindictively, as at 
present. But the moment Indian capital is given a chance, 
foreign capital will pour into this country, something that we 
desperately need. 

The  result of this production spurt would be more goods and 
more services in the country. More goods and services, with 
the same amount of money in circulation, would mean a stop 
in the rise in prices. I t  would mean stable prices. For the first 
time after 1940, we would have stable prices and an Honest 
Rupee. 

What in turn would be the effect of prices not going up 
anymore but of stability being reached by the volume of goods 
and services catching up with the volume of money? The result 
would be no food shortage. Today, there is a food shortage 
for two reasons. One is that the farmer has no  incentive to 
produce and the second that he has no incentive to sell what 
he has produced. T h e  reason for this is that the disparity of 
prices between agricultural products and manufactured goods 
is unfair to the farmer. The  farmer needs cloth, kerosene, 
diesel, fertilizer, tools. T h e  prices of all these things have shot 
up but the price of food is not allowed to go up as a result 
of price control on the part of Government. So the farmer 
finds that his product cannot get more money but everything 
he has to buy costs more. Who would produce more under these 
conditions? Hence the food shortage. What the farmer has 
produced he won't sell because he doesn't get a fair price. So 
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he eats more, gives more to his children. Anyone of us would 
do the same. Then he is called a "hoarder". So the result of 
price stabilization would immediately be an incentive to the 
farmer to produce more and to bring more into the market. 

The  immediate result of Decontrol would be to bring out 
food that has gone underground in the countryside today. 

The  result of more agricultural production and more indus- 
trial production would be an acceleration of the rate of growth 
of our economy. As you know, the rate of growth has been 
stagnant for the last eight years in spite of the Second and 
Third Plans. While other countries have achieved 8 per cent, 
10 per cent, 20 per cent even in the case of Japan, our rate of 
growth is around 2 per cent, while our population rises at 2.2 
or 2.4 per cent. The  result of the Swatantra Budget would be 
to accelerate our rate of growth. 

Finally, when there is more growth, a larger cake, everyone's 
slice of the cake will be bigger than it is today - which means 
a rising standard of life, a richer life for all classes of our people. 
This is what could be done within six months of a Swatantra 
Government coming into power. 

We accept the socialist aim of a "free and equal scciety" but we are 
perceptive enough to see that the method of Statism and controls 
is not the method that leads society to a free and equal society. If 
I had the time, I would have read from the programme of the 
German Socialist Party to show that they are against planning 
beyond a minimum; they are against controls beyond a minimum; 
and they lay the greatest stress on free competition and a free way 
of life. In  other words, the German Socialist programme is nothing 
more than a paraphrase of our own programme. Rut why go to 
socialist democracies? Let us go to the communist countries. I 
wish Hon. Members opposite would read a little more of what 
appears in the Soviet press and in the Soviet economic journals. 
Let them read Professor Lieberman, as my friend Mr Nath Pai 
points out, and they will find a very rapid shifting away from 

'From a speech in the Lok Sabha on 26 August 1965. 
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regimentation, Statisin a~nd planning to a free competitive 
economy. 

Oilly clay before yesterday, in the Eco7zonzi'c Tinzes of August 24, 
there was a rrhole article on the Yugoslav scene. The  Kon. Frirne 
; \ i in is rer  ~v;ls there not long ;igo. 1 wonder iI he ei1~1c;itecl himsell 
on this particizlar point? In case he did not do that, let me read a 
few sentences iroin ~*;llat the \'ugo;lav Government is ~Ioing liere 
and now as we are discussing tlie problems. I t  says: 

Yugoslavia has lately been suliering from ail the  el:-knoivn 
econoinic ills-n.ild inllation, ba!ance of pnyments deficit, 
siuggibh i>rcdiicti;ii.y in her fdcioiics. Tlie Coiernmeilt is now 
trjing to gibe a hard, coni;;eiiiive tone to the ecoilonly in order 
to rcsiore ii  to liealih. 

And horv do they propose to restore it to llealth? They are doing 
i: precisely by i!le 111eaiiiics rye, on !11is side, liaie been sugg~sting 
aiicl not by tlie nieaAures ilia! Illy l ion. Iriend ihe Finailce Minister 
suggested. It says: 

Tiie stariling ~lo;irngradi>l; of tile dinar is, paradoxicaily, the . . 
firs1 step in m eCori to rn-:;; i7iipsla:ia's curiency stronger and 
to sf,rc~ig;iicn rhc c o x a l r ) ' ~  overail econor~ic position. . . . 

International proC~uze;~' 1-riles haye been able to rise because 
iinporis li;i~.e been close!;. rer:ric!cil h-j currency ailocation 
tbi~oii~l i  the banks. In?po:is are now to be allowcd relatisely 
freely. . . . 

No;v tariffs are to 1;c 1o:verecl to 11.8 per cent, in the hope 
t:i;;t ;;t the i ~ i i , ~  t:<cliarr;e rnie and rriril this small tariff, Ioreign . . 
goods rvill oiler a iieady competition to domesiic producers and 
so pi-event ini-tiler iriil:;Lioii.asy pi-ice increases. At t l~e  same time, 
I:ictories  ill hare zn i!~ceiiiir.e to export more. 

This i!osely io1lo;i.s the pal tcrii of Ceylon ri-bich I commencled to 
the I~Iouse :,:.hen I opened the debate three d a y  ago. I t  is very 
interesiii:g th:it since 1 siloke, a comnlunist cocnti-y is now follo~v- 
ing the Cejlonese ~;at!l and rejecting the path that this Goiern- 
meat insists on ~~tirsuing. 

I ivas yer: inierestecl to !:ear Dr ;L:iilira horn !he Gommnnist 
beilciles ivheii he talked about "The Kerv Class," the nerr class that 

is so rveil~describe6 in Djilas' hoolc, :vllich I have in my oivn rvay 
tried to describe on iriore t1i;ii oiie occzsiori in tl:e last ixveive or 
trieriq foiir rrionills. Di Riiblira pointed to a new c1;iss of p;ir;rsites 
and exploiters, some in tile State sector and some in the private 
sector, who combiiie to loot the co:i~;:;~;nity, wllo uie the Liceiices 
ancl i-.c?illits :11:d qvoias to exploit t!ie conimunily, and lie went on 
to say tliar iliese peol?lo norv play a very prominent part in the 
hilnisri-y~ii~aking of the Congress Siate Coi~ernineiits! I am very 
glad thzt a ineniber of the Communist Par;y is so perceptive as 
to foilorv our analjsis. 

I'he only vestetl interest in this cocntry is tlie vcsteii interest of 
this nerv ciass, il:e rie~u c!ass ri,!:icll has a mixed pl~ysiognomy, 
partly poiiiicinps in ofice, partly oi?icials, and partly ijrivate 
capiialists who play bail n-itil ilisse pcopie. That  is the only class 
against wiiicll tile conlmon people hale to xirage a fight !oclay. 

There is an idea aioot thzt liberalism came before socialism and 
therefore riiust f;:de out before socialisin. I ~vould like to examine 
that assumpiion and, iookiug fifty or a hundred years 
ahead, to consider ~viiidl is tile mor: iiicelg to surr.i:e, and rvhicll 
is getting ouid~ted  today. 

Ti'lien I vreni to Lozilon as a rtui.tnt, I met a Cozseriatire 
R,Iember of par;:.,- .:~A.2ei~t, rviio hapi;ei~ed to be a irie:?d of my 
kitiier's. I i e  xi-,is ;ei-y nice to me ?~:?d eriterL;,irrd i-xe to a meal. He 
casi~:,llj~ asl~.e:l i:~ie; ' ' ? ~ ~ ; ~ i g  in:!n, v l ~ a t  :ire yc;ttr pa'~i~ics?" 1 s~iicl: 
',C. U I ~ ,  1 ;!m ail axden; soci~:ibt," Tl?c oId Tcr-j p i i e d  me oli the 
back rfid said: 'l'ery g::o:l. I:;:/ b q .  71121 is er::x;ly ~:.h;!r you 
should be at :oi!r arc. l u l l  ses, if i i r  2: yoti are n3. ;I s o c i ~ l i ~ t ,  you 

. - .  . 1m-e no liexi. l3-1 if at 41 jou are still a soc~;iiisi, i t  meails you 
hale no lieadl" i t  is interesiii~g that by the ii;r:e I ruas 41, I wrote a 
book c;iliecl Socigilsnz Reconi?c!cl-ed, in ..i.ikicX I reiioui~cc~l socia- 
lis~il ancl <decI;ired my liberal xlc1 Ga!idlrir;n f;;i:l:, I i.enici?i'uei-ecl 
tlie old Eng!isbman, who had by tlieii disc:. l i o ? ~  r-ight lie uvas! 

Our great leader, Maliat_?ia Gzildhi, s to say that 
consistericy in political affzirs is "the rirtue of an ass." He rvas 
hiniself a very ii1con;isten: person, r,v!lo moied from posiiion to 

"Article in Swn i -o j y  .Aiii;ua!, jailuary 1366. 
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position as he developed and the world developed. T h e  point I 
am making is that it would be very stupid for anyone to hold on 
to a point of view or a dogma, disregarding what is happening 
around him. 

Now, Gandhi taught us two things, basically. One was that ends 
and means are interlinked, that you cannot produce a better 
society by methods that are not clean and decent, that the end 
does not justify the means. By the time your means, which are 
dubious, are practised, your end gets vitiated. In  other words, to 
cite the Soviet Union, by liquidations and butchery, by distortion 
and lying, you cannot produce a more fraternal society. You have 
only to look at the kind of men who have ruled the Soviet Union 
to realize that this is not a more fraternal society: Stalin, Molotov, 
Visbinsky, Khrushchev. These are not the embodiments of a more 
brotherly, free and equal society. 

The  other thing Gandhiji taught us was that the State in  the 
20th century is no longer a great friend of freedom and progress, 
that perhaps the biggest threat to human freedom comes from 
the State. This Gandhi repeated a hundred times in different ways, 
by saying that there is no violence as evil as the violence of the 
Government. All other violence can be forgiven, understood or 
controlled, but when the Government becomes violent and 
dominates and oppresses the people, that is the most foul kind of 
violence. 

Let us get our definitions right about socialism. Let us consider 
whether the methods of socialism lead to the aims of socialism 
being achieved. I start with the assumption that all of us want to 
see an end of poverty, that we all want to see an end to glaring 
inequalities of status and opportunity, that we want to see people 
free and happy in a fraternal society. That, I think, is basic to 
liberalism. 

Now let us see what socialism is. I think the aims were best 
stated by Lenin as "a free and equal society." I think it is a 
legitimate aim. I would still accept it as a valid ultimate objec- 
tive. The  methods of socialism are spelled out in the Oxford 
Dictionary, which reads as follows: "The principle that indi- 
vidual liberty should be completely subordinated to the inte- 
rests of the community, with the deductions that can be drawn 
from it, namely, the State monopoly of land and all capital." 
The  British Labour Party has as its objective "the nationaliza- 
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tlon of the instruments of production, distribution and ex- 
change," which means the State ownership of all industry, all 
trade, all banking, all land. 

Let us consider to what extent, where socialist methods have 
been tried, these methods have actually achieved, or furthered, 
the aims of socialism. That  is, to what extent does the State 
ownership of industry, trade and land create a more free and 
equal society? 

The only countries where socialism has been fully tried out 
are the communist countries. The  other countries, which we 
rhall discuss later, may sometimes have socialist governments for 
a while, but they still carry on the system of competitive free 
enterprise, or "capitalism" as it used to be called. The  only 
countries in which socialism has been completely tried out are 
the Soviet Union, Communist China, and the captive countries 
of Eastern Europe. Let us consider the Soviet Union, which is 
the classical case, both because the experiment has lasted for 
48 years and because it  is the fatherland, the leader of the com- 
munist world. What are the results of 48 years of practising 
the methods of socialism or communism? Here are some of the 
indices. 

The  rise in the standard of life in the Soviet Union over the 
last 48 years has been about the slowest in the world. Colin 
Clark and other economists have provided data showing that 
the curve of the standard of life of people in other parts of the 
world has almost uniformly risen more sharply tlian in the 
Soviet Union. Now, this is an amazing phenomenon, that the 
revolution that was made to improve the lot of the common 
people has resulted in exactly the reverse, the relative absence 
of progress compared with so-called capitalist countries. 

This can be measured by simple things-housing, clothes, 
food, the things people use. In  the Soviet Union, housing is 
about the shabbiest phenomenon. Even today, sometimes whole 
families have to share a room. Clothes are a notorious weakness. 
The Soviet Union's diplomats and technicians who go back from 
India often carry half a dozen snits and half a dozen pairs of 
shoes, on which they make a very handsome profit back home. 
There is a black market in clothing and shoes. 

The  saddest failure of Soviet socialism has been in agricul- 
lure, which is of more interest to us in India than it may be 



to tllose in Europe. If we read the publications put out by the 
Foot! and >Lgii.:~~,!t~:~-:!l C)rpni!:;:i~n, TVVI~CII gi.;,e st;>listics of 
comparative p'iociuction of foodgrains and other agl.ic111rural 
cornmoc1it;es per acre tlirougtlout the rvorld, we find that tile 
Soviet Union coixes, near Chna ,  at the bottom of  the inter- 
n;itioi~al scrle. In  so far as prodr:cing rice and w:lieat per acre 
is concerned, Soi,iet zgi-ic:i:ia?e is a?~.o!lg ille lezst proil~ictive. 

IViiat t!~e Soviet Uiii'on has done is to p r o d ~ ~ c e  a great deal 
of steel. Tha t  is about its greatest success in the economic Fie!d. 
Steel and m;ciiinsry tliey have produced. 'Tile reason t!:ey have ... . 
prodi~recl them is miiitarlsm. They TV-nteii to dominate the 
worlil; and so ihey p:-odn.ceil steel, wiiicii goes into tanks and 
jet planes. Anorher tiling that tliey have excelled in is the 
space programme. 

G I  the Soviet people are somewhat biltcr about this 
distortion of giving to space programmes and miiitarisnl what 
ski-iid be co;r:iizg 13 t i i -1  for t l l ~ i r  ow1 n:eds and the needs 
of tlleir children. Tliis bitterness comes oc t  in funny stories, 
because in Russia tile only way you can criticize the Govern- ... 
1:icnt. is bi ccili!;g a r?zr$~~~ss .  

Alter E,'fr Gagnin  came hack from space and tile r,~rl.bole ~vorld 
went into raptures, tiit. R:~ssians told a little story. A foreign 
corresponcleni, soon after Mr Gagarin's victcrious return from 
space, we-nt to 11;s !lome to interview him. I i e  knocked at his 
door ant1 a little gi-! came out-Cngarin's litt:e dziigliter. We 
as!red: "Can I talli-to daddy?" Tile girl said: "No, lie lias gone 
out to space." "Oirt to space ognin? 'i"\'lint a pity. Fio-v Ioiig r*rill 
lie take to get back?" Tile girl wid: "He will be back aIter four 
lho~irs." "1 ,:,.ill xvzii, t i ~ e ~ i .  ;\I:,-,be I c a i~  t:!k to :~I:I- ~ I L I I ~ I I I ~  

instead?" ''NO," said tlie little girl. "Aiummy is out too." "TVhere 
1ias si;e gone:" he aske<!. "Oli! Slle 11::s gone to t!:e b?ker's to 
get a loaf of bread," "How long will she be amayi" T11e little 
girl amswered: "She will take eight hours, because she is in  a 
queue." 

T h e  oilier claim made for socialism is equality. Never mind 
if we are not prosperous, we at least can all be equal. Tliere 
again, tlie results do not jnstify the hopes some of us lrad, that 
socialism ~vould dzliver tlie g o d s  so far as eqriality is concernecl. 

T h e  Soviet Union today has wider inequalities than many 
capitalist countries. T h e  differential between the worker and 
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the manager, between the ruler and the ruled, is wider than 
in most other countries. In the U11i;ecl States, for iilstauce, the 
ratio of payment betrvccn tlie highly s1:iSiecl worker and the 
ncrnsL.i!led rt:or!:er is oiii;' 2; : I .  The  higl~esr si:illeil tec1hni:iati 
does not get more than 2 i  times the xage of tlie nlost unskilled 
labourer. In  India, it is pretty bad. It  is sonl:tiring li':.e 20 or 
25 : 1. One mould 1il:e to see that gap narrowed, In  the Soviet 
Unio~i  it is j;ist as had. In Soviet Rnssia for the last tr'vo decades, 
they hare li:d mi!!ionaires; who orin mi!!io:~s oE rou3Ies in 
State bonds. Tiley are kno~vn as "Soviet millionaires." 

T h e  inierestirig tliiiig is that tliey arc not taxed. I n  India 
tlie lilgliest incoi~ie-tax ailil ~ ,xa l i l i  tau exceed 100 per cent. I'OLI 
are taxed on your capita1 as rkyel! as yo~ur iincoiiie. Your wealth 
tax aud your incometax comhincd can eucecd your income for 
the year. I once made a proposal in Parliament that it shoulcl 
be resti-irtecl to 80 per cent as in Sweden, and this was rejected 
by our present socialist Govern:neni. iir the Soviet Union, there 
is only one rate of income-tax rich aiicl poor alll:e, Tliis is 
13 per cc:it. F\~lici.licr yo11 are a mi!!ici?.iire or ii riorker, !on pa) 
13 per ccnt of yolir i i ~ c o ~ n e  as tax. hTo progrrcssion. This woitlil 
be coiisidere~l l~ighly reactionary in a capitalist country, but it 
is considered to be coclmui~isrn in Russia. 

Perl~aps rile most lantastic tliiqg is that the-e is no inlieritaiice 
tax. They llad it once, btit they aholishecl it. In other worrls, 
i l  ,on l a v e  millions of rci:!>les for y a : i ~  rhiidren. ihe:, Set the 
wlio!e lot. All this sho~vs that, far from being the country of 
equality, the Soviet Union is a personification of glaring and 
gross inequalities and inequities. 

So socialism does not deliver prosperity. I t  does not produce 
eqiiality. Does it give freeclom? Of course not. T h e  loss of liberty 
is the most ohvious thing in tlie socialist countrie~. Lenin xvas 
a great man. He was an idealist gone wrong. He imagined that, 
after a short period of dirtatorshic, liberiv ~ro!~!d be reitorecl 
by the benign Communist Party to the people. T h e  State -rvo~?ld 
"~sitlier arnray." Now, some of us hxve hem ~v;.irinq patiently 
for this process to start. There are no signs of it yet, either in 
tlie Soviet Union or in any other communist country. The  State 
keeps its ~nono;,oly of power very securely in its hands. 

Now, 2.11 this had been foreseen by a very wise Italian pliilo- 
sopher, Benedetto Croce, who said that in  any country where 
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there were no "autonomous social forces," liberty was bound to 
disappear. By "autonomous social force" he meant people who 
own their factories, people who own their shops, people who 
own their land, people who practise independent professions 
like lawyers, doctors, engineers and accountants. In  other words, 
when everyone is an employee of the Government, you cannot 
have freedom or democracy because there is no one to oppose 
or criticize the Government. I t  is only when a peasant can say: 
"This land is mine," that he can stand up to the official. But 
when you have no peasant proprietors, no businessmen, no free 
professional people, it  becomes a slave State. 

Now, let us consider what has been happening in a semi- 
socialist society like India. We have been practising, or trying 
to practise, socialist methods for the last 15 years. What is our 
plight today? We do not have to go to Russia to find out what 
are the first fruits of socialism. Is there more prosperity? Are 
we better off than we were in 1947) T h e  answer is "No." Living 
standards have been stagnant since the British left in 1947. 
Some classes have benefited, some are worse off. 

T h e  Government admits that the real income of the agri- 
cultural labourer, the landless labourer in the village, has gone 
down in the last fifteen years. He  does not take home as much 
as he could in the old days under the British. The  real income 
of the industrial labourer is more or less stagnant, thanks to 
dearness allowances. Anyone who knows anything about the 
middle class knows jhat its standards have gone down shockingly 
in the last fifteen years. In fact, the middle class is being ground 
out of existence today in India. The  biggest victim of socialism 
is the lower middle class, the educated man with a small income, 
the clerk, the schoolmaster, the shopkeeper. 

Then, who has benefited? If the middle class, the working 
class and the landless labourer are all worse off, who has 
benefited? T h e  answer is a small number of people have bene- 
fited. Because we have a mixed economy, we have a mixed "New 
Class." They are not all commissars. Some of them are com- 
missars and some are businessmen. What they do is that by 
means of a controlled so-called socialist economy, where more 
or less sheltered conditions are created, they share the profit. If 
I am in power and I give a licence to somebody to produce 
something with a protected market, he gives me back 10 per 
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cent or 20 per cent of what he makes. So political patronage, 
operated by dishonest politicians, officials and businessmen, 
creates a new ring of exploiters which replaces the old system. 

Equality? Even the advocates of socialism themselves complain 
that every time a Five Year Plan is put across, it  creates more 
inequalities, for the reason I have just explained. 

The  workers are no longer as happy about socialism as they 
were fifteen years ago. In  those days every trade unionist wanted 
his industry nationalized because he thought capitalism was 
reactionary and socialism would be progressive. Last year, on 
4 July 1964, one of our big bank unions, the Reserve Bank 
Union, passed a resolution; for the first time a trade union 
came out openly opposing nationalization. 

The  best summary of the situation was given by none other 
than Mr Nehru. I t  is amusing that he gave his judgement in 
another country than his own. Mr Nehrn was in Kathmandu, 
the capital of Nepal, in 1959. Speaking from the superior heights 
of life in India, Mr Nehru said in Kathmandu, at a public 
meeting, something that summarizes what I have been saying: 
"Socialism in a poor country can only mean that it will remain 
permanently poor." 

Now I come to the alternative, the Liberal path. If socialism 
does not serve the purposes for which it was intended, that is, 
moving towards a freer and more equal society, is liberalism 
the alternative? 

What is liberalism? Liberalism, according to Hobhouse, the 
great British liberal, in his book on Liberalism, which is a 
classic, is "a belief that society can safely be founded on the 
self-directing power of personality, that it  is only on this founda- 
tion that the true community can be built. Liberty then be- 
comes not so much a right of the individual, as a necessity of 
society." Professor Parkinson said in an article recently published 
in England: "The word Liberal means generous or open-handed. 
Be generous with what? With freedom and political responsi- 
bility." 

Now, these are two quite good definitions of liberalism. How 
do we apply them to the problems of social welfare or social 
justice with which we are concerned? Their application to the 
economy means a free economy. What is a free economy? There 
are many variations of the free economy in different parts of 
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tlie u~orlil, but one thing is common to all of them-the Govern- 
ment plays a limirec1 ancl resiricted part. Liberal economics are 
tile economics of limited government. Social controls and rcgu- 
lations are necessary, hut must be restricted to thr minimum. 
That  is one aspect. 

The  other aspect of a free economy is that "the consumer 
mnst be 1:ing." What does this meah? TVho is the consilmer? All 
of us are cons~m~ers. TVe all k,i!y somcthi~~g or otllcr. TliereCore, 
the whole country is made 11p of consumers. What does it meal1 
that tlic consumer must he l<iiig? This mezns that what is pro. 
d~~cecl  in a country sl~ould he ri-hat the people want, should 
be si:rnetliing for ~v l~ ich  tile people are prepared to pay a price 
in the market. Tlie pattern of prod~uction must be dictated, 
no? by Go.;ernment, not by a Planning Commission, not by the 
diclaies of anTon?. 5i!t by the mlicctive wi!l of the people, a s  

expresseil in tbz market place. This has been well clescribed 
as "ihe b:il!ot of  r l~e  mnrvet place." T1.r ballot of the market 
place is si~]:t.iior to tile blllot oi tllc pnliiiral electioll. Yoll can 
s11iIt Tour choice frorrl hour to hour and d;ly to clay. You can 
buy one bi-2nd of soap one clay, clla~ige owl- to aiinther brand 
the next day, if yoia do not find it goocl. I'o:! can cl~ange your 
perfome, p ! r  shoes, your clotl~es--er.erythi%. 

Tiow <lo-; ? h i s  cl:oi-7 O F  i!ie p : ~ i l  m?r-it docs not matte 
n~11etl:t.r he 11a- ten rupees in his pocket or a tlioi~s>n<l rrupees- 
affect tile pattern qJ production? I t  affects it throng11 the profit 
motive, t l i r o ~ ~ g l ~  xvllat is called the law of the market, rvhich 
i s  the o ~ l y  sane economic larv-the law of siippl" ancl deman<l. 
The  ind~~strialist or tlie businessman does not prodnce for fun 
or lor lo7.e. He proiirces for n profit. F!e pro:lr!ces what rail1 
get him a proli: in the m^rlrct. A profit is  rn2cle rvhen the 
demand exceerls the supply heca117e ~ u h e i ~  the dem;in<l esreecls 
h e  c~ipply, then prices go up. But ~vhere ilie supply exceeds 
tlie <lemnncl, prices drop. 

Tile hixgest capitalist has thus to consider what the smallest 
man in the market wants. This is how the consnrner is king 
and this is what is callecl a free market economy. This is the 
libel-a1 ecoi1orn.r. as onnored to the sorialist. 

The  hianifesto of the I.iheral International, which was 
adopted many years ago, is still valiil because liberal principles 
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,do not change every five or ten years. Among these principles 
i n  the Manifesto, there are certain items of an economic nature: 

The  right to private ownership oL property and the right 
to embark on individual enterprise; consumers' free choice, 
and the opportunity to reap the full benefit of the produc- 
tivity of the soil and the industry of man. The  suppression 
of economic freedom must lead to the disappearance of politi- 
cal freedom. We oppose such suppression whether brought 
about by State ownership or control or by private monopolies, 
cartels and trusts. 7Ve admit State ownership only for those 
undertakings which are beyond the scope of private enter- 
prise, or in which competition no longer plays its part. The  
welfare of the community must prevail and must he safe- 
guarded from abuse of power by sectional interests. 

The  examples of this kind of a free economy range from 
tile United States, which have achieved t l ~ e  highest standards 
.of life and equality for their people, Britain, tlie Scandinavian 
,countries, France, West Germany, with its German miracle 
produced by Dr Erhard, a great Liberal, Japan, the one country 
in Asia which has raised its standal.cl of life to tlie European 
level, Australia and New Zealand. 

TVliat are the results? One is prosperity. The  buying power 
of the man in these countries is out of all proportion to what 
it is in the socialist countries. Here are the figures of how long 
a worker has to work in America and Russia to obtain the same 
commodity. I t  is very interesting. I t  shows you where labour 
is exploited, and where it is really free. For a loaf of bread- 
this was valid last year and could not have changed now very 
nluch-the U.S. worker had to work for six minutes. The  Soviet 
worker had to work for 36 minutes to buy the same loaf of 
bread. For a pound. of butter the U.S. worker works 19 minutes, 
the Soviet worker 3fr hours, a ratio of 10 : 1. For a pound of 
sugar, the American worker works for three minutes, the Soviet 
worker for 51  minutes-18 : 1. For a man's cotton shirt, 1% hours 
in the U.S. and 13 hours in the Soviet Union-again 10 : 1. The  
same for shoes, 10 : 1, 11 : 1 for a suit, 10 : 1 for woman's shoes, 
I0 : l for soap and 5 : 1 for vodka. 

Even the Indian worker, under so-called capitalism, is better 
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off than Russia under socialism, since he does not have to work 
as long as a Russian worker, to get a pair of shoes or some cloth. 

I think I have said enough to show that there is no  question 
about the fact that liberal methods lead much faster to the 
socialist objective than socialist methods. Liberal methods, 
wl~ich are economic freedom or .economic democracy, lead to 
social justice, equality, prosperity and freedom much quicker 
than the methods of State Capitalism or State-ism, which in 
France is called Etatisme. That is a much more accurate name 
than socialism, which may mean anything or nothing. 

It is interesting that most of the world is beginning to see 
this. T h e  world trend is away from communistn and socialism 
and towards liberal democracy. This is not surprising because, 
after all, human intelligence wins in the end. 


